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YOUNG WILD WEST'S DESPERATE CHARGE
OR,

THE SHOT THAT BEAT THE REDSKINS
By AN OLD SCOUT
One of them was evidently a chief of the tribe, if bis gaudy
headdrrss went for anything.
He was resting upon one end at the how and holding a
ISTEflFERISG WITH A:,' ISD[AX LOVE AFFAIR.
rifle in his hand .
The other two were laboring hard with the paddles to
A very warm day in the early fall was just drawing to a
dose. 'I'he wal·ers of the stream known as t he North Fork of overtake the couple ahead.
The Indian maiden gave vent to a stifled scream as she
the Canadian Ri vc1· flowed sluggishly beneath the overhangsaw the punmers, but her companion merely gritted upon his
ing willows.
The sea son had been a dry one, and the river was lower than teeth and strsve harder to keep th e lead.
He was easily doing it, too. but suddenly there came sounds
usual, and muddy at that.
All was silence, save the chirping of the insects and the oc- just ahead which told him plainly that they were near the
rapids.
casional call of a wild bird.
If there had been plenty of water in the river it would have
As the sun sank lower, the slanting rays pierced a break
in the cottonwood foliage and fell upon the water, lighting been quite easy to go over the dangerous spot, but now it was
up the shadows and putting a more cheerful aspect to the different.
Black, slippery rocks loomed up on all sides and there was
scene.
There was a slight crackling in the bushes and then a doe barely depth enough over the crest, which had a fall of six or
eight feet, to permit a canoe to float.
and her fawn came down to the water's edge to drink.
The Indian shot a quick glance to the right and then to the
The doe sniffed the a ir and held up her head in anticlpalefc, but it seemed that there was no chance to make a landing
tion of danger, wh ile the fawn eagerly lapped the water.
Presently the mother reached her head down and began to and get away, so he nodded to his fair companion and then
paddled on with all his might.
drink.
A minute later and the canoe was being whirled down the
But it was only for a moment.
Then she sudd enly reared her head and looked up the slant toward the crest of the little waterfall.
With cli.i-sped hands the young squaw watched her comstream. A snort followed, and then the two fleet-footed animals leaped back upon the bank and were lost to view in the panion as he strove to guide the frail craft safely to the
smooth water below.
woods and undergrowth that lined the river.
But it was not to be. •
Something had startled them. But if a human being could
have been there at the time he would have been at a loss to . Twice the bottom of the canoe struck hard, and then there
came a sudden ripping sound and over it went, throwing the
tell what it was.
occupants into the shallow water at the very brink of the fall.
It was not long, however, before the cause showed.
An exultant shout sou·nded, and the pursuing canoe was
The faint sounds made by a paddle were heard, increasing
seen to suddenly make for the shore on the right.
gradually.
The young .brave yelled defiantly as he got upon his feet
In less than a minute the sounds increased and the· moveand seized the maiden about the waist.
ment of the paddle quickened.
Then he started over the slippery rocks for the left bank,
A canoe was coming down the stream, and the person proleaving the damaged canoe to its fate.
pell!ng it evidently was in a hurry.
The river was not very wide at this point, and seeing that
Probably two minutes later the canoe came around a bend
the two were trying to make their escape, the chief gave quick
close to the willows.
Tu it were two persons. One was an Indian maiden and orders and the two Indians with him quickly sent the craft
for the opposite shore.
the other a stalwart young buck.
But the young couple got there a few yards ahead of them
It was the 13.tter who was handling the'paddle, and he did
it with a dexterity that told plainly how well he was used and then instead of fleeing into the woods the buck thrust
the squaw behind him and, pulling a knife from his belt,
to it.
The canoe, which was a light birch-bark affair, bounded stood as though waiting to be attacked.
Once the old chief had him covered with the rifle, but he
along swiftly, while the young squaw kept looking behind as
lowered it rather reluctantly, and not until the prow of the
though sbe expected to see some one appear in pursuit.
Not a word did either say, and on went the canoe until it canoe touched the bank did he utter a word.
Then as he sprang out he shouted:
reached another angle in the stream.
"Tall Willow must die. He has stolen Gray Wing's daughThen just as it was about to make the turn an exultant
yell sounded and a larger canoe, containing three redskins, ter. He is a Comanche, and he is a coward."
"'Ugh! " answered the brave, with a grunt that was almost
came in view .
CHAPTER I.
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savage. "Tall Willow is not a coward. He wants Silver Star
for his squaw, and she is willing. Because h,e is not a Pawnee,
Gray Wing does not' like it. But Silver Star says she will stay
with me. and if Tall Wille dies she will die, too."
Then Tall Willow threw out his cha,;t and looked proudly
as well as defiantly at the old chief, who had now paused
within a few feet of the couple.
The other tw o got out of the canoe and came forward, each
of them holding a revolver ready to shoot.
Seeing that there was no chance for the lovers to escape,
Gray Wing laid his rifle upon the ground and then unwinding a whip from his waist he gripped the butt of it and
started for the squaw.
Swish!
The long lash came down hard upon her shoulders as she
stepped back and cowered before him.
Enraged at seeing his sweetheart treated so brutally, the
young Comanche raised his knife and Imped forward to lay
low the Pawnee chef.
But he was not quick enough.
The other two braves quickly interfered, and the knife
was soon sent flying from his hand, while he was thrown to
the ground.
Th e two had all they could do to hold him there, however,
but the chief did not pay any attention to that part ot-it.
His dau1.;hter had fled a short distance and was standing
upon the bank of the river now, but he went after her, swinging the whip savagely, aud when he was near enough he
raised it to strike another blow.
At that very moment a rifle cracked at the other side of the
river and the whip was brolrnn at the stock by a bullet.
Instantly much alarm was expressed by the three Pawnees.
The girl took advantage of it to move further away, but she
did not attempt to flee and leave her lover to his fate.
·'Ugh!" cried Gray Wing, as he stood holding the whip,
which was haI)ging almost straight to the ground now. "Who
shoot?"
Just then a dashing-lcoking young fellow, with long, light
chestnut hair, broke from the cottonwocds at the opposite side
of the stream and appeared in view.
He carried a Remington rifle in his hand and, pausing upon
the edge of the bank, he called out:
--1 reckon that is about eno ugh of that kind of business,
redskin. J don't know what started the trouble, but I certainly cculdn"t see a girl whipped in that fashion, even if she
is nothing but a redskin squaw." "Paleface boy heap much smart,,. the chief retorted, angrily,
and then he threw the whip to the ground. ·· Gray Wing will
make him sorry."
.. No threats, chief,·• came the cool retort. "I reckon I'll come
over there and find out what the trouble is. Come on, boys ..,
Then as he started to pick his way across the stream by
stepping from ,;tone to stone, another boy and a tall man, with
long, black hair and a mustache of the same hue, appeared
from the shrublrory.
They found little difficulty in get.tin g across, scarcely wetting their feet while doing it, and once they reached the bani,
they walked fearlessly up to the redsk ins.
All three were attired much alike in fancy hunting suits of
buckskin and wore gay-colored shirts and wide-brimmed sombreros.
·
But the boy with the icng, light hair seemed to be the leader,
and stepping up to tho cl>i(!f he boldly placed a hand upon
his shoulder and said:
·• See here, -redskin, you made a threat just now and I don't
lilre it very much. Still, l don't want you to think that I am
afraid of you or any other redskin Jiving. You're supposed to
be living at peace som·ewhere around here, and you shouldn't
make war on the whites. By breaking the whip with a bullet just now doesn't mean that I am making war upon you. I
simply did it to pr-event you from hitting the squaw. Now,
then, just tell me what thi~ all means, anyhow ..,
The -other two Pawnee3 had risen to their feet and finding
himself at liberty, Tall Wil!ow arose.
As if be thought be should be the one to answer th e paleface boy's riues.tion, he :11oved around so he could fare birn,
and then folding his arms across his bre2st gave a nod and
said:
''Me 'rall Wiliow, a Coruan::he. Me want Gray Wing's
daughter for my squaw, and she want roe for her husband.
Gray Wing a Pawnee, and he no like me because I am a
Comanche. He say no, and me go away. Dut Silver Star she
follow me, and say she go with me if she die. ThE>n we take
a cal!oe and come down the river. Gray Wing and two of his
braves follow us. They catch us when our canoe Upset. Tali

Willow no want to fight with the Pawnees, but when Silver
Star say she no go back with her father me stay with her, for
she will be my squaw."
"I reckon that sorter sounds all right, 'Wild," the tall man
who had crossed the river with the two boys observed . .
"Yes, that's right, Charlie. I believe the redskin has told
the truth. By falling in love with the squaw he has started
the old feud that has long existed between tbe two tribes,
I suppose. But since we have interfered I suppose the best
thing we can do now is to try and settle it. The old -chief
seems to be rather mad because I broke his whip, b)lt I care
nothing about that. If he tries to •strike the squaw in that
way again I'll do something worse to him than break his
whip."
"You kin bet your life you will, Wild. I thinl{ the best thing
we kin do with him is to chuck him in the river and give him
a wash. He's got a lot of fancy toggery on, but there's more
or less of an inch of dirt on him, jest the same. Jest loo!{
how greasy he is."
"Ugh!" grunted Gray Wing, who did not at all like the free
and easy way the palefaces were talking in.
" Never mind grunting, chief, •· the boy with the long hair
said, coolly. .; You made a mistake in trying to whip your
own daughter in that fashion. rt might be that I made a
mistake in interfering, but I can't nelp it and I don't care
one bit about It. I am going to see to it now that your
daughter has her own way about it. If she wants that buck
for her husband she is going to have him. The best thing
you can do is to get into your canoe and go on up the river.
I don 't know how far away your village is, but you had better
start for it, anyhow. It will be dark pretty soon, and you
won't find it very easy getting along with the canoe."
Then the boy ·turned to the young couple and co!ltinued:
·· Since it won't be very healthy for you if you go back to
the village, or try to get away on foot, you can go over with
us to our camp and re;rnain there until morning. Then probably the old chief will be in a better humor and we'll go over
and have a ta lk with him. You are quite a likely looking redskin, anyhow. I can generally tell those of your race who
haven't any good iri them. You seem to be a pretty fair one."
'"Tall Willow is a good Indian. His tongue is not crooked,
and he no fight the palefaces."
.. All right, Tall Willow. Now, ,f you think you can get
your squaw across the rive r, just go right ahead. We'll wait
until you get over, and then we'll come along after you . Our
camp is only a short distance away, and it just happened that
we came down along the riv er in search of something in the
way of game when we found out what was going on. We
heard the sounds, of course, as we were approaching, and I am
glad I got in sight of you in time to save ) our squaw from
being struck with the whip."
'"Wild, by the looks of that streak across her neck, she was
struck before that," the other boy spoke up.
--By Jo ve ' that's right, Jim. He must have given her a lash
before we reached the edge of the woods."
The three Pawnees, though very angry at the interference,
said not a word while the conversation went on.
But evidently they regarded the matter settled for the time,
for at a nod from Gray Wing, the other two went to the bank
and got into the canoe.
He follow ed them, picking up lhe broken whip as he did so,
and just as he was getting in the boy with the long hair
stepped after him and said:
·· If you'll tell me just how far your village, or camp, is we'll
come around and bave a tali; with you in the morni ng, chief."
·· Pawnee village , th ree, four miles u11 the river," was the
reply.
·· All right, Gray Wing. We'll be around and see you tomor row morning. Good-night..,
"i' ..
But Gray Wing made no l·eply to the salute, and he w~.td
off the canoe and then motioned for t he two l.Jrn:ves to ~!je
up the stream, which they promptly began doing.
v ..,
'"Wen , I reckcn we can all go across together now," the boy
said, v1ith a-smile at the brave and squaw. ''I suppose yoc1
are willing to go to our camp wir,h us?'"
"Tall . Willow can't say how he- will pay the palefaces (or
their kindness,·· the brave answe;·ed , shaking his hea!l. doubtingly .
.. That's at! right, we don't want any pay. Come on. •·
Then the redskin picked up the maiden as though she was
but a child and nimbly crossed the stream, followed by the
three whites.
Silver Star seemed ,·ery grateful, and once she was set upon
her feet. upou i::olid ground she turned to thr;f'e who had rendered such timely assistance to her and said;
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·'Will the palefaces tell me who they are? Silver Star
thinks she knows them. 1'
"You think you know us, eh?" was the smiling reply from
the young leader of the trio. "Well, who are we?"
"You Young Wild West, the paleface boy who never misses
when he shoots and who ls not afraid to fight when he is
right."
·• Yes, that's right, Silver Star. Now, then, tell me the names
of the others."
The Indian maiden shook her head.
"Silver Star does not know their names. She has heard of
Young Wild West and his two partners. The y,•· nodding to
the man and boy, "are his two partners-his friends who can
fight heap much like Young Wild West:"
··Well, boys, I reckon she has got us down pretty nearly
right, hasn't she?" and Young Wild West laughed lightly and
then turned to go to the camp they had left a short time before, the two Indian lovers following.

CHAPTER II.
YOU:\'O WILD WEST'S CA:i\IP.

Young Wild West and his friends were on one of their horseback trips through the wildest parts of the great West in
search of excitement and adventure when they arrived at a
pleasant camping spot on the bank of the little creek that
helped feed_ the waters of the Canadia~ River.
They arrived there just about an hour before the exciting
chase on the river occurred, and at once proceeded to put
things In shape for the night.
Our hero ls so well known that it is hardly necessary to
give anything in the way of a descri];)tion of him than has
. already been done.
Suffice it to say that though but a boy in years he had distinguished himself and made both enemies and friends through
his courage and daring and strict adherence to the right.
Having won the title of Champion Deadshot of the West, and
being possessed. of a coolness and courage that few If any
could surpass, it is needless to say that he stood almost wi:hout a peer in his particular line, which was waging war against
wrong and fighting hard to establish civilization and Jaw and
order wherever he went.
Ai the time of which we write the vast region known as the
Wild West was In a far less settled state than at the present,
and it was easy for tbe you ng deads hot to find both ground
and material to work upon and satisfy.him in his desires to
obtain excitement and adventure.
At the same time he very often ran into a streak of luck,
nnd fortune came to hlm as well.
With him as usual were his brave, golden-haired sweetheart, Arietta Murdo<:k; Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, and his
wife Anna, and Jim Dart and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner;
while, as a matter of cou!·se, the two Chinamen, who were
Lrothers, named Wing ·wah and Hop Wah, accompanied them
In the capacity Df cook aud handy man.
After satisfying themselves that the camp was in proper
shape, Young Wild Wes t and his two partners, Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart, decided to do a little hunting before
darkness came on.
They had struck a region that seemed well adapted for
the purpose, and they anticipated no trouble in getting something In the way of fresh meat, whether it might be animals
or birds.
They fo.llowed the creek to where it emptied into the river,
and then as they were starting along the bank they heard
sounds which indicated plainly that something out of the
ord!-nli.ry was going on in that lonesome section.
Then It wa13 that Young Wild West, as he led the way
through the undergrowth, c&me in sight of the Pawne chief
just as he was about to st!·jke the young squaw with- the whip
for the second time, ,. :-r
·
Having his rifle in readiness, It was easy for the young
deadshot to quickly take aim and tlre the ~hot ti.lat went
stral"'ht to the mark.
The 'distance across the river was scarcely two hundred feet,
so there was nothing wonderful in the shot he made, since the
rascally redskin had the whip poised, and as Young ·wild West
never missed such a small target as that, the stock was
broken In two by the bullet, as a matter cf course.
The boy was well pieased at the outcome of It, though he
knew quite well that by acting as he had done a rumpus
would be created among the redskins.
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But he always did what he thought was right, and being
well satisfied that the squaw was bent upon remaining with
the Comanche buck, it had not talten him but a few seconds
to decide to let the two go to the camp with them.
Now as they struck through the bushes to make a straight
course for the camp the boy turned to Tall Willow and Silver
Star and said:
"I suppose a whole lot of trouble may come out of this, but
I can't help it. I think I am doing the right thing by taking
your side of it, and if it happens that Gray Wing starts to
make war upon us for It we wlll try and see to it that he gets
the worst of it."
"Gray Wing no fight the palefaces," Silver Star answered,
quickly. ·• He do that many times before, but the soldiers
punish him, and he is being watched by them now. Once
every moon he must go to the agent and have his name put on
the book. My father will no longer fight the palefaces."
·• I see," the young deadshot answered, as he nodded to his
partners. "The old chief is on probation, I believe. Well, even
that wouldn't stop him from getting into a scrimmage, if be
gets aroused sufficiently. No doubt he is very angry because
his daughter was satisfied to talte up with a Comanche. Well,
it is all right, boys. We are going to pay a visit to the redskin village to-morrow morning."
'·Good enough!" Cheyenne Charlie, the scout, exclaimed, a
grin showing on his face. ·· I reckon we had better take Hop
Wah along, so he kin make a little fun for us. That heathen
jest likes to git among a lot of Injuns, where he kin have a
chance to work some of his magic."
"Take him along by all means, Wild," Jim Dart spoke up.
"All right, just as you say. I reckon it will be safe enough
to leave the girls in charge of the camp. Quite likely Tall
Willow and Silver Star will remain there, too, for it wouldn't
do to let them go on until we have found out just what the old
Pawnee chief Intends to do in the matter."
'l'he two Indians listened to all that was being said with no
little Interest.
They could understand the language of the palefaces much
better than they could speak it, though when they did speak
it was plain enough for any one to understand.
But neither of them said a word, though the expressions on
the face of each of them told only too well how glad they were
that Young Wild West and his partners had come along at the
opportune moment.
The distance to the camp of our hero and his friends was
not great, and in Jess than five minutes after leaving the bank
of the river they were descending a hill near the foot of which
the camp was located.
When their two cnarges saw the two tents located on the
bank of the little creek a.nd a Chinaman bending over a fire
broiling meat, they nodded and smiled at each other.
No dO'Ubt it caused them to think how fine it would be ill
they were married and were camping out in just such a
fashion.
Before the five reached the camp a young girl came running
to meet them.
''Is that the kind of game you have brought In, Wild?" she
asked, her face lighting up with a smile as she looked rather
curiously at Tall Willow and Silver Star. "We heard you
shoot, and expected you might have dropped a buck."
'"£he only buck we saw is a redskin, Et," the young deadshot answered, in his cool and easy way. "Here he is now."
'"I see him, Wild. But what Is the trouble?"
"Oh, we have got mixed up In a little Indian rumpus, I
reckon. These are a couple of lovers who were in pretty bad
straits when we came across them rather unexpectedly."
•· Is that so?" and the girl open1;d wide her eyes and then
looked more closely at the two Indians.
She walked with them to the camp, and then it was not
long before our hero had introduced the couple to those who
were waiting expectantly,
Silver Star soon showed quite plainly that she understood
the ways of the palefaces quite well, and she readily answered all the questions put to her, sometimes going right
ahead and relating parts of the story of her love affair.
'l'all Willow, on the other hand, had little to say.
He was quite willing to answer all that was asked of him,
but beyond that he would say nothing.
By questioning him closely our hero learned that he belonged to a remnant of his tribe that was located high up
on tho mountainside something like twenty miles distant.
He had met Sliver Star two months before, and he unhe<Jitatingly declared that the moment his eyes rested upo'Q
her a feeling had come ;_1pon bim which told him tha.t she
must b~ h!s ~ciua.w!
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. Silver Star listened with glowing eyes as he was saying this, to admit, but very often the scout's wife assisted him, and
and she promptly declared that she had felt in a similar way she had done so upon this pa;-ticular. occasion.
when the proud form of Tai! Willow had appeared before her.
The result was that they had a generous supply of very
·• A case of love at first sight, I reckon," Cheyenne Charlie light muffins on the bill-of-fare.
said, as he pinched the arm of his wife and gave a chuckle.
Bear steak and fried bacon and eggs constituted the main
"How about that, gal? It wasn't that way with me an' you, part of it, and with the muffins and coffee, all hands were
was it?"
bound to satisfy their appetites.
•· Be qlliet, Charlie," Anna said, sharply. "Don't talk such
By this time it was quite dark. 1
nonsense now.•·
'l'h_e stars were shining overhead just as Tall Willow said
'·Nonsense, eh? You don't mean that, an' you know it, they soon would be doing, and only the usttal sounds .of the
Anna. Of course, it's an old thing with us now, but some- forest came to their ears.
times I git to thinkin' of the first time I set my peepers on
Our friends had not known they were within four miles of
ycu. You was a little bit stouter then, an' maybe jest about an Indian settlement or v!llage when they went into camp,
as good-lookin' as you are now. That ain't so many years but since the redskins living there were at peace with the
ago, yo·u know, gal, an' I reckon sometimes I feel about the whites there would have been nothing to fear if they had
same as I did then...
known it.
This caused Young Wild West. Jim Dart and the other two
But now it was different.
girls to laugh merrily, and the result was that the scout and
Gray Wing, the chief of the Pawnees living at the village,
his wife quickly became silent.
certainly must have a grudge against those who had inte:·. The Chi11aman who was doing the cooking had scarcely fered while he was trying to separate the young couple and
paid any attention to the newcomers at all, but Hop, who was chastise his daughter for having eloped.
generally known as Young Wild West's clever Chinee, had
Expa,rience had taught the yQung deadshot and his partners
been watching them closely as he sat upon a rock busily repair- that when a redskin has a grudge against a paleface there is
ing a saddle.
never any telling just when he will try to obtain satisfaction.
He now arose and, coming over to the pair, bowed to them
This meant then that a band of Pawnees might appear ac
and mid:
any time at the camp and demand the custody of the squaw.
'"Velly nicee evening, so be."
They talked on this subject as they ate supper and the
··Yes,•· Tall Willow answered, soberly. "Soon the stars will , unanimous conclusion was that if such a thing did happen
be shining in the sky and tile darkness will come."
,. they would refuse to give her up.
"Lat light, Misler Ledskin,'' Hop declared, in his bland
Tall Willow ate heartily, but Silver Star did not seem to
way. ·'You allee samee wantee gittee mallied ?"
have much of an appetite, though she accepted what was given
The Co.uanche did not quite understand him, but it seemed her and did her best to eat it.
that the sriuaw did, for she laughingly turned to her lover
The coffee seemed more pleasing to her than the food, and
and whisl)i;red something to him.
she took three cups of it.
.. Ugh!" Tall Willow exclaimed, brightening up and lookAfter the meal the two guests sat down and Silver Star be~
ing at the clever Chinee sharply. ''You paleface preacher·?" came more talkative than ever.
It must have been about two hours later when a sound some'"No,'' Hop answered, quickly. "Me allee samee velly
srn:1rtee Chinee. Me no pleachee. Me showee nicee l!llee what reseml:1ling the bark of a coyote came from the directlick, allee samee."
·
t!on of the river.
'"That will be enough of that, Hop," Young Wild West spoke
Instantly Young Wild West was 1,1pon his feet.
"Boys," he said, nodding to Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart,
up, with a glance that told the heathen he must not go too
far with his joking. '"They think you're a preacher, and as "I reckon that bark was made by a redskin. I wouldn't be
they have eloped, as you might call it, they are anxious to surprised if old Gray Wing is coming right now after his
get manied. '.l'here is no use in raising their hopes and then ·, daughter. Get ready for him."
have them das!led to the ground again."
The words were scarcely out of the boy's mouth when there
.. Allee light, Mir,!er Wild. Me makee lillee mistakee. Me was a crashing in the bushes and then a tramping was hear<.!,
no pleachee. Me rua.J,ee funny tlicks, play dlaw pokee and , showing that possibly as many as a dozen were approaca!ng.
dlink tanglefoot, but me no pleachee. Me go to Sunday-school I ''Take it easy, everybody,'' Wild said, in his cool and easy
in 'Flisco, nnd ir.e veil:, goodee Chinee. ·•
: way. ..That signal was given by one o[ them, who came on
The two Ind;ans loo!,ed at him in surprise, but could not I ahead and located the camp. They are all coming now, and
quite understand what he was driving at.
J I suppose there will be a lively time of it before we are
Finally our hel'o told him to ·withdraw and let them alone, thl'ough."
'
and bowing in a humble way, Hop promptly did so.
Tall Willow promptly 'stepped over to the side of the boy
.. Now then, 'i'all Willow,·· the young deadshot said, in his . and said:
·
Me want a gun."
cool and easy way, as he nodded to the Comanche, '"you can
make yourself at home. You are going to stay here until we
"You can have a gun all right," was the reply. "But I
settle the trouble you have <:aused in the Pawnee village. I reckon we'll be able to get along without any fighting just
reckon we"ll be able to mal,e Gray Wing give his consent to now. You just keep cool. We are not going to let the
your marriage with his daughter. This is rather a peculiar Pawnees ·take your sweetheart from you.•·
piece of business for us to undertake, but I have made up my \ The Comanche bowed and stepped back and sat down upon
mind to do it, a.nd you can bet all you're worth I am going the stone he had risen from.
to see it thrnugh."
I 'l'he next minut6 several forms could be seen approaching
.. Young Wild West heap much brave,·• the Comanche re- through the darkness, and then up came as many as a dozen
torted. "Silver Star say he shoot and never mi::is. He great 1 redskins, all of whom were armed and apparently ready to
paleface boy, and me no forget him. Maybe some time Tall fight.
Willow can help him.·•
j
·· AIJ right, that's good enough. I am quite satisfied that you I
appreciate what we have already done for you, so let it go
CHAPTER III.
at that. Just make yourselves at home, both of you."
The two were still dripping from their sudden immersion
TALL w1uow's 111\'AL.
in the water, and Arietta now came and led Silver Star to the
smaller of the two tents.
Young Wild West was noted for his wonderful coolness, no
Jim Dart offered dry clothing to the brave, too, but he re- matter what the situation was.
fused, with a shake of the head, declaring that hu; clothes I Apparently very much unconcerned, he waited until the
would soon dry and that many times he had permitted them to Indians came to a halt, and then he said:
do it while they were upon his body,
"Well, redskins, what's the trouble? Anything wrong?"'
"Gray ·wing come for his daughter," was the quick l"eply,
By the time the supper was ready Silver Star came out at1
tired in quite a different fashion, and when the Indian lover and then the old chief rode up close to the fire on a gaily
looked at her he nodded and smiled approvingly.
bedecked mustang.
The squaw seemed pleased at this, and busied herself in
··r reckon you had better leave her where she is for toarranging her wet garments and hanging them up, so they night, anyhow, chief," the boy answered. ·'She seems to
might dry before morning.
want to remain with us."
Young Wild West's sweetheart assisted her in doing this,
"Gray Wing want his daughter and he want Tall Willow."
and then the two joined the rest in the circle about the fire.
"Oh, you are not satisfied if you take Sliver Star back with
·wing Wah was a splendid cook, as our friends were willing you. You want her lover, too, eh?"
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"Ugh!" and the old chief looked fearlessly at the boy, who ; The old chief showed no little surprise, too, and looking
now stood with his hand resting upon the neck of the chief's at the boy keenly, he said:
horse:
"Young Wild ·west?"
"That's right, Gray Wing. Didn't you .know it before?"
Silver Star now walked straight to,w ard her father and
"No," with a shake of the head. "Young Wild West heap
began talking excitedly to him in the language of the Pawnees.
He dld not let her go very far, however, and reaching out much shoot. He fight the Pawnees two, three years ago."
"Yes, I reckon I dld have a little scrimmage with some
suddenly, he tried to grasp her by the arm, as though he
Pawnees about that time, chief. Probably you heard how I
meant to pull her upon the horse with him.
But the squaw was too quick for him, and he made a fail- made out, too. "
ure of it.
"Gray Wing say two, three years ago he want the scalp of
She got back behind Wild and then tried to talk again.
Young Wild West, but the Pawnees no fight the palefaces now.
"Silver Star," our hero said, in hls cool and easy way, "you They are at peace with the white man."
have made up your mind to stay here, so just go and sit down
"Yes, so I i:w,derstand. That being the case, you had better
and don't say anything more. Do as I say."
get away from here right away.• The first thing you know
The girl nodded, and without a word in reply went baclc you'll be fighting, and then you had better look out. If you
into a rather dark corner and sat upon a rock.
don't make 4his fellow," pointing to the crouching redskin
Not one of our friends had pulled a gun.
near the fire, ·'put that knife away and get up, I certainly
They all seemed to be at their ease, and the Indians seemed will have to clean you up. I am just in the humor to do it,
to ncte this, for they talked in whispers as they commented Gray Wing. I feel like fighting."
on the indifference shown by the palefaces.
It was gall!ng to the chief to do it, but he turned to JumpPresently, as though he thought it was his turn now, Tall ing Horse and commanded hinl to put away his knife and
WUlow arose to his feet and stalked majestically before the mount his horse.
old chief.
The redskin did lt, but the look he shot at our hero told
"Gray Wing," he said, "my father was a great chief, and he
that he meant to have revenge at the first opportunity.
died fighting for his people. You are a great chief, but no . plainly
"Now, then," the young deadshot went on, in his cool and
greater than my father. Silver Star is your daughter, and I easy way, as he waved his hand to the mounted redskins, "just
am my father's son. Tall Willow wants to marry Silver Star, turn your horses and light out. I'll give you just two minutes
and Silver Star wants to marry Ti!,ll Willow. Me a Comanche to do it. This has gone about far enough. Silver Star is
and she a Pawnee, ·t ut that all ri.':ht."
not going back to your village until she gets good and ready
"Silver Star shall not be the squaw of a Comanche,"
do so. Maybe I am a little wrong in this, but I can't help
snapped Gray Wing, his eyes flashing dangerously. "She will to
that. None of us here mean to permit a girl to be torn from
be the squaw of Jumping Horse, who is a great brave and a the
man she wants to marry and be forced to take another
Pawnee."
for her husband. Gray '\Ving, you go back to your tepee and
"Silver Star will not say that," and the Comanche turned think it over. To-morrow morning I'll pay you a visit, and
and looke6. over to where the girl was sitting.
we'll hold a little pow-wow and maybe settle things in a satThe old chief uttered a hoarse laugh, and then turning in isfactory manner."
the saddle, beckoned for one of the redskins to come forward.
''Ugh! " grunted the chief, and then he slowly turned his
It was the brave called Jumping Horse who answered the
summons, and he came riding right up in.to the midst of our horse and without saying a word to his companions rode away
into the darkness.
friends, reining in his horse with the air of a conqueror.
They all followecl him, of course, but Jumping Horse was the
"Jumping Horse will take his squaw. I have given her to
him, " said the old chief, spealdng as though he meant to make la.st to go, and as he did so he turned and shook his knife
threateningly at our friends.
his words very impressive.
Waiting until the clatter of hoofs had ne&rly died out, Younc
Then Jumping Horne, as he was called, quickly dismounted
Wild West turned to his partners and said:
and started toward the Indian maiden.
" Well, boys, I reclcon it wasn't so hard to get ;·id of them,
But before he could reach her Tall Willow had stepped between them and, standing with folded arms, he looked de- after all. I did think when they rode up that them was going
t o be a lot of trouble.·•
fiantly at his rival.
Juruµ l!lg Horse stepped back and uttered something like an
"It's all on account of the cool way you acted, Wild,·• Jim
angry growl, a t the same time drawing a keen-edged knife.
answered, quickly. .. If you had got angry and threatened to
"Hold on, there!·• Young Wild West called out, as he ran shoot, they might have started something up. But you took
over to them. •· 1 r eckon you are not going to use that knife the starch out of them, and all but the brave wfio wants Silver
here, 1 edskin. J'ust put that back where you got it from Star for his squaw were pretty well satisfied to remain silent."
and be quick about it. ·•
.. That fellow is going to make a whole lot of trouble, I
Enraged at the interference, the Pawnee turned upo1;1 the think, •· the young <leadshot answered, with a smile. '· But I
can't help it. I made up my mind what I was going to do,
boy and made a savage thrust at him with the knife.
and I certainly mean to stick to it. We'll ride over to the
Spat•
Young Wild West shot out his right fist with amazing redskin village to-morrcw morning and take Hop with us.
quiclmess, and the blow lan ded squarely between the. In- Maybe we may be abl e to convince the old chief that he ls
dian's eyes, causing him to stagger back and fall almost into making a mistake in trying to tear his daughter away from
Tall Willow just be~ause he is a Contanche. But don't any
the I.Jlazing fire.
An angry yell went up from the rest of the redskins t hen, of yo u think that Jumping Horse might not come back and try
and it seemed as though they were going to wipe out the camp to steal the girl. · He went away rather reluctantly, if you took
notice, and that means that he will do his best to get he
in a hurry.
·
of th e old chief to try the kidnapping game. We have
But the ve1·y instant Wild struck the Indian, Cheyenne consent
Charlie and Jim Dart drew their r evolvers, while Arietta got to keep a sharp watch to-night, I reckon. "
There was much talk over the incident, and after a while
quicidy seized her rifle, which was standing near he r at the
Tall Willow again asked our hero for a revolver.
time.
He declared that he had lost his when the canoe overThe angry Pawnees qui ckly found themselves prett y well
turned, but he still had his hunting-knife.
oovered, and they soon came back to something like order.
"Me 1iay you," he said, a.nd then he produced a bag which
Jumping H orse crouched near the fire.
H.e had not attempted to get upon his feet as yet, but h e contained some silver and gold and proceeded to count it
sti!l held the knife and acted ve r y much as though he meant over.
Young Viild West and his friends always went provided
to use it, too.
with extra weapons.
Wild stood over h~n waiting for him to get up.
He had not offered to draw a weapon, and simply meant to
At that particular time they had as many as four reknock him down before he had a chance to do anything xolvers that were not in use.
Wild was always liberal, and he unhesitatingly called Hop
should he attempt to rise to his feet.
.. Git up, redskin!" called out Cheyenne Charlie, angrily. and told him to get one and also bring a box of cartridges
"If you want to fight 1 reckon you kin git more than you want from the supplies.
of it. Young Wild West kin lick a dozen like you."
When the Chinaman had done so the young deadshot handed
At the mention of our· hero's name the Indians started and the revolver and cartridges to the Comanche, saying, as he
then looked at each other questionin gly.
did so:
rt was quite evident that they had heard the name of Young
"There you are, Tall Willow. We'll make you a present of
Wild West before, and that they knew something about him. the gun. I won't take anY. money for it."
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"Ne," declared the Indian, shaking his head, "me want to
pay, "
"Well, I don't want ron to, so that settles it."
There was a short silence, and then Tall 'Willow accepted
th e gift.
·'Me buy a new gun for Young Wild West some time," he
said.
"All right, if you feel like doing that I'll be satisfied. But
wait until you have more money than you actually need
before you do it."
·'Tall Willow has plenty of horses and blankets."
"Oh, you have, eh?''
"Me make trade with the palefaces, and me got maybe more
than a thousand dollars."
·'Good! I am glad to hear it. That will give you a pretty
good start when you go to housekeeping. You just stay with
us until to-morrow morning, and then I think that before sunset you can start for your own village with your bride.
Jumping Horse will make a little trouble, of course, but I
think it can be settled with the chief all right. I have an
idea that perhaps our clever Chinee might help fix things
up to a great extent. He is a great medicine man, you know."
Tall Willow may not have understood exactly what the
boy meant, but he nodded as if he did, and then he turned
and took a seat by the side of Silver Star.
The evening.. passed on and nothing further occurred to Interrupt the tranquillity of the camp.
After a while it became time to turn in for the night.
Our friends usually divided the night into three watches.
Cheyenne Charlie took first watch, Jim second, and Wild
the last.
In this way they all managed to get quite enough sleep,
since they generally retired early.
'I'hinking that Jumping Horse might return with some of
the Indians to make an attempt to kidna9 Silver Star, Wild
advised Charlie to be more cautious than usual.
"You had better keep Hop awal,e while you are on watch,"
he s:>,id . "When it comes Jim's turn Tall Willow will keep
him company.·•
The Comanche then offered to remain awake all night, and
he promised that he would keep a vigilant watch, too.
But Wild easily persuaded hlm to retire, and without another word he went into the larger of the two tents and lay
down near Wing.
Silver Star accepted the invitation to remain in the other
tent with the girls, and she seemed grateful for the privilege.
Charlie's watch went through all right, and when it came
time for Jim and the Comanche to take their trick the scout
and Hop lost no time in seeking their blankets.
It must have been just about n.n hour after midnight when
Tall Willow, who was sitting on the ground near Jim as h.e
lay back stretched out upon a rock, touched the boy on the
arm and said, in a low whisper:
"Somebody come."
Dart raised his head and listened.
Then he distinctly heard a stealthy fcotfall close to the
camp.
"Right you are, redskin,•· he answered, in a very low tone
of voice. "I reckon your rival is sneaking around the camp."
"Me go find," whispered the Comanche, eagerly.
•· All right, go ahead. I'll go to the tent and wake Wild
and Charlie."
Tall Willow at once crept away in the darkness.
He knew just where to go to find the person who hn.d made
the sounds that bad attracted his attention.
Jim did not make any noise, either, as he went to the tent.
He !mew there was a possibilitY. that the camp was being
watched, and he did not mean to let it be known that he was
aware of the presence of any one.
He reached the tent and had just aroused Wild and the
scout when a sharp cry sounded.
Then a crashing in the bushes followed, and the three, revolvers in band, ran out and took stat~ons so they would be
able to put up a defense in case there was an attack.
Jim took time to throw a few dry twigs upon the dying
embers of the fire, and then it was not long before there was
a blaze, which lighted the scene much better.
The crashing in the underbrush continued for a few seconds,
and then Tall Willow was seen approaching, bis band gripping
the arm of a prisoner:
He was holding a revolver to the latter's head, too, as our
three friends saw a second later.
Straight to the fire the Comanche came and then Wild and
his partners saw that the prisoner was no other than Jump1ng Horse.

"Me catch, Young Wild West," Tall Willow said. "Jumping
Horse heap much fool. He no have Silver Star for his squaw.
Me fight him with lmives, and me kill."
"Hold on, Tall Willow," the ·young deadshot s~id, in his
cool and easy way. "I reckon there isn't going to be any
killing done here if I know anything about it. Of course, if
there are more redskins about and they make an attack on us
it will be different. But I am not going to let you kill this
redsldn just because he is your rival for the hand of old
Gray Wing's daughter."
" Me fight," spoke up the prisoner, angrily. "Tall Willow
heap much coward."
"Oh, you are willing to fight him, then, are you, redskin?"
"Me fight and me kil l very quick. Me take Tall Willow's
scalp and l.lang it to the pole of my tepee."
Our friends could readily understand that the two Indians
were more than willing to fight it out.
But if they did one of them would perhaps be killed, and
they did not want anything like this to occur, since it might
be the means of stirring up an Indian uprising which would
prove harmful if not disastrous to the white settlers scattered
about that region of the country.
"Wild," suggested the scout, "If they're so anxious to fight
why don't you let 'em have it out with their fists? They can't
kill each other that way, that's sartin."
"That might be a good way to do it, Charlie," was the reply.
Of course, by this time the rest of the inmates of the camp
had been aroused, with the exception of Wing, the cook.
It took quite considerable to wake hlm when he once got
asleep, and he was snoring away in the tent at that very
moment.
But the girls were not long in coming out, and with them
came Silver Star, who was very much agitated when she saw
her lover with the prisoner.
It happened that the squaw detested Jumping Horse, anyhow.
He had made advances to her right along, and she had
refused to have anything to do with him, even though she
knew her father wanted her to marry him.
Her black eyes flashed as she ran up and touched Tall Wil·
low en the arm.
"You fight," she said, almost commandingly. "You kill
Jumping Horse. He heap much afraid of you."
"Hold on a minute, Silver Star," Wild said, raising his fitiger
and shaking it at her warningly. "There is going to be no
killing done here, as I just said a minute or two ago. If
these two redskins want to fight it out they can do so right
now, but it won't be with knives. They can use their fists,
the same as palefaces are In the habit of doing when they
want to settle a little difference."
"That's the way to tall,, Wild!" the scout exclaimed, and
then he promptly took the knife and revolver from the
Comanche.
Wild performed a like service for the prisoner, and then
pushing them back, exclaimed:
·
"Now, then, if you want to fight it out, go ahead. Both
of you have seeu palefaces fight with their fists, and you ought
to know pretty well how to go at it. Let your$elves go, redskins."
The two glared at each other, but neither ·seemed inclined
to strike the first blow.
If they had possessed knives or tomahawk's probably it
would not have been necessary to tell them to begin the fight.
"The Comanche is afraid!" said Jumping Horse, sneeringly,
and then he made an ugly grimace.
That was quite enough.
Tall Willow leaped forward with cat-like quickness and
caught him by the throat.
'I'he two went rolling on the ground.
The fight was on.
CHAPTER IV.
'l'RE 'l'R ,~DEI! A'l' 'rlIE INDIAN VILLAGE.

It surely was a peculiar contest there in the dim light af.
forded by the camp-fire.
Neither of the Indians seemed inclined to strike with their
fists, but contented themselves with clutching at each other's
throats.
When they had been at it for perhaps a full minute, Young
Wild West ran to them and, catching Tall Willow, who had
the uppermost position, by the shoulders 1he called out,
sharply:
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"That isn't any way to fight. Do it the same as t he palefaces do. Let go there and get upon your feet. "
Both heard and understood him, and they at once obeyed.
"Soak him one with your fist, Tall Willow,., Cheyenne
Charlie called out. "You kin lick h im, an' I know it."
The Comanche promptly swung hard with his right, but the
blow missed, and the next instant the two were locked in a
close embrace again.
"That's what you call wrastlin'," the scout declal!ed, with a
shrug of the shoulders. "You can't never settle it that way. "
But it was now really more of a contest.
Firmly locked in each other's embrace, the two powerful
redskins swayed back and forth and moved about, each striving to gain an advantage.
.
For fully five minutes they kept it up, and then Tall Willow
succeeded in throwing his opponent, who clung to him as he
fell.
Again Wild Eeparated them, and this time he decided that
it was enough.
Surely they could not settle the grudge in that style'.
"Go aBd sit down, " he said to T all Willow, as he motioned
him away. "I reckon you will have to have it out in some
other way, but not here. Do as I say, Tall Willow."
Tlie Comanche obeyed, and without a word of protest
marched back and took a seat beside the squaw.
'· Jumping Horse," the young deadshot observed, as he
looked sharply at the Pawnee, "I reclcon you are a bad egg.
But you couldn't whip the other fellow in that way if you
kept at it for a month. I doubt if you could get the best of
him in any way. But I am not going to permit you to fight
any more. You go on back to the Pawnee village now, and
don't you dare to show up again here, for if you do you' ll
surely get shot. "
"Ugh!" was all the redskin said.
Wild turned and walked away from him, and then, after
h esitating for perhaps half a minute, Jumping Horse turned
and strode swiftly from the spot.
They heard him as he cl!mberl the short ascent to the comparatively level ground above, and th en it was not long before
the hoofbeats of his pony came to their ears.
The sounds soon died out, however, and it was enough to
satisfy them that he had gone and that probably he wou ld not
be back again that ni ght.
"I thought we were going to see something worth while,·•
Jim Dart observed, as Wild went back to the tent.
"Well, I didn't think it would amount to n,uch, ,Jim. St!ll,
I made up my mind that I wasn't going to allow them to slash
at each other with knives. They will have it out some time,
of course, and It isn't li kely it will be very Jong before they do.
But that is no affair of our s. They can do as they like about
it. "
. Ten minutes later everything was quiet about the camp
again.
Jim and Tall Willow remained on .watch until it was time
to call Wild, and when the young deadshot came out to take
his trick they promptly retired to the tent.
There was r eally nothing for him to do but to remain awake,
and this Wild did, though he constantly was listening and on
the watch.
At the first signs of daylight he went to tp e tent and aroused
the cook.
"Wing,•· said be, with a smile, ''I reckon you have had a
pretty good sleep. You always do for that ma.tter. Yon
may as well get busy now and cook a little something extra
for breakfast. \>Ve want to treat our guests in proper style,
you know."
"Allee iigb t Misler Wild, ·• the Chinaman answered, sleepily,
and then he c'ame 011t of the tent, ruhblng his eyes.
But it was not long before he bad a good fire going, and
whe!l he had looked after himself at the cree l, he proceeded
to cook the breakfast.
Our hero had not told him what to prepare, but he knew
jU!,t ,vhat to do, and when the coffee-kettle had been hung
o,-er the fire and some potatoes had been put on the coals to
roast. he proceeded to make up a batch of co rn- mnffinP.
Before the breakfast was half ready the rest of the inmates
of the camp were up aud stirring.
The two Indians looked at the Chinaman cu.-iously as he
went on with his work, while Wild and his partners, with the
assistance of Hop, loo1,et1 after tlle horses and changed their
positions so they might get a better chance at the luxuriant
gra ss that grew in the little hollow close to the creek.
.. 1011 J1aven·t changed your mind about going over to the
Pawnee village, have yo u, Wild?•· Arletta asked, as the young
deadshot came back, ready for his breakfast.

"No, little girl," h e answered, with a smile. "I intend to go
in less than an hour."
"l suppose I am not to go with you."
"Not this time, Et. You can stay here. I have decided that
it will be best for Jim to remain, too. There is no tell!ng
what might happen, you know."
"You are not going to take Tall Willow and Silver Star
with you, are you?"
"Certainly not. They are going to remain here. What I
want to do ls to try and persuade the old chief to let hie
daughter have her own way about It. Charlie and Hop will
accompany me, and that will be enough."
Our hero had no fear·that there would be any trouble caused
by his going to the Indian village.
The Pawnees were at peace with the whites just then, and
it was hardly likely that they wou ld dare to create a fight.
Shortly after they had eaten breakfast, Wild, Charlie and
Hop went to their horses and soon saddled them.
When they had done this our hero told Jim not to relax
his vigilance, and then turning to •ran Willow, he added:
"You remain right here unt il we come back. It may be
that I will bring you good news. Don't go away from here,
and if it should happ,en that Jumping Horse shows up, just
see to it that he does not succeed' in carrying away Silver
Star. If he forces you to fight you will have to fight him,
that's all. But if you should happen to kill him it might create
trouble between the Pawnees and Comanches."
Tall Wlllow nodded and declared that he would do exactly
as the paleface boy told him.
After assuring the girls that he would not be gone more than
two or three hours at the most, Wild mounted his horse and
rode away.
The scout and Hop were not long in following him.
Silver Star had told them the night before the exact direction to go to reach the vll]a.ge, so once t hey got upon the
level gro•md above they were not long in striking a rather
broad trail, which they knew must lead to the place.
When they had covered a couple of miles t he trail came
close to the river, and it was not long before they r eached the
top of a hill and could see the tepees of the village in the distance.
Smoke from forest fires could be observed, too, and squaws
were busy a t their work of getting the morning meal ready for
their spouses.
The three rode on unhesitatingly, and when they were within
a couple of hundred yards of the village half a dozen mongrel curs came out and barked at them.
But dogs are always to be found about an Indian village,
and as a general rule they were not at all dangerous.
The barking attracted the attention of the squaws, and then
it was not long before several bucks and braves were seen
coming toward the party.
They acted in a ver y fri endly way, however, and aiter greeting them, Wild aske([ one of them where the chief was.
He knew where be could be found without asking the question, but he thought it proper to make some sort of r emark.
The Pawnee pointed out the big tepee or lodge that was
occupied by Gray Wir:g, and then Wild led the way straight
to it.
·
By this time nearly every one in the village, which roust
have nn:nbered perhaps a hundred and twenty souls, counting
the papooses, was awake and watching the three str angere
curiously.
As Wild brought his horse to a halt near the chief's quarters he happened to look over to the left, and then It was that
he gave a start ·of surp1ise.
Under a wide-spreading tree was a n old-fashioned covered
wagon of the prairie schooner t ype, and j ust getting out of
it was a lanky man with a grizzled beard.
.
No doubt the noise the Indians had created because o! the
arrival of the strangers had aroused him.
·· A trader, I reckon, Charlie,•· the young deadshot said, as
he pointed over to the man. "He no doubt arrived here
some time in the afternoon yesterday and means to do business with the redskins. Probably he has calico, cheap jewelry
and the like to exchange for skins and the like. Some fellows make a good living in that way, for they usually get
the best of an y trade they make with the Indians."
''That's right, Wild, .. the scout answered. " That teller
sartinly looks as though he's a mighty keen one. When:ev¥
you see a lanky-faced galoot, with a long, sharp nose an'
little eyes, yo u kin bet he's mighty good at makin' a bargain."
The indiYidual In question had seen them by this time, and
he can:ie toward them at a brisk walk.
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"Mornin', strangers'.·• he called out, cheerfully. "Ain't in
the tradin' husiness, arc yer?"
"Ko,·• Wild answered. .. We have got a little business with
the chief, that's all. You . a.re a trader, I suppose? ·•
''That's right. I'm Thomas Myers, the boss trader of the
lnjun section. They always like me to come ag'in ·cause I
giye 'em a square deal every time.·•
.. That sounds well of you, I must say. Done any business
yet?''
.. No; it was mighty nigh sunset when I struck here last
night, an' I jest made friends with some of the redskins an'
then give 'em a little show to entertain 'em, after which I
turn ed In ...
"Give 'em a little show, eh?" the scout asked, looking somewhat surprised.
"Yes, I've got a feller with me what plays the accordion an'
sings. He helps me a whole Jot in my business. He's asleep
yet. Nothin' couldn't wake him. I heard the dogs yelpin'
like the dickens, an' then the squaws got chatterin' like a Jot
of monkeys, an' I thought I had better git up an' see what
was goin' on. Putty early yet, though, ain't it?" and he
looked at a big, sllver watch he drew from his pocket.
.. Not very early, I reckon, " W!ld answered, with a laugh.
"Must be eight o'clock near!~'.··
.. Onl y half-past seven. Eight o'clock is about the time I
generally git up mornin's. But I reckon a half hour earlier
won't hurt me any. tlad your breakfast?''
"Yes, quite eome time ago. ·
•· Must be early risers, then. Well, I reckon I'll go an' git
mine. Come on over, an' I'll show you my outfit."
Satisfied that the old chief would not show himself yet for
a while the young deadshot decided to accompany Thomas
Myers, the trader, to his wagon.
Hop went along, as a matter of cour~e, and the trader eyed
him curiously ru1d finally said :
"Got a servant, young feller?''
"Yes,·• was the reply.
"What does he do? You sartinly ain't got much work for
hi.rn."

·wh en be saw ·wild, Charlie and tl1e Chinaman !itanding t here
expectantly he brightened up a little and called out :
" Good-mornin', friends! It ain't as early as I thought it
was. My! but I sartinly d id sleep sound last night. What's
up, anyhow? Anything in the way of business?··
.. Not much in the way of business, I reckon," Wild an~
swercd. ··we heard you r boss talking about you, and thinking
it was about time you got up, we advised him to fetch you out .
Where is your acco rdion?·•
"Oh, that's in the wagon. I don't want nothin' to do with
that this mornin', not till after I've had somethin' to eat,
anyhow. What have you got for breakfast, anyhow. Tom?"'
" l've got a big piece of dog-meat for you. One of the aquaws
give it to me for a string or beads,·• was the grinning reply.
"No dog-mea t for me;· and Doc looked disgusted.
.. The squaw said it was the best kind of meat there is. I
never tasted any of it myself, bu t I thought I'd try it on you
first."
Then the trader pointed to a chunk of meat that must have
weighed about three pounds, which he had hung to the limb
of a tree.
.. Dog-meat be blamed! " Doc declared, as he picked up a pail
and went to get some water to wash hi!nself.
This was all rather amusing to onr friends, and when they
Jocked over at the chief's lodge and saw that he had not yet
appeared they sat down on a log and waited to see the two
ruen get breakfast ready.
Myers was not long in kindling ~- fire, and when he had done
so he cut off two chunka of meat, spitted them with sharp
iron rods, and placed them over the blaze.
Next he made the coffee, hanging the kettle from three iron
rods which he founn in the wagon.
Then he crept into the wagon and brought forth about a
dozen hard biscuits.
"These here things come in mighty hand y," he said, as he
rracked one of them and took a bite. "r had a whole barrel
la~t Monday, au' of course I've got a lot left yet. If you·re
kind of sho1-t down at your camp I don·t mind sellin' yer
some. ·•
"We have plenty en band just now,•· Wild answered, with a
laugh.
Just th en Doc !coked at the chnnk of meat, and seeing
that over half of it was gone, he turned his attention to the
fire. ·
"What's that?" be asked.
"Dog-meat,·• his boss told him, quicfrly, and then he winked
at our friend3.
"It is, eh? Well, I r eckon I'm goin' to have somethin' else,
then. Dacon an' eggs will be good enough for me."
He started to go into the wagon to get the frying-pan, but
the trader stopped him.
·• I was only foolin', Doc," he said. "That's beef. It ain't
·
dog-m eat."
"I don't care whether it is or not! ,. the man exclaimed,
angrily. .. You said it was clog-meat, an' that's sot me ag'in
it. I ain't goin' to eat none of it. I'm goin' to h:i.,ve bacon
an' eggs or nothin'."
"You'll have nothin', then. You know very well that our
eg.;s is scarce, an' we·re only got about six pounds cf bacon
left. We'll save that until we git a chance to gi t hold of some
more. This beef come frcm a cow that was killed y!st erday.
I seen part of the carcass myself, so I know what I'm taiki:i.'
about. I jest told you it was dog-meat to have sorr.e fun with
yer. Didn't you know I was only foolin'?"
"No, I didn't. But I'm goin' to have bacon an' eggs or
nothin'."
lf Wild and Charlie were enjoying it, Hop certainly was,
too .
Fun-loving as the Celestial was,' he could not resist the
temptation to play a tri ck on the two angry men.
'Walking over to the fire he made out that he was looking
to see if the meat was broiling properly, and then, unobserved,
he took an oblong object from his pocket and dropped it into
the ccals.
He quickly stepped back, and then motioned for Wild and
Charlie to do likewlse.
They had scarcely obeyed him when a loud report sounded
and the coffee-pot, llroiling meat and a cloud of sparks flew
into the air.

"Oh, there are a few more who belong to our party, you
know.·•
"Is that so? They ain't here, are they? '' and the man cast a
searching look about the little village.
"No, they are back in camp, about four miles from here ...
"They are, eh? Got many pelts there?"'
~No, we are not on a hunting trip."
•· What are you doin' around here, then?·•
·· Oh, just ta.Iring it easy and looking up excitement.•·
"Excitement, eh? Well, I reckon there was a little of that
eort of th ing goin' on her e last night afore dark. One of the
Iujuns told me that the chief's daughter had run away with
a feller what belonged to a different tribe. They went after
him in a canoe, some of 'em, but I reckon they didn't git
him, 'cause I was here when they come back. They done a
lot of tallon·, but I couldn't find out jest what was the
matter. "
"Well, r don't mind telling yon that the chief's daughter
and her lover got away. They are at our camp now, and we
are going to try and help them settle matters with the chief.
That's what Drought us here this morning."
"Is that so'!°" and Myers grinned. ''What might be your
names, anyhow?" he asked, as though he had just thought
or it.
·'My name is Young Wild West, and my friend here .is
Cheyenne Charlie. The Chinaman is called Hop Wah."
"Hop Wah, eh? I wonder if he kin hop?" and the trader
r ubbed his hands together and laughed at his little joke.
.. Yes, I reckon he can do almost anything. Maybe you'll
find that out before we leave here. But just rout that fellow
' of yours out. We want to see him. "
'·l'J J git him out mighty quick."
Then the man's face took on a stern loo k, and he climbed
to the front of the wagon a nd called out, angrlly : ,
"Come on, doc. Git up now. Here's so:ne people here what
wants to see yer. You ain't gcin' to sleep another minute,
an' If you don't git out right away I'll use the whip on yer."
"Oh, shut up! " came from the wagon, in a sleepy tone of
voice. ·• It ain't time to git up yet. You had me singin' till
I was hoarse last night an• I'm tired out."
'' You jest git out of here, Doc Lemons!" cried the trader,
and then he seized the whip that lay at the front of the
CHAPTER V.
wagon and tried to hit some one :with it j,nside.
CHA!'i'GES HIS MI~D.
WING
GRAY
But he could not get eJ:lough swing to the blows to do any
damage, and after a little wrangling a middle-aged man apThe cause of the exploslon\ was one of the cracke~·s that Hop
Wah was famo us for manufacturing.
peared.
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The clever Chinee claimed to have been employed at a fire-! man. His name is Hop Wah, and what he can do is wonderworks co'n cern before he left China, but whether this was , ful."
true or not he certainly wa$ an expert in the manufacture of
"Gray Wing no like the Chinese,·• declared the old fellow,
fireworks.
scowling, as he glanced at Hop.
It was seldom, indeed, that he was without something In
"Lat too bad, Misler Chief. Me a11ee samee likee you velly
that particular line, so it was not strange that he should have muchee," Hop declared, smilingly. .. Me wan tee makee you
decided to spoil the breakfast the two men were quarrelllng lillee plesent, so be."
.
over.
Then from under his coat he quickly drew a half-pint flask
Not only did the explosi'o n astound Thomas Myers and Doc that was filled with liquor.
Lemons, but it caused a great excitement throughout the InThe moment the eyes of the Pawnee lighted upon this the
dian v!llage.
expression of his· face softened.
The Pawnees came rushing to the spot, acting very much
"Ugh!" he exclaimed. "Fire-water."
as though they thought an earthquake had occurred, while
"Lat light, Misler Chief. Velly goodee tanglefoot."
Hop's two victims stood back among the bushes, 'whither they
Then, with a low bow, the Chinaman presented him with the
had run, and looked on in a frightened way.
flask.
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie could not help
Gray Wing, like the general run of his race, had an overlaughing at the result of Hop's practical jolce.
fondness for strong drink.
They stood near the wagon and the Chinaman was sitting
He did not wait a second, but promptly removed the corlc
upon the pole that was attached to it, apparently greatly un- and placed the flask to his lips.
concerned, when a number of the Pawnees came rushing to
Back went his head and the llqu,or gurgled down his throat
the spot.
until the last drop of it was gone.
"Well, Hop," our hero said, nodding to the heathen, "I
Then, with a sigh of ·relief, he handed the empty flask back
reckon the old chief will be out pretty soon now. The report to the Chinaman and said:
of that cracker was quite loud enough to awaken him, I think."
"Fire-water heap much good. Gray Wing much obliged."
"Lat light, Mlsler Wild. Old Glay Wingee comee pletty
"Maybe you likee havee lillee smokee, so be?" Hop observed,
soonee. He allee samee thllnkcc um cannon go bang, maybe." in a very friendly way, and then out came a very big cigar,
The redskins no doubt ea.sily discovered that something had which was black and no doubt very strong.
happened to the camp-fire of the two white men.
This completely won Gray Wing over.
A piece of the meat that had been broiling lay upon the
His ugly face became illumined with a smile, and taking
top of the wagon, and the kettle the coffee was boiling in was tbe cigar he walked into his lodge and placed it somewhere
upon the ground not far distant, battered out of shape.
and then came out.
Smoking embers were lying all around, too, and it certainly
"Gmy Wing will smoke after he eats."
looked as though a great disaster had been wrought.
As if it had just occurred to him that he was hungry, he
.. Mr. Myers," \V;Jd called out, as he beckoned to the man, turned around
angrily and looked for bis squaw.
"don't be frightened. You must have allowed a powde!' flask
She stood there close by, her hands hanging across her
or something to get too close to your fire. If you sti]] feel breast as
if awaiting his orders.
like eating your brealifast I reckon it would be a good idea
Near by was a fire, and when she pointed to it the chief saw
to start another fire and try it over again."
that his brealdast was ready for him.
"I didn't have no powder-flask, Young Wild West," the trader
Ignoring the visitors entirely, he went over and sat down
answered, and then he came quickly over to where our friends upon a blanket
without so much as taking the trouble to wash
were standing. "That's the funniest thing I ever seen happen. himself after his night's sleep.
Maybe Doc done it, though, 'cause he was mad about the
The squaw .handed him what there was to eat, and he growlmeat lte thought was from a dog."
ingly took it from her and ate ravenously.
,
"I don't know nothin' about it," Lemons declared, and then
W!ld and Charlie found a comfortable spot and sat down,
he, too, came over and joined our friends.
while Hop began prowling about in the vicinity of the chief's
The Indians said nothing, but looked upon the scene in a quarters.
puzzled sort of way.
Presently he watched his chance and went inside.
Fina11y one of them walked slowly toward the wagon, and
It was not a very large lodge that Gray Wing boasted of,
Wild and Charlie instantly recognized him as Jumping Horse.
"What palefaces do?'' he asked, showing an ugly frown on but it was quite well filled with such household goods as
Indians are in the habit of owning.
his face. "Make heap much noise."
Hanging to pegs were various bits of finery as welJ as dried
"I reckon the palefaces didn't do anything to make the
noise," Wild answered, in his cool and easy way. "You are not snake skins, the skulls of animals, and strings of big glass
beads.
mad about it, are you, Jumping Horse?"
Hop looked them over carefully and the noticing a rather
·"Ugh! , Young Wild We.st heap much smart. Talk big lot."
"You think so, eh? Well, I reckon I'll talk just as much as gaudy blanket, which must have been worth quite a little
money, he toolt it from the peg and had a good look at it.
I want to. Where is Gray Wing? I want to see him."
"Lat velly nicee; so be. Me likee ha vee."
"Jumping Horse made no reply, but promptly turned on his
He quickly rolled the blanket into as small a parcel as he
heel and left the spot.
- But one of the other Pawnees came forward and volunteered could, and then thrnst it through a small aperture at the rear
to give the young deadshot all the information he required. of tbe tent of skins.
Having done this, he went back to the opening.
He pointed toward the chief's lodge, and when Wild saw old
Seeing that the old chief was st!Il engaged in eating, and
Gray Wing standing there looking about in a puzzled sort of
that his squaw was looicing the other way, he stepped outway he gave a nod and, turning to the scout, said:
''Come on, Charlie, let's go over and have a talk with the side and joined Wild and Charlie.
"What have you been up to, Hop?" Wild asked, in a low
old fellow. There he is now. Perhaps he isn't in a very good
tone of voice.
humor, but that won't make any difference."
Leaving the trader and his man to clean up the muss that
"Me no do anythling, Misler Wild. Me velly goodee Chinee.
had been caused by Hop's joke, the two quickly left the spot, Me wan tee lookee in um tepee, lat allee."
Hop following them.
"Well, I reckon you didn't find much m there that was worth
The chief had just started to come ovel' that way when he looking at, did you?"
"Me findee velly nicee blanket, so be. Me wantee velly
saw them approaching.
He showed signs of surprise when he recognized them, and muchee.•·
then his face took on a rather ugly look.
"I reckon you can buy it of the chief if you want it badly."
'·Good morning, Gray Wing!·· Young Wild West said, as he
"Maybe he givee me um blanket, so be."
stepped up to him and offered his hand.
"Probably, if you do something for him that makes him
Reluctantly the chief tool< the band, and Wild gave it such think well enough' of you."
a hearty squeeze that he caused him to wince.
"Me do somethling pletty soonee."
'·What the paleface boy want?" Gray Wing demanded, after
"All right, go ahead and give him a little surprise. But
a short silence.
don't blow him up, or anything like that, because I want him
.. 1 told you I'd come over and lrnxe a talk with you this to be in a good humor when I talk to him about his daughter
morning, I believe, and hel'e I am.•·
and the redskin she wants to marry."
·' You want to talk about Sliver Star?"
,; Allee light, Misler Wild, me no blowee up pee. Um cigar
"Yes, that's the subject. But before we go ahead with the me glvee um chief allee samee gottee plenty powdee In,
pow-wow I want to introduce you to a great Chinese medicine though."
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"Don't let him smoke it, then, at least not until after we i "Go ahead an' tell him. Tall Willow will git the horses all
leave."
right, if he has to steal 'em. That's the Indian way of doln'
"Allee light, me givee um chief goodee cigar. Me tellee him' things, you know. "
keepee um other one till some other tlmee."
j " Not with all of them, Charlie. I have an idea that this
"Yes, that will do, I reckon."
Comanche is a pretty square redskin. But I'll take the risk,
Then the three waited patiently until Gray Wing was ' anyhow.·•
·
through with his meal.
: Gray Wing was puffing away, waiting to hear the r eply to
He had eaten enough for two or three ordinary men, and his proposition.
grunted as he got upon his feet.
j "Chief,'" Wild said, as he leaned over, "Tall Willow will give
As he turned to the lodge, no doubt for the purpose of get- you thirty horses, twenty blankets and three guns, but you
ting the cigar, Hop produced another, and stepping over to I1 must let him have time to go and get them."
him, sa.id, at the same time bowing in Oriental fashion:
The old fellow promptly nodded to show that he was quite
"Misler Chief, me givee you some more cigar, so be. You Willing to this.
keepee um other one and smokee by and by."
Just then up came Jumping Horse again.
"Ugh! " and Gray Wing promptly accepted the cigar, and
He had been lingering behind some bushes, and no doubt
biting off the end, held it in his mouth.
had heard the entire conversation.
His squaw knew just what to .do, and almost In a second I Squatting down before the chief, he began to talk excitedly
she was carrying a brand from the fire to him so he might in the Pawnee tongue.
light it.
Wild and Charlie watched him and saw him counting his
He soon had the cigar going, and then the squaw gathered fingers, no doubt to show what he was willing to give for the
up his blanket and after shaking the dirt from it placed it hand of Silver Star.
upon the ground near where our friends were sitting.
But evidently he could not offer enough, for Gray Wing
Gray Wing squatted in Indian fashion, so he faced them, waved his hand and told him to go away, at the same time
and then puffed away, waiting for Wild to start the confab. shaking his head in the negative.
At this juncture Jumping Horse came up in a sneaking sort
Jumping Horse arose to his feet, apparently in a great rage.
of way.
He said something that the chief did not like, and the old
"You git out of here,·· C)leyenne Charlie spoke up, angrily. fellow leaped to his feet and placed a hand upon the hilt or
"You ain't wanted. You kin come when you're told to. Now his knife.
take a sneak, or I'll make yer."
Jumpin_g Horse wisely withdrew, and he did so in much of a
The redskin frowned darkly at him, but as the chief did burn'.
not say a word he turned and walked away, much discomfited,
"Go on, you sneakin', copper-colored skunk!" Cheyenne
no doubt.
Charlie cried. "You're no good, an' never was. You ain't
"Gray Wing, you are a great chief of the Pawnees,'' began goin' to git the squaw, an' that's all there Is to it."
Wild, for he now thought it time to act, since there was no
Gray Wing; who bad so easily changed his mind, was now
use in waiting for Hop to go any further than he had already in quite a rage, and he began stalldng up and down, mutgone, as the old fellow was in a pretty good humor.
tering in his own language.
·• Heap much big chief of the Pawnees," came the reply.
Wild thought it best to get him in a good humor again, so
"Yes, I know that. I've heard of you. You are one of the he nodded to the Chinaman and said:
greatest warriors the Pawnees ever had. and the words you
"Now then, Hop, go ahead and show him something to
have spoken have always been considered of great value."
amuse him."
"Ugh! Young Wild West talks with a tongue that Is not
"Allee light, Mlsler Wild,'' was the bland retort, and Hop
crooked."
was certainly ready.
"'That's right, chief. I think you are the greatest chief the
Pawnees ever had. But no matter how great a man Is, he will
make a mistake once In a while."
"Gray Wing make no mistakes."
CHAPTER VI.
'"fha\'s all right, chief. I think you made one yesterday.
Your daughter ls a beautiful squaw. She has a heart and a
JUllIPI~O HORSE'S FA..n.URE.
mind of her own. She does not like Jumping Horse, who is
but a coward. She wants to wed Tall Willow, the brave young
The trader at the Indian village did not expect to do much
Comanche. The Pawnees and the Comanches are friends.
business so early In the morning, especially when he saw
They should always be friends."
The ch_ief nodded as though he partly agreed with him, but that the chief had visitors.
But he got his display of trinlcets and blankets in readiness
said nothing.
soon as he had eaten the breakfast which Doc Lemons pro'·Silver Star and Tall W!llow are at our camp, and we have as
ceeded to cook immediately after our friends left the spot.
come here to ask the great chief of the Pawnees to give his
Just as he was about ready to do bu~iness Jumping Horse
consent to their marriage."
·
appeared at the wagon .
.. Silver Star Is a fool. Tall Willow will die."
The Indian, who really wanted the chief's daughter for his
""Hold on, Gray Wing. You are getting altogether too fast. squaw,
had decided
get hold of all the beads and trinkets
Don't you know that if you were to kill Tall Willow the he could and go to to
camp of Young Wild West and offer
Comanches would be very angry and that they might make them to Silver Star the
in return for lier hand.
war upon you?"
But he meant to do more than this, too, for he really was
"Pawnees fight heap much."
a bad redskin at heart.
"Y~s, an<! I reckon the Comanches can fight heap much, too.
There were many others of bis class in the v!llage, and Ile
But you don't want any war between the tribes of your own was looked upon as a sort of leader l.Jy some of them.
race. You want things to go along smoothly and have plenty
It happened that Jumping Horse had accumulated quite a
to eat. You are at peace with the palefaces, and everything little in the way of horses, blankets and the like, and also that
is going nicely now."
he had a little cash money.
"How many horses will Tall Willow give for Silver Star?"
Still, he knew quite well tha.t he could not come up to anythe old rascal asked, after he had thought for a few seconds. thing that his rival might offer, and wishing to make one
"I don't know. I haven't asked him. But I think he will more effort to win the hand of the squaw, be was going to
be quite willing to make a deal with you."
present her with a few little things he might obtain from
"If Tall Willow give thirty horses, twenty blankets and the trader.
three guns he take Silver Star for his squaw."
At the same time he meant to take with him half a dozen
Wild thought this a pretty fair proposition, since that was trusted friends, who would lurk in the bushes while he was
the way the Indians had of doing business.
trying to make the deal with Silver Star.
kWhat do you think of that, Charlie?" be a.sked the scout.
If he failed his intention was to abduct her and shoot down
"Sounds all right, but I wonder If the Comanche has got any one who opposed him.
as many horses as all that."
The rascally redskin ('ame up to the trader, shaking a bag of
"Well, if he thinks enough of the squaw he ought to be able silver in his hand, and Myers knew right away that there was
to get them, I suppose. You heard him say that he had quite a chance for him to make money.
some money saved up, and that he had considerable stock."
""Want to do rnme tradln'?" he asked, qui ckly.
"Yes, I know he said that."
"'Yes," came the reply, and then Jumping Horse proceeded
"I reckon we'll tell the old fellow that the Comanche will to look over the stock of beads and bits of jewelry and finery
do as he says."
I.hat were exposed to view.
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He selected a string of beads and a piece of calico that might
have been large enough to make a dress.
Then he picked out a pair of moccasins that he thought
would look well upon the feet of his squaw-to-be.
·• How much?" he said.
"How much have you got?" the wily trader inquired. .
The Pawnee emptied the bag upon the board that Myers was
using for a counter, and the latter quickly began counting it
over.
"Seventeen dollars an• twenty-five cents," he said. "That
ain't hardly enough for what you want. But," and he
scratched his head thoughtfully, "seein' it's you I'll let the
stuff go for that."
The fact was that what he sold the Indian was barely worth
three dollars.
But Myers had no scruples, especially when he was dealing
with ignorant redskins.
Jumping Horse was entirely satisfied, and when the articles had been wrapped for him he turned and went around the
outskirts of the village.
There he met a brave whom he could trust and he quickly
told him what he wanted him to do, promising him a young
horse if he would help him out.
It happened that the fellow was worth little or nothing, and
he readily agreed.
The result was that he went about, keeping out of sight of
the chief's lodge, .and soon came back with eight Indians who
were leading their ponies.
Jumping Horse talked to them and told them how the chief
had refused to let ~Im have Silver Star because a cowardly
Comanche had offered him more.
,
This was enough to incense them against the Comanche,
though none of them were r eady to go bac;k upon their chief.
However, they consented to do the rascal's bidding, and five
minutes later they all rode away from the village, unknown
to the chief or those near him.
Straight for the camp of our friends, where Jumping Horse
k;new he would be sure to find Silver Star, they made their
way.
The rascally Pawnee knew also that he would find Tall
Willow there.
But even though he had been called a coward, he did not
fear the Comanche brave.
He had worked himself into such a pitch that if the opportunity offered he would take his life without giving him a
chance.
Yet, if it could be arranged that it should be a fair fight, he
was more than willing to that.
The Indl,a ns with him knew considerable about his love for
the old chief's daughter, and as there was a certain feeling
existing between the two tribes, it was easy for them to bring
afresh to the front the hatred they had for the Comanches.
The further they rode the more they became convlncd that
Tall Willow should be wiped out, even though it brought on
a war between the two tribes.
He had no right to dare steal Silver Star from her father,
and was deserving to be put to death for having done so.
Jumping Horse was just shrewd enough to only put in a
word now and then.
'
But when he saw how the flames of hatred were fed in the
breasts of his companions he congratulated himself on his
cleverness.
A word from him just then would have induced them to accompany him straight to the camp and wipe out not only the
Comanche but the palefaces as well.
Occasionally Jumping Horse would look behind, for he
feared that Young Wild West might at any moment appear.
He was anxious to get there before this should happen, and
to settle matters quickly.
Adhering to his original determination, he continued on, and
when the party was within probably three hundred yards of
the cam1) in the little glen at the side of the creek he called
a halt.
Then he instructed his followers to ride slowly forward,
their horses at a walk, until he told them to stop and wait.
This they did, and the result was that they were as close to
the camp as three hundred feet when the rascally brave left
t]].em and rode deliberately down the slope and appeared before the camp.
Of course, those there had heard him approaching, and they
were on their guard, · though they were not sure it was not
Wild, Charlie and Hop returning.
.Arietta was the first to sight the Indian, however, and she
called out In a low tone to Jim Dart, who was standing by a
rock a shcrt distance away, rifle in hand.
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As Jim came toward her he saw who it was approaching, and
lie wondered what was u1,,_ .
But the boy possessed more than an ordinary coolness.
Perhaps this was because he had so long been a partner of
Young Wild West.
But, anyhow, he was net the least blt excited, and he made
ready to give Jumping Horse any kind of welcome he might be
looking for.
The Indian rode forward boldly and did not come to a halt
until he was within a few feet of the camp.
\ Then he nodded to Jim and, holding out his hand, sa.id:
"How? "
"That's all right, redskin,•· Dart retorted, coldly. "I am
not in the humor to shake hands with you after what happened last night. Be quick about it, and let us know what
your business is."
1 "Jumping Horse come to see Silver Star."
"Did you come alone?"
"Jumping Horse come alone. He lay awake all the long
night and look at the stars, thinking of Silver Star, who must
be his squaw."
"I thought Young Wild West told you last night that Tall
Willow was to have Silver Star for his squaw," Jim said,
quietly, as he watched the redskin keenly.
"Jumping Horse has brought something for Silver Star,"
and then the rascally Pawnee showed the bundle he carr.ied
with him on the horse.
He dismounted without being told to do so, and quickly
unwrapping what he had, walked deliberately past Jim and
Arietta and paused before the squaw, who happened at that
moment to be standing near Eloise and Anna.
Tall Willow had gone down . along the banks of the creek
shortly before that, and probably it was just as well that
he had, for surely he would not have tolerated the presence
of his rival very long without opening up hostilities.
Jumping Horse showed what he had brought for the Pawnee
maiden, but she shook her head and turned away.
Nothing daunted, he spread the necklace wide in his hands,
and stepping forward, attempted to put it over her head.
Then she struck it from him and sent it to the ground, at
the same time giving vent to an exclamation of disgust.
"Go away and leave her alone," Arietta commanded, as she
stepped forward, revolver in hand. "If you don't look out
you are apt to get shot."
But the Indian paid no attention to her, and becoming desperate he strove to seize the girl, no doubt intending to carry
her to his horse and ride away.
But Arietta quickly thrust the muzzle of the revolver under
his nose and then deliberately gave him a push that sent him
back a step.
"Leave instantly or I'll shoot you dead in your tracks!" she
exclaimed, and the flash in her blue eyes told plainly that she
meant just what she said.
'fhen realizing that he stood no chance of gaining his bride
in that fashion, the villainous Pawnee turned and walked
slowly to his horse.
But before he reached the animal he gave vent to a yell
which echoed far and near.
The call was answered instantly by the war-cry of the
Pawnees, and then Jim Dart knew just what they must expect.
Jumping Horse turned and tried to level a revolver at the
boy, but before he could do so Arietta's revolver cracked, and
the weapon fell to the ground, while the redskin gave vent
to a sharp cry.
The girl had not tried to kill him, so the bullet had merely
grazed his arm just below the elbow.
Again the war-cry of the Pawnees sounded, and then it was
answered from further down the creek by the familiar shout
of the Comanches when they were on the warpath.
Tall Willow was coming.
Jim Dart was alive to the situation, however, and springing
forward, he caught the redskin by the throat, at the same
time pushing his gun close to his ear.
"You come here!" he exclaimed, and then he half dragged
the scoundrel back behind some rocks.
Arletta now picked up her Remington rifle and advised
Anna and Eloise to do the same, which they promptly did.
"Get behind the rocks," she said, for she was quite cool.
Tall W!Ilow came running up at that moment, and as he did
so the rascally gang Jumping Horse had brought with him
from the Indian village came galloping down the hill.
They must have recognized the Comanche, for two shots
were fired.
But both missed, and the brave leaped forward and was
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soon at the side of Jim, who was standing close to a big rock
behind which he might dodge if it became ne<;essary.
There was no help for it now, and Dart knew it.
They must shoot to kill, or else the camp would surely be
cleaned out by the attacking Pawnees.
Dart had to take the place of Young Wild West now, and he
promptly called out for the girls to remain cool, and if they
had to fire they could shoot to kill.
But, as has been said, the rascally Pawnees Jumping Horse
had brought with him had work~d themselves up to such a
pitch that they were quite ready to slaughter the palefaces,
and they galloped straight up to the camp, shooting as they
came.
The bullets hit the· rocks and could, be heard singing past
the heads of those who were crouching behind the rocks.
Jim had his rifle ready, and taking a quick aim, he pulled
the trigger.
Crn.ng!
As the report rang out the foremost Indian threw up his
arms and fell from his horse, while the animal turned and
went galloping down the bank of the creek.
Yelling like so many friends the others reined in their
horses, and as they turned to ride away, opened fire again.
Crang!
It was Arietta who fired this time, and down went another.
Tall Willow had only a revolver, but they were so close
that he opened fire upon them and had the satisfaction of
dropping one of the Pawnees and also unhorsing one.
The latter promptly sprang into the creek and ran for the
shelter of the bushes and rocks at the other side.
Only two more shots were fired by the attacking party, and
Jitp felt It his duty to drop another, which he promptly did.
The res t then turned and fled, though shouting defiance.
Meanwhile, Jumping Horse had been disarmed by Arietta,
and be eat upon a stone, while Anna and Eloise covered him
with their rifles.
When it was all over Dart turned to the redskin and said:
.. Now, then, I am going to tie you up, you rascal, and keep
you here until Young Wild West returns. Then we'll see
what·s to be done with you. I suppose there will be a lot of
trouble to come from this, but you have brought it on yourself, and you will have to take the consequences. If the Pawnees make up their minds to try and clean us out they'll get
It good and s trong, for don't you think for an instant that we
are afraid of the whole bunch of them.·•
"Paleface boy heap much talk," was the defiant retort from
the redskin prisoner.
"That·s all right. Maybe I can talk a. whole lot, but you
have seen quite enough to make you believe that I can do
something besides talk. You see what happened just now.
There are some of your braves lying there In death. They will
neve1·· talk again, nor will they ever move again. They are
done for. Probably it will be your turn next, so just keep your
mouth shut and don't have anything further to say."
.. Me fight Jumping Horse," spolrn up Tall Willow, as he
stepped forward, knife in hand.
"Not now,·• retorted Jim, raising his hand and motioning
him back ... Arietta, just get a rope and come here and fix
this fellow so be won't have a chance to escape."
The giri responded quickly, and knowing her business full
well, she was not long In binding him securely, after which
she took two extra turns about his body and a tree which was
conveniently close at hand, leaving him , in a standing position
but utterly helpless.
·
Tall Willow was very angry, and he proceeded to tell in
his own language what he thought of the scoundrel who had
tried lo talre his prospective bride from him.
Bul presently he cooled down a little and, turning to Dart,
said:
"The Pawnees will come to kill and scalp you now. Gray
Wing is a very bad chief. If a paleface shoots a Pawnee he
makes war. Me go to my people and get help. You will take
care of Silver Star. "
·' All right, Tall Willow," Jim answered, quickly, for he
thought it would be a good idea If he did go for help, !jince
he !mew there must be quite' a large force of the Pawnees
located at the v!llage.
The Comanche shot a look at his sweetheart, which no
doubt meant that he was going to do or die, and then, without another word, he left the camp and quickly caught one of
the horses that had been ridden by the attacking pa!'ty.
Mounting, be rode away at a gallop, thus leaving Jim alone
with the girls and the Chinaman and the prisoner.

CHAPTER VU.
HOP CREATES A GREAT SENSATION IN THE PAWJS'EF. VILLAGE.

Ignorant of the fact that Jumping Horse had formed a party
and had started for the camp to get possession of Silver Star,
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie sat on the ground
• near Gray Wing's lodge and watched Hop as he was making
his preparations to mystify and frighten the old chief.
There was no more business to be done after selling the few
articles to Jumping Horse, so Thomas Myers and Doc Lemons,
his assistant, strolled over that way · and were just in time
to see Hop flaunting a big, yellow silk hankerchief before the
chief and gazing skyward at the same time.
" What's goln' on here?" Myers asked, looking at Wild in
surprise.
"Sit down and you'll see," was the reply. " The Chinaman is a great medicine man, and he is going to do a little
sleight-of-hand work for the benefit of Gray Wing."
"Sleight-of-hand feller, eh? He don't look it. I wonder
if he could have had anything to do with blowi,n' up our breakfast a little while ago."
"Quite likely," and our hero laughed.
"Blamed if I don't think he did!" Doc exclaimed. "Come
to think of it, he was mighty close to the fire jest afore it
happened. Maybe he put powder in the fire, Tom. "
"Well, never mind. It's all right if he did. I s'pose if we
find out that he was the cause of. it he'll be wlllin' to pay for
the damage' he done."
"I'll settle for, the damage, whether you find out he did it
or not," Wild answered, quickly. "But sit down. Don't in terrupt the performance. I see there. are quite a number of
the Pawnees who are Interested. That yellow handkerchief
is drawing them from all parts of the village."
This was true enough.
Not only were the braves and bucks coming toward the
scene, but the squaws and papooses as well.
The flaunting of the yellow handkerchief and the queer motions of the Chinaman was quite enough to draw them.
They gathered around and soon a silence came over the
scene.
Hop kept muttering in Cbinese and making all sorts of
queer motions, mostly toward the sky.
Suddenly he took a step closer to the old chief, and then
held out an egg for him to examine.
Just bow the heathen managed to carry such a thing about
with him without breaking it cannot be said, but probably he
may have had a pocket just adapted for the purpose.
Anyhow, he had an ordinary hen's egg, which he must have
taken from the supplies at the camp before leaving it.
"Ugh! " exclaimed Gray ·wing, as he looked at it. "Me
like eggs."
"Allee light, Misler Chief. • Lis um snakee egg."
"No," an{l Gray Wing shook his head as though he was
certain It was not .
"You makee lillee mistakee, so be. Lis um snakee egg. Me
makee hatchee velly muchee quickee. You watcbee. ·•
Then he pulled aside a corner of the blanket the old fellow
was sitting upon and began digging a small hole in the ground.
Having done this, he again held the egg up so every one
could see it, and called out:
"Evelybody watchee. Me makee um egg hatchee vell y
muchee quickee. Me velly smartee Chlnee. Me gottee un cle
In China whattee velly muchee smartee, and me allee samee
likee my uncle. Me gleat magician. "
Then he placed the egg gently into the little hollow he had
made in the sand and picking up th e handkerchief, which be
had allowed to remain upon the ground n ear him, he placed it
carefully over It.
He spent a few seconds in arranging the handkerchief as
though it should be in a certain way in order to make the
hatching process come quickly.
Then he arose to his feet and bade the chief to do likewise.
Gray Wing did not seem greatly impressed with what he
had seen this far, though he seemed to have a kindl y feeling
toward the Chinaman for having given him such a good cigar.
He was puffing away upon it at that moment. and he too k
it from his mouth and held it between his fingers, th e sa me
as be had seen the palefaces do, and then did as Hop directed him.
The clever Chinee began rnald ng m ys terious 1Jasses over the
handkerchief, graduall y straightening himself u11 and lifting
his hands higher as he did so.
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Presently he raised them above his head and called out
something that no one could understand.
Then he suddenly clapped them together and touching the
chief on the shoulder, said:
"You takee uppee um handkelchief and you see lat um
eggee allee samee hatchee."
Gray Wing gave a gunt and Etooped and took hold of the
handkerchief.
Slowly he lifted it, and then it was that he gave a violent
start and let it drop to the ground.
In a little hole Hop had dug with his hands lay what appeared to be a live rattler, coiled and ready to spring.
The chief had no liking for rattlesnakes, nor did ,the trader
and his man.
AIJ three jumped back quickly enough, while the redskins
standing about uttered sharp cries of alarm.
"Um eggee allee samee hatchee, Mlsler Chief," Hop said,
somewhat proudly. "Velly nicee snakee, so be. Me likee um
lattlesnake."
Then he reached down and,. seizing the snake back of the
neck, lifted it about his head, while it writhed and a hissing
sound could be heard.
But the hissing sound came from the lips of Hop, though
no one but Wild and Charlie knew it.
The writhing was caused by the fact that he moved his hand
continually and that the snake was nothing more than a rubber imitation, painted to represent the real thing.
But there was not a person there who did not actually believe it was a l!ve rattlesnake, ·and they acted in accordance
with their feelings just then.
Of course, Hop was not going to let any one examine the
snake, even if they felt inclined to do so.
But it is doubtful if they would have taken the trouble to
feel of it, even if they had been told that it was but an imitation, for it looked so real that there was something repulsive about it, anyhow.
"Heap much medicine man," grunted the chief, as he shook
his head. ''Chinee k!Jl snake."
'' Me no killee, Misler Chief," was the bland retort. "Me
ma.kee go back in um eggee, ,so be. Me velly smartee Chinee."
Then he coiled the snake in the hole again and quickly
threw the handkerchief over it.
After going through a similar performance as when he had
performed the trick, he nodded for the chief to lift the handkerchief again.
But this time Gray Wing declined.
Hop looked around, and seeing that Doc l;emons appeared
to be greatly interested, he called to him to take up the
handkerchief:
''Not much," was the reply. "You're a magician, all right,
but that snake ain't goin' to git very close to me, nor I ain't
goin' to git very close to it, either, an' you kin bet on that.
Go ahead an' picl, up the handkerchief yourself, heathen."
·• Allee light," and smilingly the clever Chlnee lifted the
handkerchief.
The snake was gone, and in its place was the egg, just exactly as It had appeared before be had started to perform
the trick.
Low whispers an{l guttural exclamations came from the
spectators, and they all now looked upon Hop with a feeling
that was akin to awe.
The Chinaman coolly took up the egg, and after weighing
it in his hand tendered it to Gray Wing, at the same time
saying:
.. Mlsler Chief, you likee um egg. You eatee."
But the old fellow quickly declined to do so, motioning
the Chinaman to keep away from him.
"Allee light," Hop said, smilingly. "Me eatee um eggee."
Then he cracked it with the handle of his knife and coolly
let the contents go down his throat.
This act on the part of the Chinaman had the effect of
. ma king the chief draw back a step or two further.
To him the performance was a marvelous one, for he had
been watching intently every move Hop made.
He did not know that a sleight-of-hand performer's hands
are quicker than a person's eyes, and hence he took it for
granted that the Chinaman was a great medicine man, and
that he bad really caused the egg to hatch a rattlesnake and
then go bark to Its natural form again.
"A m igbty fine trick,•· declared Thomas Myers, nodding his
head to our hero approvingly. ·• That feller would be worth
a lot of money to me if I could git him to go around instead
of the lazy man I've got.··
·•Go ahead an' hire him, if you want to," snapped Doc
Lemons, quickly. "I'm ready to quit right now."
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"·life no wantee workee for you, so be,·· Hop declared, smilingly. "Me stay with Young Wild West. ..
"I reckon you couldn't offer the heathen enough mcney to
make him quit us an' go with you," Cheyenne Charlie observed. "He sorter likes us, you knpw, an' I r eclcon we sorter
like him."
"Me velly smartee Chinee, Misler Charlie, ·• Hop declared,
and then he once more turned his attention to the awe-struck
chief of the Pawn ee village.
"You sickce?" he suddenly said. "Me makee you well,
so be."
"Gray Wing no sick," declared the cbief, shaking his head.
"Allee light. If you no sickee me makee you sickee, Jen. Me
giv1;,e you lillee medicine, so be."
"Gray Wing no want medicine."
"Go ahead an' show us another little performance,'' suggested the trader. ·'Then after you're done I'll see if I can't
do a little tradin' with these red-skinned gentlemen."
"Ain't done no business yet this mornin', I s'pose?" the scout
asked.
"Oh, yes. I sold one of 'em some beads an' fancy stuff.
I reckon he's goin' to give it to his squaw. He's the one
they call Jumpin' Horse, I believe. I heard him cailed that
last night."
Wild and Charlie became interested right away.
Ir Jumping Horse bad been purchasing eome finery probably his intention was to present it. to Silver Star in the hop0
of winning her from Tall Willow.
If he did that he certainly would have to go to the cam p.
"Gray Wing," the young deadshot said, turning to the old
chief, " where is Jumping Horse?"
"He go away mad," was the reply. "He want Silver Star
for his squaw, but he no have. When Tall Willow brings the
horses, blankets and guns he can have Silver Star. ·•
Our hero had heard quite tnough to convince him that the
probabilities were that the rascally Pawnee had gone back
to the camp.
He told the chief to make inquiries concerning him, which
was promptly done, the result being that it was reported that
Jumping Horse and six others had gone away ou horseback
about twenty minutes before.
''Charlie," said our hero, nodding to the scout, " [ reckon
we may as well go back. We might be needed. It looks t o me
as though Jumping Horse is up to mischief again."
"It sartinly does, Wild," was tbe reply, .. I reckon we had
better go."
"You wantee me go, too, Misler Wild?" Hop asked.
"You can stay here if you li.ke," was the reply. "Ent see
to It that you don·t get into any trouble. Look out how you
play your tricks on these people."
"Me stay with um two Melican men, so be. Me likee !em
velly mucliee."
The truth of the matter was that Hop had an idea' that' the
trader had liquor in· his wagon, and as he was a\Jout out of
his supply he was anxious to replenish it.
Wild and Charlie were quite willing to let him remain
there, for they did not fear that there would be trouble right
away, so after informing the chief that everything would be
all right and that the Comanche would fumish him with the
required number of horses, blankets and guns, he mounted
his horse, the scout following his example.
Then the two rode away from the village, heading straight
for the camp.
Hop knew it would not be wls~ to play upon the felirs of
the old chief any longer, so he decided to do something that
would be pleasing to him rather than to frighten him.
After assuring his hearers that \he would do something that
would surprise them, he produced a vegetable seed, which
was rather small, and invited every one to inspect it.
Some of the Indians refused to do this, but those who did
nodded and kept passing it around.
Myers and Doc looked at it, too, and t!le latter said:
"That ain't nothln' more than a grain of rye, if I know
anything about it."
"You makee lillee mistakee," the Chinaman declared, smilingly.. ''Lat allee samee um flower seed. Me makee nicee
flower glow in velly quickee tlmee. Me showee you somethl!ng
you never see, so be."
"I know what he's goln' to do," the trader declared. "I seen
a feller plant a seed in a flower-pot once an' it wasn't long
afore a bush grew up with a fine rose on it. It was when I
was down in New Orleans, an' I believe they called the feller
a Hindu. He was about the greatest I ever seen in the way of
a maglci.~n, but I'll admit that this heathen is a putty good
one, too.
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"Me velly smartee Chinee," Hop declared.
Then he chose the same hollow he had dug when he perform ed the snake and egg trick, and once more assuring his
audience that they woul'd have nothing to fear, he planted
the seed, covering it over carefully.
"Me makee glow velJ,Y muchee quickee," he said, and then
out came the old reliable silk handkerchief.
He flaunted it before them so they might see that It contained nothing, and then It was dropped back close to his
person, when the little trick was performed unknown to
them, for from under the loose-fitting blouse he took something and, under cover of the handkerchief, placed It on the
spot where the seed had been planted.
This time Hop was very careful about arranging the handkerchief.
It being silk, it was not difficult for him to make it stand up
in the form of a pyramid. '
He spent ever a minute in doing this, and once he had it
just the way he wanted it he arose to his feet and then
began making his mysterious passes and mutterings.
The Indians who had come a little closer when he began
now drew back, for no doubt they felt that they might see
something worse than a rattlesnake this time when the handkerchief was lifted.
Hop kept It up for a couple of minutes, and then shutting
his eyes, he turned his face toward the sky and clapped his
hands.
It happened that Gray Wing's squaw was standing so he
could see her, and with a pleasant smile he started toward her.
Taking her by the arm, he half dragged her to the front, at
the same time saying:
"Me makee nlcee flower for you, so be. You velly nicee ledskin lady. Me like you velly muchee. You gottee nicee husband, too. Glay Wing allee samee gleat chief. Dllnkee heap
much fire-water. Hoolay!"
This caused the trader and his man to laugh heartily, and
the Pawnees standing about looked at them in surprise, for
they could not see the least thing to cause merriment.
The squaw was badly frightened.
While she would have been ready to fight if real danger
threatened her, she was very superstitious after having witnessed what the Chinaman had already done.
"Mlsler Chief," Hop said, coaxingly, "lis you wife, so be.
Me wantee her to havee uicee flower to puttee in her hair.
She takee uppee um handkelchief and evelybqdy findee lat um
seed glow and um n!cee flower !ere."
"Ugh!" grunted Gray Wing, and then he pushed the squaw
forward and said something to her, sharply, in his own tongue.
The result was that she reluctantly stooped over and lifted
the handkerchief.
Hop had not told an untruth, for apparently growing from
the ground was a small bush about six inches In height, and
at the top of It was a beautiful pink rose.
A sweet perfume came from it, too, and those standing near
got a whiff of it.
"Hip hi!" exclaimed the Chinaman, clapping his hands as
though he was delighted at his success in causing the seed
to sprout and grow so quickly.
'
Then he broke the rose from the bush and, bowing low to
the squaw, tendered it to her.
Her face had lighted up with suri;>rise and delight now, and
she took it from him without any hesitation.
"Ugh!" exclaimed Gray Wing, looking ratl:!er pleased. "Chinee heap much medicine man. Me make him a present."
"Allee light, Misler Chief," the Chinaman answered, glibly
"Me l!kee havee nicee blanket, so be.;•
"Gray Wing will give the Chinee the best blanket he has. •
Then, without saying another word, the old chief stalked
into his lodge.
He was in there for fully five minutes, and ' then came out,
looking rather concerned.
It happened that the very blanket be wanted to make the
Chinaman a present of had ooen taken by Hop and was now
lying in a roll back of the tepee.
Hop felt a little ashamed of himself for having done this,
since the chief was so willing to give it to him, but he
quickly thought of a plan to get over it.
"You wantee givee me nicee blanket, Misler Chief?" he
asked.
·
Gray Wing nodded, but looked rather mystified.
"Me no find the blanket," he declared.
"Allee light, me flndee velly muchee qu!ckee. Evelybody
watchee."
Then he took from somewhere on his person a piece of
fireworks of his own making, and running to the nearest

fire he lighted the end of it and started to run about in a
circle.
Suddenly there was a sharp hiss and sparks and a dense
smoke shot from his hand .
Hop ran aronnd a few times, scattering the redskins right
and left.
Finally h e made a dive behind the chief'r, lodge.
Picking up the blanlret, he came around at the other side,
concealing bis movements partly by the smoke and sparks.
As soon as his fireworks died out he stepped over to the
chief and presented him with the blanlret.
This was as much of a mystery as anything he had perform ed, and when Gray Wing took the blanket and unfolded
it he shook his head and, turning his face skyward, exclaimed:
"The Chlnee medicine man heap much great. Gray Wing
will never fight th·e palefaces again."
This was said so solemnly that some of the redskins near
him bowed their heads and started up a chant, which meant
that they were in full accord with their chief on this point.
But afte!' a little talk among themselves the crowd came
forward, and then, one a.fter the other, bowed to the Chinaman
as they passed him.
When this was over with, Gray Wing handed him the blanket and assured him that he was more than welcome to it and
hoped that he would never bring harm upon the Pawnees.
Hop assured him that he certainly would not, and then he
turned his attention to the trader and Doc Lemons.
·
"Me likee buy som ethling flom um wagon, " he said.
Always ready to make a sale, Myers promptly invited him
to go over to the little camp.

CHAPTER VIII.
WAJTr.,'G FOR AN ATTA()K.

Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie had barely ridden
half the distance to the camp when they saw two Indians
riding along at full speed toward them.
"We must stop these fellows, Charlie," , the young deadshot
!'aid., coolly, for even though he thought there might have been
trouble at the camp he was not in the least disturbed at that
moment.
"I reckon so, Wild," the scout answered, sm iling grimly,
" It ain't goin' to take long to do it, either."
He raised his 1ifie as though he meant to take a shot, but
the boy quickly checked him.
"Don't do t)lat, Charlie," he said. "Don't even shoot a
horse. They will stop all right when we tell them to."
"Jest as you say. I wasn't goin' to shoot exactly, anyhow.
I · thought maybe if I made out I was, one of 'em would fire
at us. Then I'd sartlnly drop the pair of 'em afore they
knowed it."
The two braves were all that were left of the six who had
accompanied Jumping Horse to attack the camp, and when
they saw Young Wild West and one of his partners riding
toward them they turned quickly to the right and made an
effort to escape.
They were probably a couple of hundred yards distant at
the time, and no doubt thought they would succeed.
Our hero spoke sharply to his sorrel stallion, and away
he went to cut them off.
Charlie's horne was not nearly as fast as Spitfire, but he
kept along pretty close, however.
In less than two minutes they had gained so much upon
the two Pawnee11 that the latter concluded it would oo better
to permit themselves to be overtaken.
"Come here, r edskins," Wild called out, when he eaw them
slackening their speed and turning slightly around. "I reckon
we want to talk to you.''
Seeing that no real harm was intended them, the two turned
completely and then headed straight back to meet our two
friends, who had now brought their horses to a halt.
Not until they came to a halt within a few feet of them did
Young Wild West pull a gun.
Then leveling it at one of them he said, sharply:
"Where have you been, redskins?"
"We go to hunt the deer,'' was the reply,
"Don't lie, now, " and the young deadshot's eyes flashed
dangerously. "Tell the truth, or I'll shoot you. You left the
village with Jumping Horse something like an hour ago.
There were six of you, and you went to our camp to get
Silver Star."
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There was no reply to lhis, but ·both the bucks hung their
heads.
'· Speak out," cried Wild, urging his horse a little closer to
them and making a threatening move with a revolver.
'"Yes, open your mouth mighty quick an' tell the truth, or
you'll drop to the ground in a jiffy,·• Clleyeune Charlie added,
as he pointed his revolver at the other.
"Young ·wild West say what is right," came from the one
Charlie had covered suddenly. ".Jumping Horse want to get
Si!Yer Star for hls squaw, ancl we go with him. Palefaces
make heap much fight. Four Pawnees get shot ancl Jumping
Horse get caught. "
'·Ah! '' exclaimed our hero, for he had no doubt that the
Pawnee was telling the truth.
·· Wild, if what he says is right we oughter shoot the pair
of 'em," the scout declared, angrily. "They went down there
an' attacked the camp an' got the worst of it. That's all right,
but there hadn't any of 'em oughter git away alive."
"Easy, Charlie," the young deadshot cautioned. "If four
of them got shot and Jim has got Jumping Horse a prisoner, I
think that Is quite enough. I am sorry It happened, though,
for it will surely make trouble.·•
The boy then proceeded to question the two redskins, ancl
got quite enough information to satisfy him that the stoI'y
one of them had told was correct.
But he did not mean to l;:eep them prisoners.
"You go on and tell Gray Wing what you did. Be sure and
tell him the truth about it, too. If you don't you'll be shot the
first time we meet you again ...
Heartily glad to get off so easily, the two Indians rode away,
and then Wild and Charlie hastened on and finally reached
the camp.
Wben they had verified the truth of the statement the redskin had made they all became decidedly uneasy'.
Tall Willow had gone to get the Comanches to come to their
aid.
This would mean that there would surely be a conflict between the two tribes.
Then, again, the Pawnees might take a notion to seek revenge for the loss of the redsldns who had been shot in the
·
brief scrimmage.
"Boys," the young deaclshot said, nodding to his two partners, "I reckon the best thing we can do ls to find a better
place to pitch our camp. We want to be fixed so we can stand
a siege. There is no telling what will come out of this. I am
very sorry now that Hop didn't come with us."
"Oh, the heathen will turn up all right, Wild,'' the scout
declared. "Leave it to him. He'll stay over there till he gits
tired of havin' fun with 'em an' then he'll find his way back.
But I agree with you when you say we oughter find a better
place than this to stop at. What's the matter with goin'
up the side of the hill? It looks to me as though there's a
mighty good place for us there. We cou ld hold it ag'in a
couple or hundred redskins, an' shoot 'em down as fast as
they tried to come up.·•
"A good suggestion, Charlie. We'll do It right away."
'l'he result was ·that a few minutes later the tents were
being taken down and the pack-horses loaded so they might
get upon the side of the hill, which loomed up less than a
hundred yards away.
The girls assisted in the work, and soon they were on their
way.
Charlie had noticed that a sm::ill stream of water trickled
down the side of the hill, and it was near this that they were
now heading.
The hill was so ::;teep that It was quite difficult to get the
pack-horses to the top.
But they finally did so, and then, sure enough, they found
just the place they wanted, for It was shielded by a perpendicular wall of rock at the back and by loose rocks and boulders
at either end.
No one could shoot at them with any effect from below,
for by crouching back close to the cliff they would be out of
sight.
'"We may as well put up the tents, I reckon," our hero said,
In his cool and easy way. "'l'here ls no telling just how long
we'll have to stay here. It w111 take Tall W!llow at least a
day to get back here. When he comes I suppose he will have
a big force of Comanches at his back."
Silver Star had been helping them, and she listened to
everything that was said, especially the words of our hero,
whom she seemed to regard as a very superior being, indeed.
As yet she had not learned how Wild had made out with
her father, and it was not until the camp was in good shape
that the boy thought about it.

Then he quickly told h~r of Gray Wing's change of mind.
The squaw's eyes lighted up with a sudden joy, and dropping upon her knees before him, she exclaimed:
"Young Wild West heap much brave boy. He m1lce Gray
Wing understand what is right. Silver Star never forget
Young Wild West for it.·•
"That's all right, Silver Star. Don't say anything more
about It. Your father seemed quite willing to let Tall Willow
have you when he found he was to have thirty horses, twenty
blankets and three guns. Tall Willow will bring them to him
ancl then there will be no more trouble."
The Pawnee maiden arose to her feet and bowed to him.
'fhen she went back to where the girls were sitting, and
for the first time talked and laughed In a light-hearted manner.
'fhere was a high rock from which a lookout might be kept,
and occasionally either Wild or one of his partners ascended
this. and looked around, expecting to see Hop coming at any
time.
But the forenoon wore on and noon came, and still there
were no signs of the Chinaman.
The nooday meal was cooked and eaten, and then the afternoon began to pass tediously.
About the middle of it Cheyenne Charlie, who happened
to be at the lookout, suddenly called out:
·'Here comes the heathen, an' he's got the trader an' his
man with him. They've got four mules hitched to that big
wagon, an' they're comin' along jest as though they expected
to find a place where they could do some business. Everything is all right, Wild. Hop Is comin', au' It makes me feel
a whole lot better.·•
Wild and Jim climbed up to have a look, though they did
not doubt the scout's words in the least.
When they saw the wagon coming back, and then Hop came
riding up, an expression that might be called one of triumph
showing upon his yellow face.
It was easy for our friends to see that the Chinaman had
been drinking more liquor than was good for him.
'fhe fact was that Hop had succeeded in getting all the
tanglefoOt he wanted from the trader, and it had not cost him
a great deal to do It, either, since he had managed to work
his sleight-of-hand upon him.
He was very happy now, and waving his hat, he called out:
"Evelythling velly muchee lovely. Me allee samee velly
smartee Chinee. Hip hi, hoolay!"
"You had better go an take a sleep rlgl1t away, heathen,"
Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, making out that he was very
angry. '' A drunken heathen ain't got no place around here
'
unless he's asleep. You hear what I eay?"
·• Allee light, Misler Charlie,,. and the Chinaman was not
long In descending and taking care of his horse.
He was rather unsteady about it, too, but he finally succeeded In finishing the task, and then he crawled into the tent
without delay.
Meanwhile, our hero had questioned the trader as to what
had made him leave the Indian village so quickly.
The reply was that he had done all the business he thought
he would be able to do, and had accepted the Invitation of
Hop to come over and stop until the next day at their camp,
when he Intended to head for another redskin village.
·· 1 reckon you did a very wise thing, Mr. Myers,,. Wild said,
shaking his head as though he feared there was going to be
something serious to happen. ·'The first thing we know there
will be a big fight on between the Pawnees and Comanches.
Theu, again, the chances are that some of the Pawnees at least
w!ll feel like taking our scalps. That Is why wf! changed the
position of our camp and came up here among the rocks."
"Pshaw! You don't mean to tell me that anything like
that Is goin' to happen, do yer?" the trader ;;i.sked, uneasily.
"I can't say that it will happen, but it might. That's why
I think It is a good thing to camp over here. If Gray Wing
was to change his mind about making war upon the palefaces
again he probably might have seen to It that the scalps of you
and your man were taken at the start."
"I d_on't want my hair lifted,·· spoke up Doc Lemons," turnIng shghtly pale, as he felt of his thick growth of hair. "I've
got plenty of It, but I can't spare any for a redskin, not jest
yet, anyhow."
"Well, you just keep cool and do a little fighting if it" comes
to the point, and I reckon you will keep your hair all right."
"I ain't much of a fighter, an' I can't shoot very straight,
but I'll do the best I kin, Young Wild West!'
"That's all any one can do. But above all things, keep
your head. Don't get eJscited, and don't fire a shot unless
you're told to.·•
Botb men promised to obey the words ~f the young deadshot
I
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"Get upon yo ur feet, Jum ping Horse,'' he said, sternly. " I
strictly, and then they lost no time in getting their wagon to
a sheltered position, after which they sat down with the rest am going to let you go. You tell Gray Wing that you r crowd
j started the s hooting first and that those at the camp had to
to wait and see what would happen .
'l'he afternoon vassed and just before sunset supper was I defend themselves. Tell him that If he attacks us he will
get th e worst of it, and then the soldiers will soon get him and
cooked and eaten.
Wild knew that Tall Willow had been gone quite long eno:igh ' he will either be hanged or put in prison for the res t of his
to get back if he had succeeded in raising a force to accom- , life."
"Ugh!" answered Jumping Horsii, who was delighted at the
pany him.
It would lre dark in less than an hour now, and he hoped prospect of getting away. "Young "Wild West heap much brave.
I Me tell Gray Wing."
the Comanche would arrive while it was yet light.
He went to the top of the big rock to look for him, and i Then, without waiting to be told to do so, he quickly left,
then it was that he saw a force of probably fifty redslrins · the spot and went on down the steep hill.
"Et," our hero said, nodding to his sweetheart, "I hardly
approaching.
Only a dozen or so were on horseback, and heading them thinlc he will tel! the old chief what I said to him. But it is
was Grny Wing, the old chief, clad in his war-like attire and I all ri ght. We have done our best. Anyhow, we don't want
. that fellow here any longer. If they make an attack on us
his face and breast covered with war-paint.
''Get ready for business down there'." he called out, as he and he comes with them I'll see to it that he drops in a hurry.
quickly made the descent. "The Pawnees are after us and There is going to be a scrimmage, I feel certain, and as they
they have got their war-paint on. I reckon old Gray Wing has outnumber us they might be able to hold us here a long time.
But the chances are that Tall ·willow will be along with some
changed his mind again, and he is new after our scalp3."
of the Pawnees presently. I almost hope he doesn't come very
soon, for it will be ·the means of precipitating a war between
the two tribes. "
"It certainly Isn't our fault, anyhow, Wild," Arietta anCHAPTER IX.
swered, shaking her golden head.
"Yes, it is to a certain extent. If I had not "interfered
YOC\"(J WILD WE ST'S DESPERATE CHAROE.
when the chief was beating his daughter with a heavy whip
.
.
.
.
I suppose everything would have been all right now.·•
It is ~u1tc ~asy for an I1'.dian to change his 1;1rnd.
"Yes and Tall Willow rni,,.ht have been killed·• Jim Dart
Old G1ay Wmg, after ha vmg assured Young Wild West that
'
"
~p.
spo!ce
:
decided
had
again,
palefaces
~e would neYer make war on the
survived
had
who
braves
two
the
Just to the contrary when
And S1lve:; St~r would have _.been f~rce,~ to wed a man
the attack upon the camp of our friends rode into the village
No,_ Wild, and she sh~ok
and told how the palefaces had wiped them out and taken she detested? A11et~a ad~ed.
I cant see_ whe1 ewe hav_e don e anythmg
her head decidedly.
Jumping Horse a prisoner.
wrong, any of us. I ~m n,ot afraid that t~ey will ~each us h~re
Of course, they did not tell it just as it happened.
Their story was that after Jum ping Horse had urged Silver and get the ~est of 1t, e, en though the1 e are ha_f a hund1 ed
Star to accept his gifts and leave the camp with him he had of t h em, ~~ you say. You mu~t ~o your be~t to k~,ep them of!'.
.
,
an.~l not_ 1,111 t'.1cm ufl.le~s the1 e 1s no other way.
been seized and disarmed.
All nght, little gi:l, and the young deadshot, r evo,ver m
Then the palefaces had opened fire on the others who were
hand, now took up h-1s _station behind a rock that overlooked
'
sitting on their horses close by.
But the old chief still had some fear of the Indian age"nt the only way th~ red_s kms could po_sslbly rea-eh them.
It was not Ion., before the war-CI y of the Pawnees sounded
and the soldiers who were stationed near enough to get to
.
the place in a day or two, and he bided his time, though he below th ero.
Jumping Horse had reac_hed them and he had dellvered some
called a council of war and talked it over with several of the
.
sort of_ me~sage to the chief.
braves he selected for the purpose.
!3ut it was ea~y to ~uess that Gray Wing was more deterHe permitted the trader and his man to leave, and when
.
Hop Wah decided to go with them h e made no objections, for m111ed than eve1 to kill and sc~lp them.
The yells followed each o.ther rn qulcl, succesf:1on, and preshe regarded the Chinaman as being a great medicine man and
en!ly the sou_nds of gallop!,ng hoofs we_re heard.
would not have tried to prevent him leaving for anything.
Get ~ead) • everybody, ~oung Wild W:est called out,
But as the afternoon wore on and he found the members
It seems the! are g~mg to try to nd~ up' here and
of his council were growing restless, he decided to attack the coolly.
camp and destroy Young Wild West and his partners, even attack us on horseback. All ~1ght, let them do It. I 11 mighty
.
so?n stop that_ sort of game.
though they made heaps of trouble for them afterward.
The next mmute all hands could se.e the Pawnees coming.
When It spread through the village that the best of the
Only one was. mounte~ •. and that was Gray Wing himself.
fighting braves were to go and get revenge upon those who
had killed four of their number there was a great rejoicing, . He came on, ndlng sti a1ght to the hollow at th e foot of the
and nearly every male in the place proceeded to daub on his lull.
Down he went, his folloy,ers coming on foot, brandishing
war-paint.
Gray Wing was a fighter to the core, and he announced that their rifles.
~·Tryin' to scare us, I reckon , Wild, .. Cheyenne Charlie said
he would lead in the fight himself.
They had set out finally, with the old chief attired in all his a grim smile showing on his face. ''That's the style of th~
gaudy trappings, and it was not long before they neared the Pawnees every time. Well, I re<:kon we ain' t goin' to git
spot where they supposed the camp of Young Wild West was scared any. Let's see if they'll dare to try to g!L up here.··
"Keep cool, Charlie, .. was the advice of the young deadstill located.
Meanwhile. our hero and the rest at the camp were on the shot to him. "If the old ~hief starts to ride up here I'll mightr
watch for the redskins, since they had seen them coming. soon send him back agam. He will go tlown faste1· than he
It was not long before they saw them ride on down the hill came up, too, and you can bet on it."
Gray Wing came to a halt in the hollow and waited until
to the creek, and Cheyenne Charlie laughed as he thought
his braves had joined him.
J
of how they would be fooled.
The hollow was so small that they were crowded in together
"But tl\ey'll find where we are quick enough, Charlie,·• was
the reply. "But that's all right. I reckon they']] get into a and filled it completely.
Watching from behind the rocks and through the crevices,
pretty bad fix when they get below us in that little hollow. If
they attempt to ()barge us up the hill the best thing we can do the party at the top of the hill und er the leuge c-ould seP the
Is to clean them up quickly. I am sorry, though, for the whole olu chief gesticulating to his 1nen, though they could not 1111 _
thing is unwarranted. If this fellow," pointing to the prisoner, derstand his words, for lb ere was too much wnfus!ou for
who eat upon the ground, his arms bound to his sides, ·'had that.
behaved himself everything would have been settled all . Presently the sa\·age w:u·-whoop Rcuncled, and thc,n Gray
Wing turned his horse and started upward toward the hiding
·
right."
"Pei·haps you can settle it yet, ·wud," said Arietta. '· Sup- palefac-es.
pn came the braves, surging after him as though th€y felt
pose you let the redskin go and send a message with him to
It was going to be an easy victory;
the chief."
'rlwy were more than halt' wa.y up tile steep ascent when
"We might try it, Et, .. the young dentl shot said, nodding
something unexpected to them happened.
his head at the suggestion. .. I reckon we will, too. ''
As the chief came galloping up the hfll Wild leaped from
Then, knife in hand, he stepped ove r to the Pawnee and
)Jehlnd the rocks and lernleu his revolver.
Qnlch.ly seve1ed llis bonds.
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Crack!
CH.APTER X.
Up r eared the horse, and then, with its rid er, went tumbling
down upon the yelling redskins.
COXCLl'SIOX.
It was almost a clean sweep.
'fhe Pawnees were bowled over like so many ten-pins, and
Tali Willow had reached the Comanche village shortly after
they went rolling to the foot of the descent in a confused
noon.
mass.
He told hi s story in detail to the chief of that portion of the
\Vild saw the r esu lt of his shot, and it occurred to him in- tribe, and the result was that it was not long before a party
stantly that now was the time to make the venture complete. of one hundred were ready to accompany him to the camp of
"Come, boys," he shouted, "we'll charge th em! We have Young Wild West and fight the Pawnees if it became necessary.
got them into the hollow and I r eckon we may as well settle
But the Comanche chief was a wise old fellow, and did
the business rig ht now. "
not believe in stirring up troul>le, so he forbade any of them
Cheyenne
yelled
wow!''
wow!
Wow!
whoopee!
"'Vhoopee!
to put 011 their war-paiut.
Charlie, a nd then he started after the young deu.dshot, who
On the return, Tall Willow and the band of Comanches did
fearlessly ran down th e hill.
not make very fa.st progress, and it was growing dark when
they were y.et within five miles of the camp on the creek.
.~im was right th e_re, ~.oo, a revol:-'er in either hand.
Before they got there Jim Dart, who had only to ride a
Surrender, redskm s! Young Wild West shouted.
mile or two in order to meet them, came up.
Crack!
Eager to know how the situation was Tall Willow plied him
On e of them fired and the bullet narrowly missed his head.
'
Then Che~enne Ch_a~lie ?egan shooting for all he was with questions.
When he heard all that had hap~ned, and that Silver Star
wo rth, and Jim Dart Jorned m.
The revolvers cracked so rapidly 1.hat it seemed as if a pack was still safe, Tall Willow was not long in letting the chief and
the other braves know of it.
of crackers had been sudd enly set off.
The chief shook his head sadly when he heard that many of
But few of the Pawnees h ad got upou their feet, and those
wh o did quickly threw up their .arms and shouted for quarter. the Pawnees had been killed, and he seemed glad to hear that
Gray Wing had surrendered and gone back to the village.
The tables bad been turn ed upon them completely.
As they rode alcng, Jim kept close to Tall ·willow's side, and
Young Wild West had made a desperate charge upon them,
when he told him that Gray Wing was satisfied to let him
and the victory was surely his.
have S.ilver Star, provided he · delivered to him thirty horses,
For three to accomplish so much it seemed wonderful.
twenty blankets and three guns, the young Comanche was deBut it was not over, exactly.
The redskins were armed, and as they slowly got upon their lighted.
"Me send and get them to-night," he declared. "Maybe there
feet and saw but three standing there they whispered among
be no fight with the Comanches and Pawnees. That be much
th emse lves aud showed signs of fight.
··The first redskin who fires a shot will go to the happy hunt- better."
"You have got that right, Tall Willow," Jim ans-wered, noding-grounds!" Young Wild West called out, in a ringing
voice. "I don't propcse to take you prisoners, so I'll give ding his approval.
"Me heap much fight sometimes, but me no want to fight."
you just five minutes to start back to your village. Now,
"I understaud. You don't believe in doing it unless you
then, what are you going to do about it?"
Just then old Gray Wing got up and limped painfully are compelled to. Well, that's the right way to be."
There was not rcom for all the Indians to get upon the high
across the hollow.
His left arm was hanging limp at his side, which told plainly ground where our friends had camped, so they halted before
that it must have been broken when he went tumbling dowu going down into the hollow.
Of course they had been heard coming, and as soon as Jim
th e hill, and he was injured in one of his legs as well.
"Chief,'' Wild called out, as he started toward him, "you Dart called out, Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie
have made a big mistake, but I'll give you a chance. If you promptly went down to them.
The girls came, too, for they knew there was nothing in the
are wi lling to hold to the agreement we made you can go back
to your village aud take yo ur braves with you. If you are not, way of danger to threaten them.
The Comai,ches went into camp, and soon halt a dozeu
I am going to shoot you!"
" Ugh!" exclaimed the chief, shaking his head and looking fires were blazing brightly, lighting up the scene so that the
at his hel pless arm. ·' Gray Wing no want to fight the pa.le-1 faces of all could be observed plaiuly.
The Comanche chief sat upon his blauket as soon as things
fa ces ."
"Wha_t are you doing with your. war-paint on, then, and . were put in order, and puffed away at a long-stemmed pipe.
Tall Willow brought our hero to him and introduced him.
what d1d ycu try to get up the hill and clea~ us out for?
Then the chief arose and, puttiug out his baud, said:
You a r e a treache rous old scoundrel, Gray Wrng. But I'll
"How?"
gi ve you a chance.•·
"How?" Wild answered, and then shook hands.
"Gray Wing will go back to th e village."
Then the chief carefully wiped off the stem of his pipe with
It was said somethiug reluctantly, but probably this was
du e to the fact t hat he was so badly wounded that he had not his sleeve and offered it to the boy.
Wild accepted it and took a couple of puffs, handing It back .
the nerve to proceed in the fight.
That settled It as far as their friendship was concerned.
.. All right, just tell you r braves what you are going to do,
"What Young Wild West want to do?" the chief finally
for some of them arc acti ng as though th ey waut to fight."
The old chief did as directed, and then while our three asked, after a short silence.
"We ll, chief,•· the young deadshot answered, in his cool and
friends stood watching them closely the dead and wounded
easy way, "I reckon the best thing you can do is to remain
were picked up and carried from the hollow.
Fifteen minutes later they had taken their departure, leaving right here until to-morrow morning. Your horses need a rest,
and your braves are somewhat tired, too. In the morning I'll
Yeung Wild West and his friends the victors.
It was now beginning to get dark, and even though the chief ' deliver a message to Gray Wing and theu the two of you can
had accepted tho te rms and taken his departure, our hero was I meet and talk it over. I reckon it will be settled all right,
for when he finds that you have so many braves with you he
well satisfied that he would not adhere to it.
"1'11 t ell you what we have got to do, bo ys," he said, as he will be glad enough to let mattert> rest as they are."
The Comanche understood enough of this to ma.ke it dear
led the way up to the camp. .. One of us mu'3t go and meet
Tall Willow aud then we' ll t ry and see if we can't prevent a to him what the boy proposed, aud he promptly agreed to it.
fight bc,twecn the two tribes. When Gray Wing finds that the · Even though our friends knew they were well guarded by
Comanche3 are after him he may be williug to give iu en- th e Indians below them, they kept the usual watch during the
tirely. He is crippled up too much to feel like fighting, and night.
Shortly after daylight they were up and moving about, and
if we can get him to smoke the pipe of peace wi th whoever ls
in cha1·ge of the Comanches the matter will be settled and the Wing cooked the breakfast as usual.
They had about finished eating it when the Indians were
hatchet will be buried for a time."
seen stirring.
"I ' ll go and meet 'fall Willow, W!ld, •· Jim D:irt said.
Wild waited until he saw the chief was up, und theu he went
"All ri ght, Jim, get you r horse and start out, th en."
A few minu tes later Dart \\ as off, and then the rest settled down and had another talk with him.
"Young Wild West,'' the Comanche said, looking at the boy
down to keep a watch and wait for his retmn.
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as though he was going to ask a favor, "me want to go with
you to see Gray Wing. "
.. I reckon that would be a pretty good idea, chief," the boy
answered, quickly, for he thought it really would be. "Get
your breakfast and we'll go."
"Mayb(t we take one paleface and one Comanche," the chief
added, suggestively.
"I don't know as It will make any difference. If it suits you
it suits me," Wild answered.
''Me want Tall Willow to go. He tell me that he wlll marry
Gray Wing's daughter, and that he must give him horses,
blankets and guns. "
.. Yes, that's right. I suppose It would be all right for him to
go with us. I wlll take Cheyenne Charlie, too."
This was quite sati'sfactory, and half an hour later the four
.:ncunted their horses and r ode off toward the Pawnee village.
They were seen approaching when they had yet more than
half a mile to ride, and as if Gray Wing knew he was being
visited by the chief of a rival tribe, and shou1d give him a
proper reception, the beating of rude drums presently sounded.
"It Is good," the Comanche chief said, nodding to our hero,
who was riding at his side. "Gray Wing wants peace. Me
glad."
·
"So am I, chief," was the r eply.
Straight into the village they rode, and it was quite a reception they received.
Gray Wing, with his arm In a sling, was sitting upon a
blanket before his lodge, while his squaw was ministering to
his wants.
He got upon his feet, painfully, and exchanged greetings
with the Comanche.
Then he shook hands with Wild, and the way he acted told
plainly that he was quite subdued.
But when he turned to Tall Wiliow there was a frown on
his face.
"Tall Willow make much trouble," he declared. "Gray
Wing has lost a good many of his braves, and it is because
Tall Willow took Silver Star."
·" fall Willow will bring thirty horses, twenty blankets and
three guns to the great chief of the Pawnees," the Coma~che
brave answered, quickly.
"It ls good," was the reply. "But Tall W!Jlow must fight
Jumping Horse first. "
As if it had been prearranged, Jumping House, the rascally
Pawnee, appeared from behind a tepee and stepped forward,
knife in hand.
The Comanche chief nodded approvingly and then Tall
Wlllow quickly drew his knife and stepped forward to face
his foe.
Wild and Charlie were not a little interested.
They knew that the redskins were about evenly matched,
but they feared that after all they had done the deserving one
might be killed.
However, they knew the ways of the Indians too well to
interfere now.
Both were eager to get at each other, and the next minute
the knife blades were clicking as they came In contact, while
Tall Willow and Jumping Horse fought what was to be a fight
to the death.
Both showed great caution, however, and around and
around they went as they struck and dodged tb.e blows.
The two chiefs stood side by side, looking on with set faces,
while the crowd of Pawnees that had gathered about occasionally would cheer Jumping Horse on.
The fight lasted for perhaps five minutes, and then suddenly
Tall Willow made a lunge that reached.
Jumping Horse staggered back and dropped his knife, and
then another blow was struck and it was all over.
"''.{'hat was what I call a putty nasty fight, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlle said, with a shrug of the shoulders. ';It could have
been settled without flghtiu' it out jest as · well."
'"But that is not the way redskins have of doing it, Charlie,•·
was the reply.
"I know it. Anyhow, that galoot of a Jumpin' Horse wasn't
flt to live. He was the worst one of this whole bunch, an'
that's sayin' a whole lot, 'cause I don't think any of 'em is
good, not even 'fa!J W!llow. "
"All right, Charlie, there is no use of arguing the question.
I know your opinion .of redskins, so we'll let it go at that."
Even though Jumping Horse had lost the fight, the Pawnees
did not seem to be at al! angry at the victor.

Bravery is a thing they like the most, and Ta11 Wi1low was
now regarded as a great brave.
The Comanche chief was so well pleased over it that he
tore three or four feathers from his head-dress and, with his
own hands, placed them into the braided hair of the
victor.
Quite a confab followed, and Wild and Charlie stood and
watched it.
The two chiefs sat upon the same blanket, smoking -the pipe
of peace, and presently a hatchet :vas brought forward and
buried in the gronnd, the two shakmg hands over. it.
.
'"That means peace for a while, Charlie," Wild said, noddmg
to the scout. " I reckon we may as well go back. The trouble
ls settled, and we can make nothing by remaining here."
It was about two hours later that Wild and Charlie rode
back with 'l'all Willow and the Comanche chief.
'fhey found the trader's wagon drawn up close ~ ~he caI_I1P
of the Indians, and he and his man were bargammg with
them.
But it happened that the Comanches had brought little or
nothing with them to trade, and they were .simply looking
over the things and making promises as to what they would
give for them.
Neither Myers nor his man, Doe Lemons, bad taken any
part in the fight at all, but they had not been asked to do so,
and no doubt had been contenet to remain with the girls
while Young Wild West made his desperate charge down
upon the demoralizP.d Pawnees.
;<There's one thing about it," Doc Lemons explained, when
they all got together again, "I kin tell yer what won the fight,
'cause I was watchin' putty well from behind a rock at th~
top of the hill. It w-as the shot Young Wild West fired, killin'
the horse of old Gray Wing that turned the tide, an' that was
the shot that beat the redskins."
"I reckon you nave got that about right, Doc," our hero
said, with a laugh. "I could easily have settled old Gray
Wi.ng forever, but it struck me that if I shot his horse it would
go rolling down the hill and the r edskins right near it certainly had to go with it. It worked all right and that's why
I made the charge down the hill."
·•It was a mighty <lesperate thing to do, though," declared
Lemons, shaking his. head.
'"Oh, we either had to do It or else stand a siege until the
Comanches came. If it had turned out that way there would
have been a fierce slaughter and the whole country around
would have been upset and more scalps would have been
taken than you can count in three figures. It's all right.
The Pawnees ha\'e r eceived a lesson they won't forget very
soon, even though they lost quite a few of t heir men."
Our friends found it wculd be right on their way to accompany the trader to the Comanche Y!llage, so they decided to
do so.
They set out right after dinner, the redskins going with
them, and It was after dark when they arrived.
or course, Silver Star accompanied Tall Willow, who had
gh·en orders that the necessary horses, blankets and guns
should be taken to Gray Wing to pay for his bride.
Th£ next day was quite a lively one In the little village that
nestled in the hills.
'l'ali Willow and Silver Star were married in true Indian
fashion, and the trader did so much business that he exhausted his stock completely.
The following day Young Wlld West and his friends set out
over a trail that would lead them to the level prairie where
they would come across ranches on their way and have no
<lifflculty about getting the necessary supplies to last them
until they r eached a good-sized town.
'l'he trader went with them, and so we wlll leave them all
until next week, when we will again take up the further adventures of Young Wild West.
Next week's Issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST AT
GOLD-DUST FLAT; OR, ARIETTA AND THE SECRET
B.AND."
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CURRENT NEWS
The formal opening of the $10,000,000 Ligingstone
Channel in the lower Detroit River look place at Detroit
October 19. 'rhe program of ceremoni es under the auspices
of the Lake Carriers' Associat ion included a p:Jracle of lake
craft, headed by the steamer William T,igingstone, piloted
by its owner, William Ligingstonc, pres ident of the aEsociation. The new chann el is on th e west sid e of Bois Blanc
Island, starting near the head of the isla nrl and extending
out toward Lake Erie. The upper encl of the cu t was constructed by means of a cofferdam, whi ch helcl the water
Dr. Samuel L. Stellard, a well known physician of back whil e men dug and blasted in the cha nnel bottom.
Clintwood, Va., near Pikeville, held up a party of boys The channel required four years and a half to build.
on the road near Clintwood the other day and commandAfter a year's work in the preparation of th e huire _g1 anite
ed them to "line up so he could kill them," according
to a special from Pikeville, Ky. One of the boys, instead ball sun dial, a memorial to Columbia University from the
of "lining up," turned and ran. Stellard drew a revolver class of 1885, it has been found that its diameter is in
and shot him in the leg. He then turned the weapon error by half an inch. Corrections for t his will haYe to be
on the other boys and killed one, the others escaping un- made by intricate mathematical calcnlatiom, that Prof.
hurt. Stellard was arrested. He is believed to be insane. Harold Jacoby is preparing to make, so that it will mark
absolutely accurate sun time. In regard to the dial, Dr.
Attach ed to a fast passenger train which left Seattle, Jacoby said: "The error can be compensated by varying
October 19, for the East was an express car carrying live the positions of the lines to be engraYed upon the bronze
blue foxes from. the Aleutian I slands to St. John, N.B., to plates, the location of which has already been determined.
stock a breeding farm. By the time the animals arrive at This correction or calibration will require experimental
their new home their owner will have spent a large sum in work after the plates are in position and niay postpone for
transporting them many thousand miles by land and sea, some time the final completion of the instrument."
but he is convinced that in their new pasture, which has a
Throwing a tightly corked bottle, 'containing her name
climate quite as rigorous as that of the Aleutian Islands,
he will get skins of the finest quality. A blue fox skin and address into the Ohio River nearly fiye years ago, 'Miss
of the highest grade, it is said, will bring $800 in the Kora Lea of No. 104 East Gray Street , Louisville, Ky,, did
not hear from it until October 19, wh en she learned that it
London market. ·
had been picke.d up off San Diego_. Cal. 'l'he finder, Charies
James B. :i\IcCaughan, janitor of the H ome Savings Collins of No. 504 Philipps Street, 'rol eclo, Oh.io, sent :i\Iiss
Bank Building in Albany, N. Y., was ~lo,dy killed by elec- Lea the slips of paper, saying he had fished it out of
tri city in the cellar of the building the other day. Carry- Coronado Bay. Capt. John F. C. H('dgewald, U. S. A, (reing an electric lead light, ·McCaughan went to the cellar to tired), of Louisville, whose interest was attracted by the
look for a leak in a water pipe. The cellar was flooded, and incident, probably will make a report to th e United States
when he st<'pped into th e water, which was char{!ed with Coast and Geodetic Survey, believing th e bottle passed
electricity from the wires in the cellar, 110 was parlyzed by clown the Ohio, into the Mississippi. through the Gulf of
th e current. He managed to call a cleaning woman, and Mexico, then across the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans
her cries brought a policeman, who freed McCanghan and before it was finally washed up on the California Coast.
dragged him from th e cellar. The janitor was hurried !o a
Within twenty miles of Cheyenne, Wyo., George Fisher,
hospital, but died in half an hour. The policeman was
a stranger here for his health, recently sbot and killed one
shocked, but was not seriously injured. ·
of the largest mountain lions ever seen in Eastern WyomThe president of the Chinese Repuhlir, Yuan Schi Kai, ing, after a running battle lasting ten minutes. Fisher,
recently suppresrrnd the newspaper King-Bao, whi ch nn- who is feeble from tuberculosis, went f.or a ,ral k in the
dou btedl,v was the oldest paper in the world. For 1.500 foothill s at Hecla. a small settlement 11est of here. He
years it has reported the more important news not only of took a reYolver. Two miles from Lown he espied a huge
China, but also of ,foreign countries. At a time when the animal dernuring the carcass of a steer. 'faking careful
art of printing and journalism was as yet unknown in aim he hit th~ beast in the body ,vith a bullet. 'With a
Europe, the Chinese Gong-Chung in,ented a means fo:r: growl the beast left its victim and started for Fisher, who
making types from lead and silver, and in the year 400 A.D. retreated, but took a running shot at the animal, which did
the paper King-Bao was printed, and has since been issued not seem to hurt it. A third shot 11.it the brute in the head
regularly until recently. The first edition was printed on and it fell within fiity feet of the man, who was then so
ten sheets of yello"' silk, neatly tied together, and was thus weak he was hardly able to stand. 1'he lion weighed 275
pounds and measured nine feet from tip to tip.
sent to all the high officials of the Chinese Empire.

It has been unofficially announced that at the recent test

of the new British battleship cruiser "Princes:; Royal,"
which is a sist er vessel to the "Lion," the new veseel exceeded th e record of 31 knots made by the latter battleship
cruiser. The "Princess Royal" is driven by turbine engines
of from 70,000 to 75,000 horse-power. Her displacement
is 26,350 tons and she carries ei ght 13.5-inch guns in four
turrets, so disposed that they can all be discharged either
ahead or astern or on either broadside.
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THE SUNKEN FLEET
OR,

WORKING FOR MILLIONS
By DICK ELLISON
'(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER VIII. (Continued)
"Phew!" whistled Tom. "Charley, upon my word, this
is a pretty how to do!"
"I suspected it, Tom( I knew this wasn't the Cyclops
t he moment my helmet came off; but let worse come to
worse, we're better off here than we were outside. :For my
part, I don't believe I could have liYed two minutes
longer."
"Nor I, either. But what are we going to do?"
"Be youse Yankees, gem'n ?" questioned the darkey, in
a tone of deep concern.
"You bet we are, CreRar. A couple of <living Yankees,"
answered Tom, impruclentl?; "and you ought to know
that they are the very worst kind ."
"Den may de good Lawd help youse. rse a Yankee 1nyself at heart, an' I knows-oh, golly, here comei; :Mars'
Dick Price-tain't no use fo' me to say no mo'."
Footsteps were now heard approaching, ancl a tall man
with long hair, wearing heavy black beard and two huge
horse pistols thrust into his belt, came rushing up9n the
scene.
"What the m:i.ichief is all this, Cresar ?t' he demanded
fiercely. "Who are these young men?"
"Doan ax me, 1.fars' Price," answered the clarkey, "fo'
I dunno."
"Don't kno w·! How came they here?"
_ "Come aboard demselbes-where dey come from I
dunno no more clan de dead . Specs dey must be mermaids,
f or dey jest opened de door and walked right in."
· While these queries were being put, neither Tom nor
Charley moved a peg.
"Keep still-let me do the talking,'' Tom had whisp ered. "Don't you say a ,rord about the Cyclops.,until ,re
know with whom we're deal ing-now mind.'·'
· "Well, why the mischief don't you feller~ say something?" demanded · the big man, fiercely. "Where a·y e
come from, anyhow? Be ye dee£ and dumb?"
"My hearing's all right," answered Tom, as coolly as
possible. "I shouJd think you might see what we area couple of divers, that's all."
" Oh, that's all, is it? Well, my bold diver, might J ' ask
bow you ca.me aboard this boat?"
"Certainly. ,ve were lost under water, our air was most
gon e, when fortunately we came across this boat; we did
what any sensible per.:on would have done under the circumstances-opened the door an d walked in."

"The deuce you did . Yon seem to understand the combination of our lock mighty well. Let me tell you it may
not prove so fortunate that you happened to run across us
·
as ~·ou think. What's your name?"
'"l'orn Hunter."
"'l'om Hunter !''
"That's what I saicl.''
"Any relation to Captain :'lfott Hunter?"
"Captain Hunter is my father."
"Jemima J essup'. you uon ·t mean it! Peapods and
cornshucks ! but this is a go."
"Do ~-on k11ow my father?" demandecl Tom, growing
more perpl exe d eYery moment.
"No, T don't, and I don't want. to. \\'here is he now?''
"I ran't tell you."
"You mean you ,rnn 't ?"
"I rneau ,rh al 1 my."
"Didn't ~-our father builrl a FUbmarine boat like t.his ?"
"I haven't ~C'en 11·h at sort of a boat this is yet."
"Don't try to throw me off that wa_y, boy, unless you
,rnnt to get :rnurself into a 11·or~e scrape than you ·re in
alrracly. An~wer my _question fair and i;quare:'
"Are you the captain of th<' 'l'error ?"
"Xo. I ain't. T"m the matr."
"Take me to the captain, then, and let him riuestion

me."
"Whirh mean$ you ,rnn't am,rer me?''
" You\·c hit it.''
""·ho';; :·om· fri end?"
"'T'hat I'll tell vo11. H e's C'hnrleY BrO\rn."
":\fuch obligC'cl for thC' information. Brown's sich an
arvfullY oncornmon nam e 1lrnt I'll be snre to remember it.
X o,r, looker h:·ar, are you g,rinc to tell me whar you come
from or not?''
" \\'e cam<' out. of the wat er."
"Boy, :·nn 're rn~1<y !"
"Trent me ci.-illy anrl I'll fry to do the same by you.
\Ve went clown and got stranded ; we had to come aboard
here or die, so we came aboard."
"I s'pose ~·ou won' t tell me what sort of a craft you
come off of?''
"If ii's all the Rame to you, I'd ra lher not"
" 'Twan't the Yankee gunboat, now!"
"Don't know what you mean. We haYcn't seen any
Yankee gunboat.''
"You're lying You both belong to her. I s>pose ·you'll
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tel1 me you weren't treasure-hunting on board that old
Spanish brigantine what's sun1< bn the reef next."
"I shan't tell you anything more. I want to see your . . ·
captain," replied Tom,. firmly.
. .
ClLUtl.EY
"Oh, you do, do you?" growled the mate. "Hold on,
you'll see him soon enough. Jest come along with me."
He led the way through a door into what seemed to be
the forecastle, where there were men seated about a stove
smoking, and bunks ranged around the sides.
All sprang to their feet in evident amazement, staring at
the newcomers as though they had been a couple of wild
beasts.
"Jake," said the mate, "take these boys to the brig and
strip off their clothes. Give 'em some old duds to put on
so they won't be cold, and lock 'em up till I give the
word."
"Ay, ay, sir," answered the' most powerful appearing
sailor of the group, coming forward and seizing the boys
each by a shoulder.
"But I want to be taken to the captain!" cried 'l'om.
"Don't you touch me!" ,
"Knock him down if he resists. Chuck 'em both overboari if they make any partickerlar fuss!" gro'wled the
mate, turning on his heel and retreating through the
door.
Others sprang to Jake's assistance-resistance was useless.
Strip the boys had to, or be stripped by those about
ihem.
A few minutes finiFherl it, and Tom ancl Charley found
themselves fast in a little cell-like room behind a grated
door.
During the operation of flressing and undressing the
men had asked no q11estions, and would answer none by
EO much as a word.
With the slamming oE ihe grated cloor of the brig behind
them Charley gave a groan of despair.
"Tom," he saicl, "what are we to do?"
"We're going to be patient, Charley, £or one thing.
Cheer up, old fellow. I only wish I knew that father was
as safe as we arc."
"The mate seemed lo know him, didn't he?"
"Yes; and that's j tist what worries me. But, look here,
Charley; whnt'll they say to the gold in your pocket?
\\'e'Jl have to tell tl1e whole story, I'm afraid."
"IE the mate had brgun on me before you tipped me the
wink, I'm afraid he·d have got it all out of mP, 'fom. But,
look hrre-this t hi11g is moYing. Can't you £eel her roll?"
"I fPel it 11011·. I didn't till _you spoke."
"Ding r cling!"'
A bell sounded ancl the motion suddenly ceased.
Presently starting again, the boat forged aheacl for a
fell' moments, stopped, and for a while there was neither
motion nor ~onncl.
Stretched eide b)· side on the floor of lhe brig, in utter
darkness, the boys were discussing their strange situation
in low tones, when all at once there burst upon them a dull
report, a ripping, tearing sonn<l, immecliate]y follo1recl by
an explosion which shook the craft from stem to stern.

CHAP'.rER IX.
I•'INDS Ac'<OTTIER PRIZE, AND TOTI! FINDS HIMSELF
SUR.PRISED.

The noise of the explosion was alone sufficie:it to send
the boys to iheir feet, to say nothing of the shock.
"What in the world do you suppose that was?" breathed
Charley. "Has the boiler burst? Ha re we run against
::t rock, or what?"
"It strikes me as a good deal more likely that we've run
a torf\edo against the Yankee gunboat the mate was talking
about."
"Ancl that shock ~·as simply the reflex action of the
water?"
"That's my idea."
"Well, maybe you're right. There don't seem· to be any
excitement, we're forging right ahead, and there are some
of tbose fellows out in the fo'castle again. Can't you hear
them laugh?"
"You'd hear me laugh if I could only get out of this
scrape. Upon my worcl, I don't see what we're going to
clo. I can't make them take us to the captain, and even
if I could-hold up! There's some one coming now."
A door hacl slammed suddenly, and heavy footsteps were
heard approaching; soon Cresar appeared carrying a big
dish of salt pork and potatoes in his hands.
"Hyar, yo' blame Yankees, if youse hungry, eat dat!"
he bawled in a voice loud enough to reach the fo'castle,
where, from the sounds, it was evident card playing was
going on.
Then puiting his black finger against his nose, he whispered mysteriously:
"Say, ~ay, I'm lookin' out fo' youse. l\Iars' Dick Price
tellecl J}lC to hev your cliYin'-suits ready soon's ever you
clone finished de mess. Better not gib him no sass; do jest
whai.ebber he tells ~-ou an' mebbe I'll get a chance to put
a flea in Captain Terrible's ear. Wiil, anyhow, if I kin.:'
"Cresar, you're a jewel. I'c1 give -you a dollar if I had
one," answered Tom, "but your friend, Dick Price, has
cleaned me out."
''l\Iacle a big haul, didn't he, massa? I seen the-gold,
an' by this time Captain Terrible's seen it, too."
"Who is this Captain Terrible?"
"Don't ax me, boys. I'll nebber tell you him right name.
All I know is he bosses dis here 'pedo boat, an' he's pow'f ul
bacl man."
"'fhat's a pleasant prospect. Is he ~s bad as Dick
Price?"
"Well, look hyar, he don't make so muQh noise as Mars'
Dick Price, but I tell :mu there's a big lot of black devilment deep clown .i n him heart."
"What's that noise we heard awhile ago?"
"Dat? Doan yo' know?"
"Torpedoes?"
"You bet, mars'. Blowed dat gunboat ob yourn
higher'n a kite!"
"'\Yha-what do you mean?_ Not a hoat like this?"
gasped 'l'oru, as fears for his father's safety rushed upon
him.
JTo be Continued)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
DREADNOUGHTS FOR HOLLAND.
Holland is the latest recruit to the ranks of the dreadnought building nations. Four vessels of 17,000 tons displacement and moderate speed are to be built, their armament consisting of eight heavy guns. It is understood
that· orders for all four ships will be placed in England.
The guns, however, will be ordered from the Krupp
factory.
This move on the part of the Netherlands Government
will be welcomed in Britain and in other countries where
the neutrality of Holland and Belgium is desired. It is
probably to be regarded as the naval complement to the
fortification of Flushing.
At the present moment the Dutch navy's principal units
are a number of coast defense ironclads, of which the
largest is the Zeven Provincien, displacing 6,525 tons
and completed in 1910.
Holland is the fourteenth power to build dreadnoughts.

NO MORE FREE BREAD.
The Hotel Association of New York City sprang an
unpleasant surprise on its patrons the other day when it
hoisted the cost of living $30,000,000 to its guests by a
decree of "no more free bread, no more free butter and
no more single portions of anything served to two persons."
Patrons of the hotels are begim1ing to wonder when
they will be charged for ice water, toothpicks and the
washing of tablecloths.
Hotel men estimate that there are 250,000 in this city
living in hotels. The charge of 10 cents a person three
times a day from all these guests will aggregate about
$75,000, which is clear gain for the hotels, as they will
be charging for what they formerly gave away. In 365
days the hotels will glean about $27,2'1'5,000 for what formerly was free.
Fred A. Reed, proprietor of the Park Avenue Hotel,
who is the president of the hotel organization, said that
twelve of the leading hotels and restaurants had already
adopted the plan and that others would fall in line.
The meeting which decided the raise in prices was ealled
in view of the fact that butter was 41 cents a pound and
fl.our $6 a barrel. Mr. Reed said that the profit which
would accrue to his hotel would be $10,000 (!- year alone,
and that to some of the bigger hotels it would be much
greater.
FRICK GOT $25,214,288 FOR UNION Co:i.\1PANY.
How Henry C. Frick is said to have prevailed on the
United States Steel Corporation to buy the Union Steel
Company was told to-day by William H. Donner, president of the Cambrid Steel Company, at the inquisition
into the affairs of the United States Steel Corporation
which is being conducted by the government.
:Mr. Donner testified that the price paid by the United
States Steel Corporation for the Union Steel Company
was $25,214,288.41. At the time of the sale the United

States Steel Corporation needed open hearth furnace steel,
according to the witness. Mr. Frick knew of this situation, Donner stated, and is said to have used this as an
argument with the -:Jnitecl States Steel Corporation to induce it to purchase the Union Steel Company.
When the sale was agreed upon the only controversy
was over the price to be paid for ore properties. The
Union Steel Company valued these at $10,000,000, while
the United States Steel Corporation thought that figure
about $1,500,000 too high. The coking properties of the
Union Steel Company were sold for $2,880,000, which
was a profit of $1,165,418.41, according to Mr. Donner.
A. H. Kennedy, traffic manager for the Pittsburgh Steel
Company, testified that in some parts of the country ore
shippers obtained a rate almost half that charged for the
Pittsburgh district with a haul even greater than that
from the lake ports to Pittsburgh.
DISAGREE ABOUT FIREMEN.
Although the International Fire Prevention Congress
and the Fire Exposition have been postponed from the
original elate-Oct. 2-to December, at Madicon Square
Garden, in order to insure a larger attendanee of delegates from foreign countries, interest in the subject continues. The question as to the fitness and capabilities
of the New York fire fighters has now become the subject .
of an international controversy. One man, an English
expert, severely arraigns the New York :firemen, while a
Frenchman takes the opposite view and is warm in his
defence of American firemen in general and New York's
fire fighters in particular.
Secretary Sachs, of the British Fire Prevention Committee, took occasion to condemn the methods of fire fighting and prevention in this c~ty recently. He said that no
fireman should aspire to be anything higher in the depart- ·
ment than a battalion chief, beeause after a fireman got
to be head of a fire department, after passing through
the various grades, he was a "glorified foreman artisan."
He adclecl that it was greatly to be deplored that American
fire officers were not recruited from West Point and Annapolis.
Felicien Michotte, of Paris, president and chief engineer
of the technical committee against fire and accidents in
France, in a letter just received ridicules the statements
of l\fr. Sachs. He says :
I have reacl the remarks of irr. Sachs about the New
York Fire Department and I find thC'm more than strange.
This gentleman, who is at the 11ead of a committee that
coulcl do an immense amount of good, but, unfortunately,
accomplishes nothing on account of his incompetence,
speaks of matters he knows nothing about and pretends
to criticise, whereas his criticism is extremely ridiculous.
M. Michotte goes on to point out the fatuousness of following Mr. Sachs's suggestions about taking army and
navy officers into the Fire Department, and closes by saying he wishes the firemen of Paris would learn how to
copy the methods of the New York organization.
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THE KING OF CRIPPLE CREEK
on,

THE BOY WITH A BARREL OF GOLD
By "PAWNEE J ACK"
(A SERIAL STORY) '

CHAPTER III. (Continued)
Of course almost all t he golcl was lost by this process, but
J ack saved some of it, ancl each washing left him a deposit of dust and nuggets in the palm of his hand, which
he carefully placed in his handkerchief and they went at it
again to obtain more.
The deeper he scooped down among the gr avel the less
gold dust and the more nuggets he struck, until at last he
made him open
uncovered a mass of larger nuggets, which
1
•
his eyes as well as his hands.
Ko working was necessary now. It was all nuggestsjust one solid mass of tiny lumps of gold. Nor was any
handkerchief going to hold the treasure.
Jack began putting the nuggets into the empty barr el.
For more than an hour he worked industriously, but so
great was the mass deposited there under the sand and
pebbles, that he seemed to have made just no impression
on it at all.
But things were fast changing inside of the barrel where
the yellow metal was banking up higher and higher.
Another half hour saw the finish.
J ack was the owner of a barrel of gold.
"By gracious, this is immense!" he exclaimed, stopping
from sheer fatigue.
' He had scarcely spoken, when looking across t o the other
island, he saw lying on the sand, about halfway down to the
hut, the body of a man, face downward, with the hands
stretcheu out beyond the head.
"Thunder !" gasped Jack. "How was it I didn't see that
before? It's a dead man! Drowned and washed down
here by the water, I suppose."
He sprang across the creek and started to investigate,
when all at o~ce the supposed dead maJJ. suddenly arose
and stood on Ins feet.
It was only a boy of just l!,bout his own age: He t ~rned a
gaunt, haggard face toward Jack, and, uttermg a wild cry,
h h
d ·
.
·
downwar mto t e s allow water between
thr ew h1mselt
cl
l
·
th e t wo 1s an s.
.
"Don't touch me!" he shouted, as he did so. "Don't try
d' ,,,
Let
.
t o save me. Let me d 1e 1
me 1e.

~

I

"Hold on there, young fellow. Hold on ! Brace up!"
he called, in his cheery way. "It isn't time for you to die
yet; not by a jug£ul. Stand on your feet and be a man!"
All the time Jack was talking, he was running toward
the spot where the boy lay face downward in the water.
Of course he could not be expected to stand this very
long. Nobody could. The boy would surely have perished
if Jack had not jumped in, and, picking him up bodilyhe was so wasted away that he ,vas no great weight-he
lifted him out upon the sand.
"He's cleacl !" he exclaimed. The boy just lay there
limply, with his eyes closed.
"He's dead !I' repeated Jack, after working over him a
few moments. "I was too late."
But it took a good deal to m~ke Jack Hudson give up
once he set his mind on a thing.
As the boy's wet clothes interfered with his work he
stripped them off- no great task-for it was only an old
ragged coat, a pair of tattered trousers, aJJ.d a whisp of an
undershirt.
He now knelt down on one knee, ancl placing the boy
over the other leg, struck him on the back and r ubbed him
up and down over the leg to make him give up the water
he had swallowed, which he promptly did .
Then Jack threw the boy flat on his back and tried the
ar tificial respiration plan, by taking both arms and gently
raising them above his head many times.
This did the business. After a little the boy opened his
eyes and gazed on Jack wonderingly. They closed again,
aJJ.d opened a few minutes later.
"Who are you -? " he asked faintly. "Why didn't you let
me die?"
, "What do you want to die for?" demanded J ack.
"What's the use of doing anything like that when you can
j ust as well live?"
"
t f tl · l
t
"TI t
,.,,u we can never ge ou o us p ace.
"W e can't, 11ey .? We'll see a bou t tl1a t • F.I ow did you

t ·

?"

;
,
,
.
ge" m ·
I was trymg to c1oss the creek away up by the Ba.n· over on an old p1ank ; 1·t s1·1pped
I was gomg
·
bn·age mme.
and went into the water, carrying me with it. I was swept
away in a moment and carried on until I came to this
CHAPTER IV.
island, where I lost the plank and I)lanaged to get ashor e.
.TACK '£AKES A PAR'l'NER.
That was four days ago. I've been here ever since."
"With nothing to eat?"
J ack Hnclson, feeling that he was by no means ready t o
die himself, did not propose to have this poor discouraged
"Not a morsel. "
boy die if he could help it.
"You must be hungry ?"
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Hungry! I guess I am! I hadn't had anything to
"Pleniy of nails in the lJoarcls ?"
eat for two days before I fell into the creek. I'm starYing.
"Why, I guess so. I dicln ·t look particularly, Jack."
1
That's what's the matter .with me."
"I always look at everything as I go along. I'll tell you
"You poor fellow," said Jack, sympathetically. "You another thing."
look it. ·what's your name?"
"What's that?"
"Terry 'l'olliver."
"Tl1ere's a safe way out of this cahyon clown stream."
"Where are you from? Whe1:e clo ·y our folks live?"
"How do you know?"
"I haven't any folks. My mother died long ago. We
"Bf)cause if there wasn't, that hut would never ha,e been
used to live in Denver. My father came up here prospect- built. Some one has been down here prospecting :!'or gold
ing, but about three months ago he fell over a precipice in the bed of the creek.''
"I guess you arc right. I don't believe they found anyand was killed outright. We have had a hard time of it
ever sinee, knocking UJ:ound among the mines, and working thing, for ihere isn't an inch of ground anywhere around
a day here and a day there; but I can't talk well, I'm kiml Cripple Creek that hasn't been located where there is the
of bashful, I suppose. Nobody likes me-and-and-oh, slightest show."
I'm discouraged. I don't want to live any longer. It
"Don't you fret yourself about that," laughed Jack.
would have been better if you had let me die."
"Ti.here are plenty of good places to be had around here yet,
"Nonsense !" cried Jack. "That's all rubbish, you know. and I know it. What's more, you and I are going to find
Listen to me, Terry. I'm in almost as bad a fix as your- one, Teny, and locate it, too."
self, but I haven't the faintest notion of dying. There is
"Partners?" cried Terry, his deep sunken eyes sparkling.
room in this world for me, I'm sure, and a living for every"Pariners," said Jack. " ,There's my hand on it, old_
body who really wants to work. Where in the world would man. Never say die! Never allow yourself to be one -bit
a fellow find a better place to look for it than right here in discouraged. I've come out to Cripple Creek to make my
Cripple Creek, where everything is booming up to the top · pile, 'rerry Tolliver, and I'm going to make · it, too."
notch."
"I like to hear you talk," said Terry wearily dropping
·h is head upon Jack's shoulder. "Go on, please. Talk to
me some more."
CHAPTER V.
And as they sat there in the bright sunlight Jack did
DOWN THE CANYON.
talk. He told 'l'erry all his history, and wound up by telling him about the barrel of gold.
·
"Just think!" he added. "If we can only get out of
J'ack ancl Terry went right to work on the raft.
here with that stuff; we ' have got enough to start us in
The old shanty not only furnished plenty of boards and
busines_s. Brace up, Terry. People have gone weeks with- bits of plank, but all the nails they needed.
out food and lived through it. You will do the same if you
There were stones all arnund, and what boy wants · a betonly put your mind to it, I 'm sure. See, your clothes are ter hammer than a smooth round stone can give him?
about dry now, and you may as well put them on; then we Moreover, Jack was a natural mechanic, and seemed to
will go down and have a look at my barrel of gold.
know just what to do.
Nobody knew how to cheer up a discouraged person betTerry could not help much, for the poor starved boy
ter than Jack Hudson. That was one of his strong points. was really very weak, but he did what he could, and along
He made 'rerry forget all about his troubles, and this toward sundown the raft was finishecl and in the ·water
with the barrel of gold on board.
helped the brave, cheerful boy to forget his own.
"'.rerry," said Jack, about an hour later, as they stood
'fhe weight, of course, was tremendous, and the -planks
beside the ·barrel still talking over the situation, "do you were all under water; as the boys stoocl beside the barrel
they were in it ankle deep.
know that I've got an idea?"
"Hope it's something about getting out of here," replied
Still the gold served to steady the raft, too, which was
'l'erry. "lf we can only do tha~ 1 shall begin to hope, but very desirable considering the great rush of the creek.
one thing is sure, we can never carry that gold ."
Jack wiohecJ it had been day time, but one can't have erery" Don't you believe it," said Jack. "We will get out our- thing, so when the time came to shove off, the boys d(d it,
selves and carry the gold, too. Where is the end of this and stood there by the barrel ready for whatever was to
creek? Do you know?"
come.
"That's what I don't. Don't know anything about it."
'L'he start came quickly. For some unknown reason the
"Say, that's so much the better. It will be a regular rait swung around broadside toward the creek, anr1 flew
exploring expedition, and that is what we want."
on ,rith the speed of the wind behrecn tho~e frowning
1
"But you haven't told me your scheme yet, Jack?"
rocky walls, ll'l1ich seerned to grow higher and higher, and
"I'm going to now, Terry. What's the matter with tak- come nearer togeth er as they ad vaJ1(;ecl.
ing the boards from that old shanty and building a raft?"
"\Yhy, it',, like an exploring e:xpr difion !" cried Jack.
"We can do it. The old thing is all tumbling to pieces. "Herc we are without th e faiuie" L icJea of what lies ahead
We can do it if there was only any way of tying them to- of_ us. Who knows wliat we may strike."
gether."
·
'l'hey did not gfrikr ::myi lting for about an hour, and
"We'll :find a way, never you fear. Say, you',e been then all at once the wallti of thr canyon began to grow
there, I suppose?"
lower, and the rapid ~urrent cea_secl.
"Of course."
('lo be Contrnued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
A popular movement has been set on foot in -~u:;tralia
to presenc the giga11tic: stringy harks, v:uion5 ,;pecics of
eu<:aly]Ji.us, of tl1at country, which far exceed in height the
famous '·big trees'' of California and are the tallest trees
in the world. These trees sometimes attain height;; ranging from 4.00 to 500 feet. Their timber is exceedingly
rnlnable and for thi s reason they Jiaye been ruthlessly destroyed by lumbermen, while no proper steps ltaYe been
taken to proridc for their repro<luc;tion.
'l'he resident~ of _-oank, Corn1., want a Carnegie medal
for five-year-olcl Sarah 1IcDonald, daughter of 1[r. and
1[r. Frank 1fcDonald. The other day her three-year-old
hrother foll from lbe ways at ibe State lobster hatchery into
deep irater. The other childrrn who had been playing there
ran screaming to tell the mother what happened. Sarah
did not scream, but, plunging in after the child, caught his
clothing and held his head above water till help arri,ed
and both children, exhausted, were taken from the coltl
,rater.
Another .French aviator, Lie11t. Hlanc, hfls been killed
at l'halom. !:'ranee. He was tlyi ng in his monoplane over
the entrenched camp here . when one of the ,rings broke and
he was thrown from a height of 1,200 feet. J;ieu!. Blanc
is the icnth person kiJlerl in an aeroplane accid ent this
month, and the two hundred and first since aYia!ion began
in J 1)08. H c fignrcd in an ac-rideni three yea rs ago, when
on October 18, 1909, he fell among the i;pectators at Juvisy,
and mortally wounded a woman and injured a dozen other
persons.
Long Branch, X. J., c!:tims the palm for an ahunclance of
aged people. SeYen patriarchs ap:grrgatc 65-1 years and
there arc some fiftv who <'an hoa~t of four fcorc or morr.
The leaders arc \Yilliam Redmond, ,rho will celebrate his
103d birth<lny in January. if he li\-e:;; J erni rna Cook, 97;
Amelia Sickles, D5; Catharine Sickles and Jc;;sie Burgess,
each 91; Samuel Hayward, 90; K Tucker Welch, 88, ancl
,Tacob Eing an<l Hannah L. Johnson, each 87. Besides
those named there arc six who arc SG years okl; three 85,
three 8-!, three 83 seYen 8·~, and twenty-one 80.
:Mrs. Effie Bender, who, ns n scrnb wornfln of Chicago,
had Ji veJ. in poYerty for years, recei ,·eel the cheering news
the other night that she was heiress to a fortune of $250,000
by the will of Frank JI.Ian.dell, or Helena, Mont., a swceth~art of her youth. A letter written to )!rs. Helen Potter,
a crirlhood ir\end and sister of :i.\fandell, made the whercah~uts o:f;_ Mrs. Bender known , and the news of her good
fortune quickly followed. 1Irs. Bender, who is a widow,
liYes in two ~mall rooms with her three chil<lrcu. She said
last night that the letter to :Mrs. Potter had been writien
after she had -decided to end her life as soon as she could
find homes for her little ones. 1Jrs. Potter was aFkcd 1.o
care for a daughter.

An insight into the actual increase in value of Standard.
Oil securitie during past years was obtained the other day
through the filing in the Supreme Court of the referee·s
report of J. Campbell Thompson, of the status of the fortune left by Albert C. Bostwick, the broker and clubman,
who tlied on :::-J oYember 10, 1911. In 1890 Jabez A. Bost,rick, at one time a Standard Oil man, created a trust funcl
for the benefit of his son Albert C. Bostwick, consisting of
Stanclard Oil securities, which were then valued at
$i29G,171.90. \\'hen his son died, twenty-one years later,
tJ1ese same securities were sliown to have yielded $2, 7%,9.3 .48-an inc;rease of nearly 1,000 per cent. The report
i-howed that during ~fr. Bostwick's life he drew fr0111 the
trust fund $1,042,227.53, aud that there had been turned
over to his heirs $1,642,611.88, accruing from the self-same
source. The heirs of Mr. Bostwick are his wife, Mrs. Dorothy S. Bostwick, and f~ur children.
Frank Mir, 78 years old, who wa s retired three month~
ago on a pension following thirly-fiye years of continuous
r,crvice as doorman at the )Iain Street station of the Long
hland Railroad in Flushing, J. Y., ,ms ground to death
urnlcr the wheels of a passengrr locomotive flt the )fain
~trcet ero~Fing the other morning find in full view of the
sta lion where he had spent Fo many yean,. Soon after
hi8 retirement )1ir WJF stri~kcn with paralyFis and for the
first lime lrfL the Flushing Hospital for an outing. He
cl ircctecl hi s ,trps toward the ::\fain 8trcet crossing; where
he met his death in a mo~t prculiar manner, falling on
the track between the locornotiw and tender of the 10.32
o'elock train, which was just pulling out of the Ftation,
bolmd for Port Washington. It is thought that owing
to clefcctir r eyeFiglit :Mir did not see his danger until
almost againRi the moving locornofo·e, when he collapsed
from wcaknes· and fright . He leaves a widow and four
children .
The typhoon which s,Yept sevcra 1 of the falandF of tha
Philippine group on October 16 caused many deaths and
heavy damage to property. A telegram received here by
the military authorities estimate that JOO persons 'l\·cre
killed find damage amounting to $5,000,000 sustained by
the storm in the Island of Cebu. The typhoon was of hurricane force and leveled thousands of houses. Vessels were
swept ashore and sunk and their crews drowned. Many
Americans and Filipinos are homeless. Warwick Barracks
was entirely destroyed and the military hospital stores
dflmagecl. In acltlition to i.he many vessels lost in the
vicinity of Cebu, seYeral were also sunk in the harbor. The
lighthouse there was badly damaged. Reports from
Vi sayas say the storm was unusually severe there. The
telegraph wires are down and details from the interior of
the island are lacking. 'l'he Government here is dispatching a relief steamer to Cebu and Visayas. It is feared
that the storm has seYerely damaged the sugar, rice and ;
hemp crops.
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bert kitclwn twenty years ago were a set of plated flatirons.
During the winter when the house was heated bv a base- '
burner stove, :Mrs. Albert employed a hired girl. "The girl
= K='=N=TO=V=E=1=1=B=E=R==1=5,=1=9=1=2=.=== ' in doing an ironing thought the kitchen stove too slow and
=R
.O
=<=v\=T=Y=
====N=E
r - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ! dumped the fl atiro!}s upon the coals _in the base burner.
IIn a few minutes the irons ,~ere melt~<l to such an extent
TERM S T O SU BSC RIB ERS
In the sprmg the girl left and Mrs. Alj as to rum them .
. bert had forgotten her until a few days ago, when she was
.05 Cen ts
Sfn g le Coples . . ...... . . .. . .. ..... .. . ... . . .. .. ...... · · . · · · · · · ·
.65 Cents
/ surprised to receive a letter from a California town conOn e Copy Th ree ~lontb o .... . . . .. ... . .. . ... .. . . .....•......
.:>5
$1
On e Copy S ix Montbo . . . . .•. ... ..•• •••• •. . .. . . . .•. .. . . .. ...
I taining a $1 bill. The letter and monev were from her
One Copy One Year . ••. .•.. • . .• . .• . ..... ... ....• . ••.. .. .•• . $ 2.50
hired girl of twenty years ago, the girl n~w being married
Postage Free.
HOW TO SEND ~ ONEY- A t ou r rielcsend P. O. Money Order ,Chec k
ancl quite wealthy. In the letter she stated that her conor R egistered Letter ; remittances in any other way are at your risk
W11e11 sencllng s il ver
We accept l'oau,ge :::.\Amps Lha samo as cash.
' science hacl troubled her during the intervening years bewrap Lho Coi n in a. separate piece o! paper LO avoid cnttmg the envel·
I cause the flatirons were ruined t hrough her carelessness.
ope. 11 ·1·,te 11our nu11u, un d ad.dress plainl~·. .·td,tre~s tetiers tu
~
8 I MOLAIN. 'l 'ou111n, l'rea lde n t
Frank Tousey , Publisher
She stated further t hat she wanted to make good the loss
N. li,uT1Ne11, l'reu urer
\. lU,I, tr_ N l'l...t.)IU• B, :,ocre~ rJ
168 \Ves t 23d St., N. Y.
and believed $1 would replace the irons now.
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GRINS ANH ClI UCl{LES

H untington R. Hardwick of Quincy is the champion
"I hear your husband is off on a little pleasure trip."
strong man of Harvard, according to the exhaustive tests
r ecently made under the supervision of the physical di- "Yes. He is taking mother back home."
rector. Hardwick got a total of 1,271.1 points. This mark
TeP.cher-1-Vhat happens when a man's temperature
is lower than that of F. T. Iluntington of the class of 1912,
who held the championship last year. Huntington's total goes down as.far as it can go? Smart Scholar-He has
was 1,303. Har dwick is a player on the 'Varsity football cold feet, ma'am.
team.
, Minister (instructing the •sexton)-To-day yon had ,
better collect before I preach. The subject of my sermon
Fenton L. Gilbert, an expert accountant of No. 5 Naswill be "Economy."
sau Street, New York, appeared the other day before Surfailure
his
explain
to
House
veyor Henry at the Custom
The Woman Hater-Can you explain why it is that a
to declare three pieces of jewelry on his arrival on the
hardly ever thanks a man for giving her his seat
woman
K aiser Wilhelm IL .As Mr. Gilbert was leaving the pier
car ? The Man Hater-Easily, sir ! It's because
street
a
in
with his wife he took from his vest pocket a diamond ancl
she hardly ever gets a chance.
pearl cluster ring. Customs Watchman O'Donnell saw
him. The ring and two scarf pins were seized. Gilbert
"Well, old sport, how do you feel? I've just eaten a
may regain possession by paying $328.
bowl of ox-tail soup and feel bull y." "I've just eaten a
plate of hash and feel like everything."
J a.mes and J ess McCar thy, who are rnmrng a copper
claim above timber line on Mount Blanca, Colo., report a
Old Jones-Can you give my daughter the luxuries to
herd of wild horses running loose on the sand dunes of the
which she has been accustomed? Cholly (engaged)-Not
Uncomprahgre range of mountains, southwest of Mount
much longer. That's why I want to get married .
Blanca and Mosca Pass. The McCarthys declare the hoofs
of these horses have spread out to a.ccommoclate the peculiar
" I hear Bill went all to pieces yesterday." "Of courRe
formation of the grounds over which they run until they
he did . He got a little excited about the payment of
have attained the circumference of dinner plates. Many
the bills, anu his partner Eays to him, 'Bill collect yourother prospectors to the mountains have seen the horses,
self.' "
and a peculiar story is related concerning their presence
on the dunes, which are very rare in vegetation. It has
Mi~s. Cute- (an amateur palmist)-Thir.; line in your
been told, on good authority, that many years ago a party hand, Mr. Duhh, indicates that you haYe a brilliant future
of Government surveyors was sent to determine the scope before you . Dubb-Js that r.;o? :Miss Cute-Yes, but this
and character of these dunes, and after many months a other line indicates that you are too slow ever to oversearching party was sent after the men. The only trace of take it.
their presence was a surveyor's instrument, which stood like
a lonely sentinel in the sands.
"Waitah," said Col. Clay, as he glanced around the
Th e "conscience fund" of the family of }Ir. and )irs.
G. M. Albert, living in Lyman County, S. Dak., has been
enriched to the extent of a $1 bill ns ihe result of an incident which occurred about twenty years ago and which hacl
long since been forgotten. Among the utensils in the Al-

dining room of the big hotel, "you all kin bring me a Ken- ·
tucky breakfast." "And -w hat is that, sir?" asked the
waiter. "Bring me a big steak, a bulldog and a quar t of
bourbon whi sky." But why do you order a bulldog :'"
asked the waiter. " To eat the steak, suh," replied the
colonel.
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ON AN UNKNOW

SHORE.

By John Sherman.

We all sat upon the main deck of the ship Starlight, and
the noonday sun beat its tropical rays down through the
rigging until one seemed like to melt in the intense heat.
\Ve were five in number, bound for the new colony of
Burton, New South Wales. It was no ordinary motive
which had led us to leave America, the land of the fre e,
and we hoped to amass a fortune in the new country of
Australia.
John Adams and I (Ben Adams) were brothers, native
Texans, and conversant with all the branches of sheepraising. Australian wool was our hobby now, and that is
why we sold out our ranch in T exas and left a profitable
business for an uncertainty. It is needless to say that we
always regretted it.
·
I was not at that time a man of family, though I have
since happily married.
The other members of our party were John's wife, his
boy Joseph, and his daughter Mabel. There were other
passengers aboard the ship, but we saw little of them.
The Starlight, Captain Hamilton, was a first-class steamship of the Inter-Oceanic Mail Line. She had made the
trip many times, and was a staunch vessel.
When we left San Francisco we little dreamed of the
thrilling vicissitudes of the near future . Indeed, had we
foreseen the incidents of a single night of horrc,r throu<1h
which he passed we would scarcely have und ertaken the
voyage.
As I said before, we all sat at noonday upon the main
deck, vainly endeavoring to get a breath of air.
Th e sea was perfectly cal m, and not a fo ld of the loosely
hanging canvas moYecl. ·w e should not have made any
progress had it not been for th e engines, which were running at high speed.
We were a week out, and ought to be near th e South
Sea Island s. The women were discont ented and un easy,
and, indeed, we all wished ourselves at the end of our
journey.
"I don't know why it is," said John suddenly, as he
exchanged glances with me, "but I feel very queer. I have
a feeling that som ething is going to happen."
"Pshaw!" said I , making light of his fears. " Cheer up,
J ohn. Throw off the feeling."
"I wish I could," replied J ohn, soberly, as he walked
to the rail.
At this mom ent the captain came along, and I ·never
saw so troubled a look on a man's face in my life, as he
shouted to the mate:
"Pass the order along, :M:r. H awes. Furl ev~ry sai l!
Close haul everything ! Lay her under bare poles!"
I was amazed. Why should we furl rnil in such a beautiful, calm sea? Moreover, the captain's ord ers were given
in an excited manner.
' "What is wrong, captain?" I asked. "Why do you take
in sail now?"
He looked at me almost impatiently, and then, sweeping his hand aloft, said :
"Take a look at t he sky, sir."

2'1

I did so, and saw that it was of a strange dull yellowish
cast, with strange-looking, smoke-like, lurid clouds rapidly
obscuring the sun. In the \Test was a line of deeper yellow, ancl the air was oppressive.
Like a flash all came to me. I had heard of storms in
these latitudes, and knew that this was a sure precursor
of the same. A feeling of alarm came over me.
"Do you think it is a hurricane?" I asked.
"Yes," he replied, t ersely.
The words had barely left his lips when a sudden gust
of wind tore across the becalmed sea. In an instant the
ship began to pitch, and Captain Hamilton sprang upon
the bridge.
I turned to my companions, and saw the women huddled against the fore cabin, while excited sailors were
rushing about, jostling the terrified passengers.
Five minutes previous all had been calm and placid on
sea and ship. Now, in an incredibly short space of time,
all was a grand transformation, and the ship rode billows
mountain high, while the wind swept through the rigging
with a wild shriek. The ship, with the ' first shock of the
hurricane, went high upon her beam ends, and I was
thrown from my feet to the deck with stunning force . In
falling I collided with one of the passengers, and he was
reduced to insensibility, and lay like one c1eac1 upon the
wave-washed deck.
I remember rising upon my elbow in that awful moment. The captain was on the bridge; my brother J ohn,
with terror depicted upon his face, was just bracing himself for a mighty wave which threw great columns of water
oYer the rail.
T he women and Joe were yet huddled against the fore
cabin, while people about were in a state of the wildest
excitement. lt was a terrible mom ent, for the shivering
motion 0£ the vessel was fearful to experience. At that
moment a mighty wave struck the ship, and I might have
been washed overboard, but a sailor gripped my hand and
literall y dragged me to the companionway. It was the
saving of my life.
In the cabin I was safe, but every moment I expected
t he ship '\-\"Ollld go down . To attempt a description of the
cyclon e would be impossible.
The wind shrieked and howled like a thousand demons.
The air was black, and the shoc k of the great bodies of
water as they crashed against the ship's hull was somet hing t errible.
:Ma£:ts went by the board, the fore cabin was wrecked,
men were washed overboard, and in the twinkling of an
eye the Starlight was a hopeless wreck, a drifting hulk.
'l'he hurricane was quickly over, and this was a mercy,
else the steamer would have went to the bottom. I remember collecting my scattered senses to look about me,
and saw that the women and my brother John were in the
rah in with me; but the women were distraught with tears,
and J olm was white as a sheet.
"Heavens!" he gasped. "Do you know, Ben, that my
Joe is gone?"
"Gone?" I gasped.
"Yes. Over board!"
"Overboard!" I gasped. "This is awful !"
Then I arose and staggered upon deck. Such a seen&
as there met my gaze! The deck was strewn with debris,
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and fhe men were at the pumps. Captain Hamilton, with But Providence accorded us a sudden explanation of our
pallid £ace, stood by them.
position. A vivid streak of lightning- shot across the sky;
"It's all up with us unless we can sight land," he ~aid,_ and ill1.1mined the vicinity for a brief second.
huskily. "We are leaking beyond repair, and must surely
But it was sufficient to reveal a startling, awful truth.
go to the bottom!"
I saw hovering over me a fearful, hideous giant form.
"I don'l care for myself," I said, in a wild way, "but bemon-luce eye8 glistened for ·an in shmt, and great beakt!ie women."
·
like jaws snapped beside me. Long, sinuous, snake-like
· :. They shall have the first boat," saicl the brave captain. arms were twisting about in all directions,, and we, half
'·'rhey shal l be first."
a dozen in number, were glu ed to tentacles upon these
I staggered to the rail, and lookecl out across the tossing prodigious arms.
'scia, that cruel, remorseless sea that had taken our Joe
It was a giant octopus, with arms fully thirty feet in
from us. I saw his hanclsome face now looking up from length, anc1 it hacl come out of the sea in the night, and,
the hungry waves, with its death pang. I could not invading our mitlst, gave us such a to~sing up in its pebear it.
culiar way.
I went Lack to the cabi11, and strove to comfort my comCaptain Hamilton and three men had been somewhat
panions.
apart from us. The captain had been aroused, ana the
The day came speedily to a close, and night, as black lightning fl.ash told him the truth.
as ink, settled down. All this while the five men ha'd been
He ,acted with great presence of mind. The binnade
at the pumps.
lantem had been brought ashore from the ship, and this
Now a cry came clown the companionway:
he lighted .
''' It is a question of life or death. All able-bodied men
The light was powerful, anc1 revealed the octopus, which
must serve at the pumps!"
'
was now trying to crawl back into the sea with its living
Until midnight I served my turn with the others. Then
prey.
just as the strength of all had given out, and all was deGrabbing an ax from the boat, the captain attacked the
spair, a tremendous shock caused the ship to keel upon her
monster. He severed one of the huge arms at a blow,
side. For a moment all was confusion, then to the capand I felt myself free . Needless to say, I joined in the
tain's trained ear came a comprehensive sound .
attack.
"Breakers ahead!" he shouted. "We are aground!"
Fortune favored us, and we killed the monster. A fear-·
A wild, joyful cry went up from all. What matter if
ful
death was narrowly averted, and none of us ever forwe were aground? It meant that we had reached land,
got that experience to the last day of our lives.
and were saved.
Morning came at last, the morning of a beautiful day;,
But there was no time to lose. The old hulk was setand we saw then that we were cast upon the shore of a
tling fast.
'I'he boats were quickly lowered, and we were soon bat- beautiful tropical island. Waving palms ·and .beautiful
forests were in view, and suddenly, as we stootl there upon
tling with the sm.f on an unknown shol'e.
I shall never forget that night upon that unknown the lHlknown shore, one of the party cried :
shore. '\Ye could not tell whether it was a continent or
l'Look! There comes a cannibal in his canoe!"
an island. There was a sandy- beach beneath our feet and
So it seemed. Dancing upon the light waters of the bay
a dark forest back of us.
was a canoe which held a single black man. He made
We concluded to l'~main upon the sands until morning signs of a fri endl:v sort as he paddlecl nearer. Soon he
leaped out upon the sand, and, drawing the canoe after
should arrive, and we could see our way about.
In fact, our spirits began to rise, and we made ourselves hirn, surprised us all by ~aying in fairly good English:
"White boy over there. Drift ashore on barrel. .\11
cheerful in the sands. All were tired, and strong men
safe. Name Joe Ad.ams."
as well as the women were i;oon in a sound sleep.
'rhe story was quickly told. When ,Joe was washed O\'el'Hut our night of horror had only just begun. I was just
dropping off into a seducti1'e slumber when a fearful thing boarcl a lot of wreckage went with him, and this supported
happened. Sud~1enly horrified cries arose upon the air, him while he drifted all through that night of honor,
and human forms went flying about like puppets impelled until he landed upon a neighboring i,de.
by some strong force.
There he found friends in the .per;;ous of a band of misSome strange, powerful hold was upon me, and I felt sionaries and the nat ives, who were Christianized. Ai:l it
myself hurled about like a football. I collided with sev- happened, tho missionary ship, ~lorning Star, was an, eral, to my sorrow and theirs. What inexplicable thing chored off the island, ,mrl, n~ing a glas,;, Joe had been
was this which created this fearful, maddening hustle :md able to distinguish his shipwrecked friends. on the adjoining island.
bustle?
Vainly I tried to free myself. Some powerful force held
It i ne,edless to say that a reunion was quickly effected,
our castaways going to the missionary i;;l c. 'l'bere Joe was
me.
welcomed like one back from the <lead.
Then the air was :filled with a strange hissing noise.
"My heavens!" I gasped. "What sort of a place is this
Fortunately, the :Morning Star was hound for Melbourne, and we set sail in her a week later. X o further
I have got into, and are we in the power of demons?"
Rougher and rougher we were jostled ahout by some mishap befell us, but we were certain never to forget that
tremendous force. In vain I tried to free myself. Now night of horror when we were wrecked upon an unknown
I was upon my head, and then striving to regain my fee t. shore.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
'I'he 1ate financial troubles of the Earl of Yarmouth, the
Uarquis of Huniy and Lord Chelsea arc not the only cases
of n eedy aristocrats. There are many olhers whose landed
estates are mortg ag ed up to the weather cock on the stabl es,
and who are only kept afloat because ·of the impossibility
of their creditors r ealizing by for eclosure.

The members of the American Peat Society, which recently held its annual comention in New York, visited
the J ersey meadows where they inspected several hundred
aeres of peat bog tha.t are being reclaimed and cultivated.
After eight years of development some two hundred acres
are yielding, in lettuce and onions, from 600 to 1,000
bushels per acre, while the yield of celery is said to a,erage
about 3,000 dozen per acre. The results obtained in this
loc,1li ty should prove a great stimulus in similar work of
redar\iatiou on valuable but unueYeloped bog lands
throughout the country.

Clerks sorting m ail in the postolfke in Chicago, October
16, discover ed what is beli e ved to be a <lvnamite bomb
wrapped iu a package and addressed io a rn~n whose identity was not di sclo.ed. 'J'he explosiYe was rolled up in
h eavy carclboard with both end s sea led ll'ith plaster of
Leonard .Bonney, in the Caudron monoplane, brought to
paris. A fu se to which a papt· r fil! ecl with rnatc:hes wa~
·tied protrud ed from the centre of' the roll. Dctectircs thi s country by John E. Sloane, made- the speediest flight
October 16 at Garden City, N. Y., that has ever been acwer e detailed t o trace the send er oJ th e pa('kage.
cornpli slted in the vicinity of New York. For eighteen
The largest yesscls in lh e worlcl desigued -for carrying minute~ he flew at a height of three hundred feet at the
fr eight excJ usirely ar e th e "Col. J a mes )[. :Sd10onmnl-.er'' n1ie or ninety miles an hour. In his dizzy cal'eer he covand t he " \Yilliam 'L'. :::\nyder, Jr.;· r ecently built for opera- ered t\\'enty-sc,·en miles and finished his flight after rising
tion on the Gr eat Lakcc. 'L' hey mea~u re over all (i L7 feet. to a h eig ht of 2,500 feet. At the rate he flew, he travelecT
molded beam 64 fee t, molrl ed dep t h 33 fee t, with a deall - on e mile in forty seconds. The Caudron is only 18 feet
weight carrying capacity at 20-foot draught of 13,200 tons. wid e. and rarries a 45-horsepower motor. The extraordi'l'he vesse ls eaay water ballast in ;; icl e tanks and in a doulJle nnry aclt ievement of this Hight is mo.re apparent " ;hen it is
• boi.tom which is G feet deep. The t otal wate r ballast C'a- ret·allccl that the machine with which Vedrines flew 105
pacity is 9,-H0 t ons. l~ae: b ,·cs. cl is equippo<l with a quad- mil es an hom at Chicago carried a HO-horsepower motor.
rup le expansion eng ine of Yerti (·nl inverted t)·pe \\'itli an
' estimated hor se-power at nin ety r I oluti ons per nfrrnte of
D. P. \Yebstcr, Ernest H endricks and Clarence Lapp
2, liU0.
re l urned fro m the Adirondacks recently with the largest
The I~o rcl Th eatre Bu i lding, in ll' hi(' h .\lm1h r. m Lincoln
was shot 1,y J ohn Wilkes Hootlt in .\ p ril, l.>:l(i:i. may hr
razeu as a · r es ul t of an r xpeetcd report fr om l're3 ident
'l'affs Commi ss ion on Ernnomy and :,:flit·it' ll l'_\' to t he cficd
tha t the buildin g is un~a nitnry. poo l'ly re nL1'1lc•d antl unsafe. 'l'l1 e !•'ede ral Government ,l' izcd tlie 1'1 L·,1t re when
Lincoln wa,- assa~s in a led ancl new ,· 1wrrn itte,l it to be u,ctl
agai11 fo l' theatri cal 01· oth er pri1<1ti' pi1 1po2e.· . S u h2c·qu ent ly t he Gol'ernment aC"q ui red th e phlu'. and for man y
year.- it lia s been Ol'<· upi ed by p.: rt of the• d e1·it ·,1l fo rl'r of
the . --\.cljutm1 t <l l'J H•ral':; olliv". Oiw <,f d w lluor~ fel l d uring
repa irs in l !:rn :i .rn cl rn ore l hnn twenty cmpl o,r0s were kill ~<l.
A donai ion o f $ 10,000 lJ,Y )Ii ~.; ll l'lvn C:ould to t he Day
and S ight ( 'a mp for th e l:ure ol' tulicrC' ulosi~ ll'as a1111otrnted al KL 1.011 is, Odo lie r 1 ;;, by 211 r~ . ( 'ltarl e,; ( \1rnmins C'olli n:a, wh o his heatled tlt e rno1·e11H' ll l for !ii<' c,fo li li-d1me nt of l11 r C'arnp. _\ [i~s Uoul<l"s <lonat iun <·ni1te
th roug h Prcsj dent B. F. Bush of th e ~fosomi P .K ifk l:fo ilway, t hrough whom ~lro. C'ollin s mad e lwr pl r .t to the
wom an phi lantbrop i~t. ::\frs. Coll ins declarc:1 )1 iss (-loulcrs
, gift w ~,, :1 llwgni fi cen t 0 1w, S:J-,\ i11i : " !')o far as l know she
n ever h as giH• n snclt an amount for such a purpo::,e to any
other ci ly.'' )Irs. OolJ ins ha:; raised $3,416 more. 'l'hc
:plans J'or tlt e build ings were furnished by the Missouri
Pacific Ra ilroad and the occupancy of the gl'ound is a loan
by the Leclede Gas Light Company.

IJt1 l'k brought from th e north in many year~. It was shot
h_1 \fr. l,app and wcig hc<l 310 pounds, measured nearly
nine feet !'row 1ip o.f nose to tail and had a most perfect
IH'a<l, C' tH·h anllel' having ihc uniform and nicely formed

I

prn ng;;, 'l'he bue:k mu st ham been trodcl ing the Adirond.H;k:, f'or years, as it ,ms without teeth and Uie antlers incli l'.iied that he was well along in yea rs. ~Ir. Webster, who
f: il(' lt year l'i ;; its the _\cliro1td,Kks. when he fir~t saw the deer
afte r it hacl lwen shot was rn startl ed at th e size of i t that
ii e g,1 ;;1,erl and iu1agin ed it \\' as n mule. 'l'lte gu ides also
in fo rm0d tb e Fort Plain er. that nothing to compare with
it h.1d bee n ;;hot in the _.\clirondacks during the la st decade.

l',wptal c Valenti, a laborer of Xell' HaYcn, Conn., struck
l1 i.· ;;ho1 el into a pewter poi the ·o llier du)· containing 1,000
pi e('c:; of Spani sh silri::r eoin lrnown as eight reals. 'I'he
LH·<' , :1lu c> of tlte coins is about .i xty r ents ea ch, but they
are of da h.-s bl't\\'cen nno to l '; ~11 . un<l so me mav be worth
more to co llel'Lors. Yal c11ti fou ght h i~ way from· bis feliow
laborer ~ with his treas ure pot, and turned it 01·er to the
contra ctor, !'or \\'h om he was digg ing a new cellar for a
hus i1w. ~ bl ol'k on the site o.f a house built in 17!10, anJ torn
down la~ ( \\'eek. 'l'h en he became hysterical ancl raced
down t.he sh eets till eap t ured ancl restrain ed. As soon as
news of. lti s discovery became current, treasure bunters
filled the cellar, and before the police could evi ct them had
torn a\\'ay the foundations already constructed for the new

block.
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INTERESTING ·ARTICLES
smrn

RAPID SHOOTING.
Frederi ck T(. Burnham of =:few York, big game hunter,
and :\l rs. Burnham anived in San Francisco October 19
with trophies of a fort y-three-day hunt in the Cassiar district oC i\ laska . 'l' heir bag consisted of six caribou, four
black mou ntain sheep, t wo moose, one goat and se\'enteen
bears. :\lrs. Burnham, dressed in trou ers, accompanied
her lrn~band on the entire trip, which cover ed 250 miles
over coun t ry whi ch few white hunters have ex plored. 'l'he
most thrillin g part of his trip, said Burnham, was the killing oE ffre gri zzly bears in two minutes with seven rifle
shots. He and hii:; Indian guide had separated to trail a
bear sighted on a distant ridge when Burnham stepped
into an open spot and faced an immense grizzly. He had
hardly shot the bear when anoth er charged him from one
side and three more from the opposite side. " I got three
of them w ith fi r e shots," said Burnham.

A D.\RING RESClTE.
In a da ring act of heroism, ~Iilo C. Dodge, fireman on
the ~lilwuukee Railroad, saved the life of Getald Allard,
the two and one-half-year-old son of G. Allard, a South
Dakota farmer, by crawling out on the pilot and kicking
the child from the tra ck as the train sped by. The boy, who
landed in the tlitch by the track, ·suffer ed minor injuries
about the heatl and body. \Yhen li;ngineer Ben Rooe looked
out or th e cab window along the right of way between J eff er~on and }lt:Cook, S. D., he observed a tiny form playing
bctwe<'n the rnil s. '!'he enginen strained at the brakes and
the whistl e shrieked alarm. 'l'he child was picking up
pebble~ and t he train was approaching at thirty-five mil es
an hour. See ing the train could not be stopped, Fireman
Dodge jumped out on the running board and made his
way to the pilot. \Yhile the train wa:; going fift een mil es
an hour he struck out with his foot and knocked the little
boy from the track.
1IASS 1fEETING FOR THE RED SOCKS.
A triumphant march through crowded streets and a mass
meeting of congratulation in Fanueil Hall closetl for the
seasofl on October 17 the activities of the Red Sox, the now
world'$ champions, as a baseball team. After they harl been
lauded as the "gamest nine ever" by ~Iayor Fitzgerald, and
the sentiment had been applauded by ~eYerul tl10usand fans,
the players dispersecl not to meet again as an organization
until next year. Some left for their homes, others will
follow shortly. Hunting trips are included in the immediate plans oi. nearly all of the members of the team .
"Bill" Carrigan will entertain a small party at his :\Iaine
bunting camp. The homes of the men who brought the
baseball championship of the world to Bo ton are scattered
throughout the country, as many coming from California
as from ::.\Iassachusetts. Not one member of the team is a
citizen of Boston. Within a .few days the players, will receive checks for their individual share of the world's series
;receipts. 'rhey will get more than $-:1,000 each, a greater
sum than the salaries of many of them.

RlJSSIA'S YELLOW PERIL.
"The great enemy comes from the East. Our yellow
peril does not appear in human hape. lt comes in a much
more dangerous and insinuating form than a ].fongol invasion. Slowl y but surely it is advancing upon us and
its vanguard has already reached the gates of Kieff."
'J'hus poke some year ago Vladimir Solovitch, the well
known Rus ian scientist, who .foresaw the clanger to Russian agriculture of the drifting masses of sand which are
being steadily blown across the most fertile parts of
southern Russia.
'rhe urgent nature of the danger is once more emphasiz0d by Gen. 1\fistcheuko, the commander in chief ot the
Don Cossacks, who has made a report to the St. Petersbmg Government in which he poi11ts out that every year
1.000 square miles of fertile land i,n the Don province
and 1,500 square miles in the Gov ernment of Astrakhan
are being swallowed up by the invader and rendered unfit
for cultivation.
During the pu~t year, the drifting masses have done the
greatest damage within living memory. One large agric·ultural colony in the Don region has had to emigrate in a
wes tward direction for the fourth time in .fifty }·ears. Gen.
.Mistchenko urgently advocates afforestation as the only
way to stem th e spread of the sand plague. 'l'he cost, it ·
is figured, would only amount to a fraction of the $750,000 which is now lost every year to Russian agri culture.
0

200 ALBAXIAXS 'l' AKE ~.,. PRISO~ER,8.
Sahil Bey and a force of 2,000 Albanians were surpri sed
by the northern 1fontenegriu army in ambush Octou0r 19.
Sahil Bey and 280 of his men were taken pri,;oner s and
were taken to Podgoritza under armed escort. 'l'he
Tmkish force suffered heavily . 'l'he ::\Iontencgrin,,; Loinbarded 'l'arakasch, on Lake Scutari, as well as other outposts of Scutari. Crown Prince Danilo left to join t he
1iion'tenegrin troops in the n eighborhood of the Allrnnian
capital. Varna, on the .Bulgarian coast. was bombarded
by the 'l'urkish fleet and Burghas was blockaded. Yuma
is the principal port on th e Black Sea between th e Bo~porn:;
11ml t he Rumanian port of Kusten cl je. Jt has railroad con110ctions and does an ext ensirn export business. Its population is about 35,000. 'l'he Bucharest Government a Cew
days ago demam1ed the s urrender of a Rumanian ste·1mship which, with many 'l'urkish refugees aboard, had bf-en
detained at Varna by the Bulgt1ria.u authorities. Later it
was repoTted that a 'J'urkish warsl1ip had beeu blown up
by a mine at the harbor entranre while manoc1wring fol' a
position from which to shell the town. There was a dinnrr
at Podgoritza the other night in celebration of the deC"l aration of war against Turkey by the oth er Balkan States.
'l'he minders of the everal Balkan States drank a health
lo King ); icholas ancl his army. One of t he Balkan diplo-'
mats " ·ill be with King Xicholas constantly at his_ headquarters. 'l'he King receired diplomatic calls from the
rn ini sters of Russia and Austria. X othing was made pub- '
lie regarding the purpose of the calls.

GIANT SAV,
P U ZZLE.
T h is puzzle conta inl
twenty-one pieces ot
wood nicely 1\niahed;
take thi>m a.po.rt and
p u t them together
s am e a.a Illustrated.
Everybody would lik•

1
i>:ic:.e~~ i
i~e~fiian~:.e
mail , pootpaid, 211c.

e ach.
' H . F . L AN G, 18111 Cen ti·e St., B'k iyn, N, Y.

Sure Fire
Accuracy
Penetration

DELU SION TRICK .
A magic little box In three
p arts that i• very mysli!Y·
inc to thoae not in the t r ick .
A coin placed on a p iece or
paper disappears by dropping
a nickel ring around i t from
the magic b ox. M a de ot h ard
Price, U c.
wood t w o l nchee In d iameter .
111. O'NEIL L, ( 25 W , 56th St., N . Y,

Tile World's
Record Holders
Remint1lotJ• UMC .22 cal.
cartridges have broken
two recor,ds in two years.

l'l'ClD IPOWDBB.

The _t>resent world ' • 100-,hot gallery record, 2484 ex 2500, held by
Arthur _Hubalek was made with the1e hard hitting .22's.
Thev will help you, too, to break your best shooflng record,.
Remington-UMC .22'1 are made, too, with hollow point bullet,.
Tbi1 inc,reases their shockinl! and killinl! power.

Gee whiz! i'l'hat Cu n
you can ha,·e w ith
this stun'.. Mois te n t he
tip of your th11,er, tap
Jt on t he conten t! of
th e box, and a little
Then
b it will stick.
aha.k e h a.nda with your
a
dro p
or
friend,
speck down his back .
I n a m inute he will
Ceel as ft he had t h o
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mak e !ace1. B u ~ It Is p erfectly harmleas, u
It 11 m a de trom the aeed• ot wild roaes. The
h orrible Itch stops Jn a few mlnutee. or can
be checked lmmedla.~ely by r ubbing the apo t
w ith a. wet clot h. W h ile It la wo r king, y ou
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various b r ig h t Unto. '£hen It slow ly o p en1 out
Into vado u s s h apes of exquisite fl owe1a. T h ey
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Small 1l ze, price 5 cen t s ; la rge size, 10
cents a package, by m ai l p ostpa id .
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COMI CAL R UBBER STAMPS,
A comp le t e Rot o r five
people
little
grotesque
ot fndeatructlble
made

Remington- UMC--the perfect 1hootiq combination
299 llroadwar. New Yori C1t1
llEMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
.JArANESE WATER F LOWER S
Withou t exception, th 6
m oat beau tl tu l and In ·
tereatl n g th i ne-• on the
They conatat
m arket.
or a d ozen d r ied-u p
ap r tgs, neatly enca sed
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LOTS OF FUN FO,ft A DJffl!
Veatrllo~ulsfs Doable Throat ,.!!:.:,::.=,..:.._-;..,

1

J APANESE TRICK KNIFE.
.1!,~~~!te
You can show the knlte an d
boy can set up a. regular • ~
Instan tly draw it across your
parade o r ctrcuo by printfinger, appa.rently cuttin g deep
lni:- the l\gures in differInto the flesh. The red blood
With each set of figure• wa
e nt positions.
appears on the blade of the
1end a bottle of colored ink, an Ink pad and
l knife, glvtni:- a startllni; en'.ect
full tnotructlons. Children can stamp these
to the spectators. The knife
pictures on their toys, picture books, writing
ts removed and the fine-er is
paper and envelopes, a.nd they are \\'lthout
d oubt the moot amualng and entertaining f ound In good condition. Quite an effective
Price 10c. each by ma.II.
n ovelty g ott,·n up in years. Price of the com- Illusion.
1
:;t~m.,_~~ 2rf~~.h 0 ~~kdo~~~ W OLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. ~6th St., N . Y.
\a"t o~iy
98c .. by mall postpaid .
SEE- !AW PUZZLE,
L. Senarens, &47 Winth r o p St., Brookl yn, N. Y.
The m ost a.bsorb1ng puzzle aeen for
The kin d
yea.ra.
JU.llll'ING T EI ,ESCOPE.
you sit up ha.I! the
1 1
to do. The
night
tu!.!' Tn se~:c~b\~~\!
puzzlo Is to get
talion of a tele· b oth b a lls, one in ea<·h pocket.
scope. By looking
Price, 18c.; S tor 2~c. by ma.II, pos tpaid.
throui:h tt, reveal s
H . O'NEILL, 425 W. liGth St., N. Y,
one high ly magnified picture of a.
dancer or other
SUR P RISE lUNEllIATOGRA1'H.
con It
subject.
The greatest hit of the
tains on the oide &
It con&tsts or a
~ seasr:m !
button, which the
•mall mAtal. nickeled tube,
victim la told to
e)•e view,
with a lens
Instead or ,
pre!'ll for a change of picture.
which •hows a pret t y bo.1another picture appearing, t110 entire lnside !
Hand
let girl In tights.
part shoot• out, a.s shown In illust ration. It
~~ 1\~h~e~r',~ft'~ t')';~ofl;;t'bi~~
V
~en~~!e~~a,~~rm1ess, but g ives the v1ct1m a
ture ; tell him to turn the
·
I'rlce. 15e. each: 2 for 21ic. by ma.II, postoald,
1
~ir~~~r~f
\ ~"OL~J! N OVELTY CO. , 29 W. 20th St ., N. Y. ment to change th:ci:,~;w~~
1
water squirts into his face, much to his disktnemathis
neen
not
ha3
who
Anyone
.
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OLD COINS
t T, i:, paid for RARE date l858quarten.

•S~.

'C, F. CLARKt.~o\~•,Nf~Jn~g~:_rs, Dt~I. U
-. - CJACH00- • •- 81'!1EEZINO POWD-.T he g ro &teat t un-maker 4lf
<hem a.II. A • ma.fl a.meunt

o! thl• p ewder, when blew•
in a r oom, wtn cau••
every one t • 1n e eze w1t11.eut
an y on e k n o wJ ng- where tt
cornea from. It la very llg h t, w llJ floa.t In Ute
air t or 11o m e t ime, a nd. penetrate e very n ook
a nd ear n er ot ·a r e om . I t is pertecttly harm•
less. C&choo 11 p ut up In bottles, a.nd eno
bottle con tain• enou g h to be uaed t'rom lt
16 tlm,oa, Price, by mall, 10c. each ; S !or He.
W OLFF NOVELTY CO., H W . 21th St.. N. Y,
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VANIS HING ANO RE•
APPEARING EGG. -Very
flne, easy to- perform and
it produces a marveloua
and mystltylng en'.ect . Ecc
Is 1nade to appear anli
van ish rlght befor e t he
Beautifully m a d e.
eyes.
Price, 2110.
M. O'NEILL,
_
420 W. 118th St., N. Y.
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;~!~P~I~~- !i,'i:':t}~~t r~"m!~Ie c!~ ~:
with w n tt;r jn a n instant. re.ady for the next
Price 25e. i,y mall, postpaid.
customer.
WOU"l,' NO\'ELTY CO .. 20 W. 26th St .. N. Y.
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t he lips covering the
openings In the centre.
1 1
0
~:ng
J~~~
a ny tune desired as easily as whlslllnr.. But
li ttle p r a ctice Is required to become a finish ed
p layer. It Is ma.ae entirety ot metal. a.nd will
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;i'·~~ II

!::'tth ~ ..~~ e}~':;'t ~um!\1 ""J'~ c/u~l>c'.~·~ruitl~~;
25c .. by mall, po•tpa.ld.
A , A.. WARF ORD, 16 H art St,, Brook l7D, N. Y.
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POSTAOJ,: IST,UIP!I
Ou r package• are the beat, u
each cont atn1 a t lea1t 2 rare
wo r th the price of th.a
Ok~s.
who i~ lot. S tart a collectloa.
In ttn.,.e i t wtll c row very •••·
k now n variety
°JGV'!lr y
u a b le.

1'1Ticx.: ·F,UC

A lady' s ran made
of co lored silk cloth.

u:~3
8 rf;enma;h~t~
!~
opens ai:-aln,
when
1

it

It falls In pieces: shut
and open a go.In and It
1
elg n of a break. A gr~"at P=~~;~,ee wr 6~o;;os!
n ot in t h e trick. Price, 35c. by mall , post paid.
M. O ' NEILL, 4%:; W. G6th St,, N. Y.

HO, tO tor

We J>A1 a CASH premium on hn n dred1 of

C"Qln11; keep all money date,l befon 18M nd sen d.
'1'EN cen ts at one• for onr New 111uatrated. Oolrt
• Value 80011: , alte 41xl. It m a1mean you rtort a u ..
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THE FLUTOPIIONE.
A new musical In•trumcnt, produ c ing tho_
~~';e\r~~/u lci~eto~1e;P~~-

Adoa.lah ••J. t117aUt;, J•u:: f:itttdL !h'rb, Uk• 11 IHfllj ••to.•lli:••
aa4 Ir.ii~ blt 41 aa4 ...... .t lttd ...
rPP7J ft4C Uh•
8
.9fo~'4,~-:..":::.~:~·::..'!::
::'"..k0 M.
:DOUaLI:
T HROAT co. DZl'T. It r&Q0llffW.,11."'

,
l
·
1

of f o relgr. and du m e1tlc atamp1

In t hese i,acka11"e1. F ift y V&•
hund red
r let1es !or 5 ce_:1ts; one
iu cen ts; two hu n dred, 20 CQnta ; three hua ...
d red , :tD conts; Ovo hu n dre d , $1.26 ; ·one tb..G-11•
aa nd, $3. 25; t wo th ous a n d, $ 18 . 00 ; 1,080 mixed
lot, 26 c ents. A ll In i:-ood cond ition and worti.
a sk.
tw ice th e a mou nt
WOLFF NOVELTY CO,. 211 W. Z6Ua St., N. 'L

w•
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A beautiful and perfect cigar cas~. made
or Imitation alligator
and ~ealek tn leather ;
worth a. qua r ter as a
It
cigar case alone.
can be shown full or
cigars a n d Instantly
handed to a person,
who, upon opening l t, finds only an empty
The box has o. secret spring- and a
case.
rlouble case, and can be operated only by one
Jn the secr et. Fu ll printed tn structton o sent
with each case. Every smoker should have
o n e. Price, 20c.; 2 f o r 8~c. by mall , po,stpald ;

a.,

llU W inthrop S&., Brooki.rn, N . Y.
NAIL PUZZLE.
Made or 2 metal nail•
Keeps
linked together.

!ollts guessJng; easy to
take them apart when you

C~endJ'flW, biorf\i~

Directions
how.
with every one.
Prlce, 6c., postpaid.
WOLFF NOVEL TY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N . Y.
know

lf. :,.·.

GOOD LUCK PUZZLE.
It consists or three hor1e.
togethti'.
fastened
Only a very clever person
I shoes
th
~ a:IIIM l :.lta..,. ~~~•est;~: f,~m rhe clot"!~
• linked horseshoes. But It
can be done tn a momen t when the secret Js
known. Price, by mall, l0c. each.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centro St., B'ldYD, N. Y.

lllAGIC PUZZLJ!:
KEYS.
Two keys Interlock·
ed In such a manner
It seems tmposslblo to
but
them,
separate
when learned lt to
easily done.
Price, Ge., postpaid.
WOLl<"'F NOVELTY CO., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.

THE JUMPING FROG.
This little novelty creates
Ita
a world or laughter.
chief attractiveness Is that
it t2kcs a. !ew seconds betore Joaplng high In the air,
so that when set, very innocently a.long side or an unsusp ecting peraon,
he ts suddenly startled by the wonderful
activity or this !rog. Price, 15c. each by mall
postpaid.
H . l'. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
A.LUMINUM DRDJIUNG CUPS.
These handsome little cups are
very handy In size, do not leak, and
When comare Satin finished .
pressed, can be carried in the vest
pocket. 'l'hey hold a good quantity
ot llqu!d, and are very stro ng, Ught.
yet durable, Price, 14,:. each, post~ paid.
WOLFJ;' NOVELTY CO., 29 W. t0th St., N. Y.

ti

SURPRISE PERFUME
BOTTLE.
Those In the j oke may freely
smell the perfume ln the bottle,
but the uninitiated. on removing
the cork wnt receive the contents
This Is a elmple
ln his hands.
a.nd clever joke.
Price, 10c. P.nch by mall, postpaid; S for 2oc.
H. F. LA.NG,
1815 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

~2l\ff.;

New Yor k Clt:r.

THE FIGHTL~G ROOSTERS,
A full blooded pair o!
cocks.
g a 1n e
fighting
These llilputlan fighters
have real feathers, yellow
legs and fiery red combs.
their movements when
tlghpng are perfectly natural and l'lfellk.e, and the
secret or their movem e nts
is known only to the d'perator, who can cause
the1n to battle ·w ith each other as often
and :ts Jong as desired. Independent or their
fighting proc!lvltles they make very pretty
mantel ornaments. Price for the pair in a.
strong box, lOc.; 3 pairs !or 25c. by mall,
postpaid.
WOLFF NOVEi.TY CO., 29 W. £6th St.. N. Y.

A NEW SQUIRT BADGE.
Great tun for the m il·

,
llllll!'lllo•1111.
••:J-Q
(

I.MITATION GIANT DIAllIONDS.
Diamond rlni;s or etudo of
half-I nch and one Inch In
diameter aro heard or In
•tortes only. We have them
tmttated by prodigious sparkling stones which will deceive
the glance of any spectator.
Price by mall, postpaid, email
atze, 2Gc. ea.ch; large size~ 35c. ench.
H. 1,·. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'kl,u, JS'. Y.

8
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WIND OW SllIASHERS.
The g reatest sensation . just
from Paris. A most wondereffect or a smashing.
~ . !ul
.
falling pane or
breaklng,
glass. It will electrify every body. Vlhen you come hmne.
'
slan1 the door shut and at
the same time throw the
discs to the floor. Every pane or glass In the
house will at once see1n to have been shattered. Price, by mnl l, postpaid, 35c., a set
Pt six plates.
H. I,'. LA..""IG, 1813 Centre St., B"Jdyn, N. Y.

NORWEGIAN MOOSE,
A very ln,rge gray n1ouse,
measuring & tn cne~ tron1 tip
The
of nose to end of tall.
body o! mouae is hollow.
Place your flrat finger ln his
body, and then by moving your
finger up and down, the mouse
appears to be running up your
sleeve. Enter a. room where
th ere are ladies, with the
mouse runn·~1g up your sleeve,
and you wlJ I see a rapid scattering o! the fair sex. Many
practical jokes can be perpetrated with this small rodent.
Price, t oe. ; s for 2Gc. mailed, postpaid.
H. l '. LA.NG. ll!l li Cen tre St., n •t, tyn , N. Y .

V.4.NISHING OIGAR.

ROUGH RIDER DISC PISTOLS.
Made or nicely col,red wood 5 1h Inches
The power ls
long.
furnished by rubber
Ten disc, or
bands.
cardboard with each
pistol. Price, 6c. each,
postpaid.
WOLFF N OVELTY 0 0 ., 20 W. 26th St., N. Y.

L I:-.X.: THE Ll:NK PUZZLE.
Tho sensation or the day,
Pronounced by all, the most
baffling a nd scientific novelty
out. 'l'housands have worked
at it for hours without ma::.terl n g It, still It can be done in fwo seconcls
by !fh"lng the links tho proper twist. but un less you know how, th e harder you twist thr.m
the tighter they grow. Price, 6c. ; '3 for 15c.;
one dozen, 50c. , bl' mail, postpaid.
26th St .• N. Y.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 20

THE MAGVI OIGAR CASE.

GOOD LUCK DANKS.
Orna.mental as well as useful.
Made of highly nickeled bro.so.
It hold• juat One Dollar. When
Remain•
!!lied It opens Itself.
Jocked until rel).lled. Can be ueed
a. watchchnrm. Money refund·
Price, 10c.
ed If not eallened.
by mall.
L. SENA.RENS

Wear it In your
lion!
buttonhole and then press
the bulb and watch the
other fellow run.
Price, Uc.
C. BEIDt, 150 W. 62d St.
Ne,v Ynl'h: City.

THE PEG JUMPEI;.
v e r y effective
A
pocket trick, easily
to be performed by
any one, A miniature
paddle is shown. Cent ral hol~• are drilled through It. A ,rnoden
peg Is Inside or the upper hole. Showing now
both sides of the paddle. th e performer causes,
by simply breathing upon It. the peg to leave
the upper hole, and appear In the middle Of!"·
Then It jumps to the lowe r hofe, back 'to tne
middle one, and lastly to the upper hole .
0
Both aides or the paddle areP~1g;"i~diatt
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

ELK HEAD PUZZL,E.
Just out. and one of the
meat fascinating puzzles I on
The stunt ls to
the ma.rkel.
separate the antlers and r ej oin them. It looks easy, but
t ry lt and you will admit that
It Is wit h out exception the best
puzzle you have ever seen. You can't leave
it alone. :Made o! silvered m"tal.
Price, 12c. ; S for 30c., sent by m11ll. postpaid .
U. F. LA..."'i"G, 1815 Centre St., B'klYD, N. Y.
TJil;
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MARBLE VASE.
A clever and puzzling effect.
easy to do; the apparatus can
be minutely exam I nod. El'fect:
A marble can be made to pas~
from the hand Into the closed
vase. whJch a moment before
beautiful enam:r:J. f~:n~d ~~gJY;,as~~is ls a.
P r lce. 20c.
M. O'NEILL, 425 W. 56th St .• N. Y.
THE MAGNETIC TOP.
handsome metal,
A
highly magnetized toy.
A horseshoe and a spiral
with
furnished
wire
each top. When spun
next to the wJrcs. they
make th0 most surpris You
i ng moven1ents.
can make wires o! different shapes and get
the most peculiar effects. Price, 6c., postpaid.
L . Senarcns, 34'7 W inthrop St., Brooklyn, N . Y.

15~:
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DEAD SHOT SQUIRT PlSTOL.
If you shoot a ma n
with this ··sun" ha will
lle to o mad to accept
the ancient excuse-"!
dldn"t 'know it "'as
loa.ded." It load:, en.s11y
with a full cnarge of
water, and taking l\lm. press the rnbb er bulb
at the butt of the Pistol, when a small stream
or water ls equlrted Into his !ace. The best
thing to do then lo to pocket your gun e.r.:1
run. There are "loads of fun" In this wlcke<l
little joke1·1 whtch looks like a real revolver,
trigger, cock. chambers, barrel a::-id all. Prtc&
only 7c.; 4: fo r 2:.ic.; one dozen 60c. by n1ait
1
Pi~t'p~ ANG, 18l5 Centre St., B'klyn, N . Y.

1.

THE CBOWN STYLO.
l\-Iade o! alu mi n um,
satin finish. suaranteed not to leak. Thls
stylographlc ink pencil is made on a new plan. lt cannot corrode and will outlast and outclass any simiIt Is a splendid
lar pencil on the market.
writer, and is easily kept in order. Each one
packed with a tiller, and a clip to hold lt
in your vest pocket.
Price, 25c. each. postpald.
U. l,' LANG. 1810 Centre St., B'klyn, :S. ll.

THE HIDEOUS SPIDEB.
Fun for every ..
b ody "·Ith one of
t h e s e handsom•1
His body
brutes.
I• 3 Inches long,
bea'.!t!fu l!y enamel·
ed green. with
whita ridges, yellow speckles. bul ging eyes. and a big red
mouth. ~Ie Is armed with six legs and two
upright f eele rs. made of flexible tpiral springs.
A dark, Invisible thread attached to his body
lets you ahalte htm in the air before you r
friends' eyes, when the legs wiggle in a most
naturn.l, lifelike manner. Guo.ranteed to make
any lady howl and to scare the bravest hero
on earth out ot his boots.
Price by mall. lOc. e11cb.
W OLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

Th I• little o. rt I c I e
ohould be In fbe pocket
of every smoker. vn th It
a perfect cigarette can be
made in ten s1.,conds. You
wilt find thf,tn equal in
appearance and far su perfor i n qualtty to con1merclal ones, at leas
than a quarter ot the cost. WJth our cigarette maker in your possession, you can sn1 oko
a pipe or cigarette at pleasure, as it's j u et as
easy t o ro ll a cigarette as to fl'll a pipe. Every
part of the cigarette nlake1· Is h.andsomely
Price, 10:c., 'Jr 3 for 4.0c. by
nickel-plated.
mall, postpaid.
WOLFF N OVELTY. ,00 ., 20 W . 26th St .. N. Y.

MINIATURE COlllPASS CHARllI.
A beautifc l charm, to be
worn on the watch chain. It
consists of a t1·ue and perfect
•
compass, to which 1s attachcd, by a pivot, a powerful
magnifytns glass. Vlhen not
Jn us e the m3. g n 1!y1 ng filass fits closely inside
the c 01npass and is not seen. The con1pass is
protected by a g!a!:6 c rystal , and is handsome ly sllver-nlckcl plated and burnished, pT"e senttng a veJ'y attractive appearance. Here
you have a reliable compass. a. powerful mag ..
nlfying glass. an~ a handsoJne charm, a.I l ht
, one. Jt is a Parisian nov e lty, entU·ely new.
· P r ice, 25c. by mall . oostoalcl.
1 II. 1, . LA."il..i, rnlo Centre St., R'klyn, "Y. Y.
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